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2 NORTHERN INDIAN A. NORMAL l:lCHOOL. 
BOARD OF INSTRUCTION. 
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 
H . B. BROWN, Engllsn Grammar. 
MISS MANTlE E. BALDWIN, Rhetoric. 
MRS. SARAH P . KINSE Y, Geography. 
0. P. McAULEY, United States History. 
FLORENCE HIGGINS, Reading·. 
M ISS LIZZIE McALILLY, Arithmetic and Letter Writing. 
E. K. ISAACS Penmanship. 
Ic A. HERITAGE, Vocal Music. 
lSAAC W. MYERS, Debating. 
TEACHERS DEPARTMENT. 
H. B. BROWN, English Grammar and in especial charge of Teachers' Class 
0. P. KINSEY, Mathematics. 
MISS MANTlE E. BALDWIN, Rhetoric. 
MRS. SARAH P. KINSEY, Geography. 
H. M . EVANS Natural Science. 
H. V. HIBBARD, Botany and Geology. 
0. P. MeA ULEY United States History and CiviL Government. 
JOHN E. ROE SLER, German. 
FLORENCE HIGGINS, Elocution and Voice Culture. 
LIZZIE McALILL Y, Compo ition and Common Branches. 
E. K. I AACS, Penmanship. 
B . F. WILLIAMS, Penman hip. 
S. B. WRIGHT, Drawing. 
R. A. HERITAGE Vocal Music. 
ISAAC W. MYERS, Debating. 
COMMERCIAL DEPART M ENT. 
C. W. BENTON, Science of Accounts, Theory and Practice of Business. 
A. A. WILLIAMS, As ~ i taut. 
H. B. BROWN, English Grammar. 
J. B. SHOW ALTER Commercial Arithmetic. 
FLORENCE HIGGINS, Elo ution. 
1\:II LIZZIE McALILLY Busine s Correspondence. 
E. K. ISAACS, Penman hip and Debating. 
B. F. WILLIAU Penman hip. 
ISAA W. MYER , Debating. 
ELOCUTIONARY DEPARTM ENT . 
1\I. E. BOGARTE, Elo ution and Voice Culture. 
FLOREN E HIGG IN , A istant. 
MANTlE E. BALDWIN, Litel'ature and Rhetoric. 
H . N. CARVER, La,ir 
JOHN E. ROESSLE~. German. 
HOWARD TEMPLETON, F rench. 
NORTHERN INDIANA NORMAL SCHOOL. 
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT. 
H. N. CARVER, Mental Science, Greek, Latin and Ancient History. 
0. P. KINSEY, Literature. 
JOHN E. ROESSLER, German. 
MISS MANTlE E. BALDWIN, Rhetoric. 
M. E. BOGARTE, Higher Mathematics. 
H. M. EVANS, Natural Science. 
H. V. HIBBARD, Botany and Geology. 
HOWARD TEMPLETON French. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 
M. E. BOGARTE, Higher Mathematics, Surveying and Engineering. 
H. M. EVANS, Natural Sciences. · 
H. V. HIBBARD, Botany and Geology. 
MISS MANTlE E. BALDWIN, Rhetoric. 
MRS. SARAH P. KINSEY, Geog-raphy. 
MISS LIZZIE McALILLY, English Composition. 
S. B. WRIGHT, Drawing, Mechanic.al, Architectural, and Projection. 
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY. 
A. E. HISS, Pharmacy, Materia Medica, Etc. 
H. M. EVANS Natural Science. 
H. N. CARVER, Latin. 
C. W. BENTON, Science of Accounts. 
LAW DEPARTMENT. 
HON. H. A. GILLETTE, Late Circuit Judge 31st District, Indiana. 
HON. MARK L. DEMOTTE, A. M. , LL. B. 
HON. E. D. CRUMPACKER, Judge of Appellate Court, Indiana. 
A. L. JONES, A. M. 
MUSICAL DEPARTMENT. 
R. A. HERITAGE-Director. 
R. A. HERITAGE, Voice Culture, Theory and Musical Literature. 
MRS. M. E. BOG ARTE Piano and Organ. 
HENRI RUIFROK, Piano and Organ. 
MISS GRACE GROTH, Piano Organ and Voice. 
MI S JENNIE THATCHER Piano, Organ and Voice. 
MISS MAGGIE WHITE, Violin. 
MRS. J. E. ROESSLER, Banjo and Guitar. 
H. N. CARVER, Lecturer on Law of ound. 
H. M. EVANS, Lecturer on Phy iology and Hygiene of the Voice. 
FINE ART DEPARTMENT. 
S. B. WRIGHT, Director . 
. MR . . B. WRIGHT, A si tant. 
-------
PHONOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT . 
. P. CORBOY, Corresponding and Reporting tyle . 
MIS KATE CORBOY As i tant. 
COTT NORVElL, A sistant. 
MI JENNIE SHEPARD, A i taut. 
TELEGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT. 
G. A. DODGE Director. 
G. H. DODGE, Instructor. 
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THE NORTHERN INDIANA NORMAL SCHOOL 
ThoHgh Diffcrino frcmt otJ1 r Normal choolx aw1 Cr1ll yc.· in Jfwutfl m Ht, 
Arrangement of tudi~·, and :Jfet1wc7. of Tcndlillfl , yet 0f'c:llpi · one 
of tJ1e H1uhe t Position among our Eclucutional lHstitutinrt. ·. 
We have learned bv ob ervation that ther ar thousand. of peopl . with 
strong mind , passing 'through lif without any education whatt!v r, from th 
following rea on. : 
I. They are unabl to me t the enormous exp nses common to so many of 
our chools, and should they be ABLE to do thi. · th y are unwilling to xp nd 
their money for that which i not practical. · 
II. Th·e timer quired to ecure even an ordinary edu ation i · too long in 
mo t of our institution of learning. 
III. Student ar comp lled to study many branches that are not pra<'ti a.l, 
and perliaps are dista t ful to them, and thu, th ir progr s is retarded. 
With a de ign of m ting all the -e difficulti .· ,the Normal at Valparaiso 
was e tablished. That it is fulfilling it design is manife t from th fa.et tha~ 
it is now the LARGE 'T NORMAL CITOOL IN TilE J,A~D. Here the exp m; . ar 
within the reach of all. Experience ha taught us that the extravagant bills 
students are required to pay are wholly unnecessary, and that a. thorough, 
practical education can b secured at one-third th exp u e, and in much le ' S 
time than i u ually required. 
The curriculum embraces only tho e studies that are practical; h n<•c all 
who come here have th privilege of electing th ir own tudies, and no n i 
held back on account of those les advanced or les interested. 
The chool i open to all. Rich and poor alike receive a heart~· w lcom 
and everything that can be done i done, in ord r that their stay may b both 
pleasant and profitable. 
The School mm;t sta.nd upon its own merits. 
The Normal has been in operation but 1 ' years, yet in this brief period a. 
great work ha.s been a<'complished. The enrollment has iucrea~ed from (il to 
2,473 per term. The Coll g-c Buildings have been repaired, and two building-s, 
containing seven large recita,tion rooms have l1een added. Numerous Board-
ing Halls have be n erected· a Book~tore and Reading Room established; 
new and valuable additions have been made to the apparatus of the sev 'ral 
Department · in hort, no labor nor expense ha been pared in preparing 
everything nece a.ry for enhancing the intere ·t , of the School. 
The Institution wa.· founded September Hi, 1 ii3, ·with 35 stud nt in attend-
ance. The average term enrollment, during the pres ut year, 1,700, wbil the 
term enrollment is much greater. The chool has continued in rapid, regular 
growth from its organization to the present time. 
To the thinking mind thi remarkable growth is u:fficient evidence tha.t the 
work accomplished at this chool meets th want of the times: yet those 
unacquainted with the workings of t:b.e School a.ttribute this wonderful g-rowth 
to the supeT'Wr accommodatiom afforded ; the grectt reduction of expenses; extensive 
advertising, etc., etc. Surely this ca.nnot b true. Suppose the accommoda-
tions are superior; the expemes less than at any other school; the advertising 
extensive; let the students flock in and find the instruction to be inferior, how 
soon would the School be a wreck1 The ecret of the succes of this Institution 
is the earnest, practical work performed in the clas -room. Those who attend 
the School get value received for 'ltteir money and go forth living recommenda-
tions of the efficiency of the methods med. 
This Institution now more prosperou than ever before, ha grown and 
flourished solely upon its own merits. Strict attention to busines , thorough 
work in ev t y department, and honorable competition, without any attempt to 
disparage the good work of other school", have won for it encomium from 
leading educators everywhere. 
It now has representatives from almost EVERY STATE AND TERRITORY 
I N THE UNION, AND FROM THE PROVINCES OF CANADA. These young 
NORTHERN I~DIA~ A ORMAL CHOOL. 5 
peopl ar refined and cultured, and come from the best families. The majority 
of them have made their own money and are paying their own way, while many 
others come from home of luxury .. 
To In. titution i more faitlifu~ w those confided wits care. 
While it doe not promise to plea e everyone, yet the universal testimony 
of those who come here for work is that they get more than va~ue received for the 
time and moneu expended. 
This is still further :ttte ted by the students ·returning term after term, and tn 
almost every imltance 1winginu some one with them. This is the best recommendation 
that any school can have. 
The Institution has everything in the line of Apparatus, Library, etc., that 
thos de. iring· a thorough practical education could wish. 
Each department is in charge of a teacher especially trained for his work. It 
is evident that the instructor who gives his whole time to one or two br:tnches 
can accomplish more for students than the one who attempts to teach every-
thing. This advantage cannot be enjoyed where the attendance is small . 
.M:RS. KINSEY has assumed full management of the Boarding and Rooms 
of the 
LADIES' DEFAR.TMENT. 
Parent need have no fear about ending their daughters here, as they 
will be under the care of an experienced and cultured lady who will give them 
her especial attention. 
More than ··200,000 have been expended in buildings and furniture. An 
additional expenditure of ;"'50.000 on buildings, library, etc., has been com-
menced. Everything is in first-class repair. The rooms are all neat, clean and 
comfortable. Now, there is no difficulty in securing large, well-ventilated and 
well-lighted rooms. 
NE""tJ'V LIER.AR. Y. 
V .A.LPARAISO, IND .. December 10, 1881. 
"A few days ago we visited the Library and Reading~Room of the Northern 
Indiana Normal School and were surprised at the rapid growth it has made. 
While there has been more or less of a Library in the Rchool, within the pa.st 
:few months a large and commodious room has been specially fitted up for this 
purpose. On one side stands a row of handsome walnut book-cases, and on 
the other, running the entire length of the room, is a newspaper rack or file; 
the interior is filled with study tables and reading· stools; the walls are hung 
with engravings, chiefly of scenes and incidents in the classic world. The 
cases are loaded with the choicest books from the best American and European 
publishing houses. Only the best books are purchased, and these consist of 
encyclopredias, dictionaries. (many of which are fine :tnd illustrated works,) 
biographies, poems, select fiction, works on education, etc., etc. All the best 
magazines are on the tables, while there are a large number of daily and 
weekly papers. But we are specially gratified to note the wonderful quietude 
throughout the room, notwithstanding it being full every moment. This seems 
to be the sacred place in the Institution. The very door-knob was turned 
noiselessly by the incomer; there was not a sound or whisper to disturb any-
one, and there was no communication except with the Librarian. We learned 
from Prof. Kinsey, who sin charge of this department, tha.t he considers the 
work thus far scarcely a beginning o:f what the Library will be in the near 
future. Surely, Valparaiso may well feel proud of her Normal. 
THE VALPARAISO .M:ESSENG ER. 
Since the above was written, there have been several thousand volumes of 
choice books added to the Library. We have a larger Library than any other 
Normal School, either State or private. 
( 
TERMS. 
1 . 10 Weeks. { 
2. 10 Weeks. { 
3. 10 Weeks. { 
4. 10 Weeks. { 
5. 10 Weeks. { 
TERMS. 
1. 10 Weeks. 
2. 10 Weeks. { 
3. 10 Weeks. { 
4 . 10 Weeke. { 
5. 10 Weeks. { 
NORMAL COURSE OF STUDY. 
MATHEMATICS. 
Arithmetic 
Arithmetic and 
Algebra. 
Algebra. 
Book-keeping. 
Review. 
PREPARATORY COURSE. 
SCIENCES. LANGUAGE. LITERATURE. 
Geography and 
Map Drawing. 
English Grammar 
and Analysis. 
Reading. 
Geography and 
Map Drawing 
Rhetoric. Elocution. 
Physiology. Rhetoric. History of U. S. 
Zoology. Literature. History of U. S. 
Review. Review. Review 
TEACHERS" COURSE. 
MISCELLANEOUS. 
Letter Writing. 
Composition and 
Debating. 
Vocal Music and 
Debating. 
Vocal Music and 
Debating. 
Debating. 
MATHEMATICS. SCIENCES. LANGUAGE. MISCELLANEOUS. THEORY AND PRACTICE, ETC. 
Arithmetic. Geography and English Grammar. Drawing. Elocution. 
Map Drawing and Analysis. 
Algebra. Physiology. Rhetoric. Drawing. Elocution. 
Algebra. Zoology. Rhetoric. History of U. S. Theory and Practice. 
Algebra. Natural Philosophy. Literature. Civil Government. Theory and Practice. 
Review. Botany. Review. Review. Theory and Practice. 
DRILLS. 
Penmanship. 
Penmanship. 
Theory and 
Practice. 
Theory and 
Practice. 
Theory and 
Practice. 
Penmanship and 
Debating. 
Vocal Music and 
Debating. 
Vocal Music and 
Debating. 
Review. 
Normal Course of Study-Continued. 
SCIENTIFIC COURSE. 
TERMS. MATHEMATICS. SCIENCES. LANGUAGE. LITERATURE. 
1 . 10 Weeks. Geometry. Botany and Geology. Latin Lessons or English Authors. German. 
2. 10 Weeks. Trigonometry and Analytical Geometry. 
Physiology. Cresar or German. American Authors. 
3. 10 Weeks. { Calculus { Differential. 
· Integral. 
Natural Philosophy Virgil or German. U.S. Government. 
with experiments. 
4. 10 Weeks. Astronomy. Chemistry with experiments. 
Virgil or German. Evidences of 
Christianity. 
5 . 10 Weeks. Surveying and Engineering. 
Analytical Outline of Grammar. Miscellaneous 
Chemistry. Reading, 
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY. 
TERMS. ' 
PHARMACY, 
~MATERIA MEDICA, 
PHARMACOGNOSY. 
{ 
Introductory lectures on 
1. 10 Weeks. Pharmacopoeia, Dispensatory 
and Metrology. 
LANGUAGE 
AND 
CHEMIS'l'RY. 
Latin. 
GENERAL 
SCIENCE 
LABORA'I.'ORY WORK. 
Botany (Structural and 
Synthetic). 
~. 10 Weeks. ~ Pharmacy. Latin. Physiology, 
3. 10 Weeks.~ Pharmacy. Chemical (Inorganic). Philosophy (Forces). 
4. 10 Weeks.~ Materia Medica and 'l'herapeutics. Chemistry Organic Pharmaceutical Laboratory. 
5 10 Weeks Materia Medica Toxicology and Geology and Mineralogy. 
· · and 'l'hera eutics. Pharmaceutical Laboratory. 
COMMERCIAL COURSE. 
SCIENCE 
OF 
BUSINESS. 
Laboratory Work. 
Book·Keeping. 
Commercial Law. 
Laboratory. 
Laboratory. 
Microscopical 
E SAYS. FORENSIC. 
.Essays. Debating. 
Essays. Debating. 
.Essays. Debating . 
Essays. Debating. 
Essays. Debating. 
CHEJ\HCAL, 
LABORATORY 
DEBATING. 
Chemlcal. 
Laboratory. 
Chemical Laboratory. 
Chemical Laboratory. 
Debating. 
Debating. 
TERMS. SCIENCE OF ACCOUNTS. MATHEMATICS. LANGUAGE. CIENCE OF BUSINESS. DRILL . FORENSICS 
1. 10 Weeks. Book-keeping. Arithmetic. Grammar. Lectures. Penmanship and Debating. Elocution. 
~- 10 Weeks. Actual Business and Commercial Arithmetic. Grammar. Book-keeping. 
Commercial Law. Penmanship. Debating. 
3 . 10 Weeks. Actual Business. Applied Arithmetic. Applied Grammar. Commercial Law. Penmanship. Debating. 
~ A person well prepared can complete this course in two terms. 
''! 
Normal Course of Study- Continued. 
----- ---- -----------------
CLASSIC COURSE. 
TERMS. MENT,AL SCIE CE, ETC. GREEK. LITERATURE. !WREN I 
1 . 10 Weeks. J allust. Preliminary Les ons Chaucer. I and Xenophon. 
2 . 10 Week . Logic. penser. Debating. 
3 . 10 Weeks. Ethics and Const. Government. 
Debating 
4 . 10 Weeks. Political Economy. Tacitus. ...Escllylus. Shakespeare. Debating. 
5 . 10 Weeks. Literary Criticism. Pro ·e . om position Outline of l:lhakespeare' s Grammar. Grammar. 
General Review. Debating . 
SELECT COURSE. 
'l'ERMS. MENTAL SCIENCE. E'I'C. - LATIN. GREEK. LITJtiiATURE. FOREN ' I' 
--------
History of Philosophy. Horace (Satire. ophocle . 1 . 10 Weeks. etc.) 
Shakespeare. Debating. 
2 . 10 Weeks. J International Law. Livy. 'l'h ucydides. 'l'he English I Bible. 
--Debating. 
3 . 10 Weeks. 1 Philosophy of llistory. Juvenal. Plato. Selections (Prose.) Debating. 
4 . 10 Weeks. i Mstbetics and H istory Cicero (De Demostbeues 'elections. of Art. Amieitia. etc.) (Poetry.) Debating. 
5 . 10 Week8. { ~pecitlJ Discus iun:;. .Allitlysis and Analysis iUu.l History of the Critici:;ms. Criticisms. Eng. Language. Debating. 
TERM. 
FffiST Yl!]AR. 1 1 . 10 Weeks. 
2. 10 Weeks. i 
3. 10 Weeks. ~ 
4 . 10 Weeks. ~ 
SECOND YEAR. j 
1 . 10 Weeks. 1 
Normal Course of Study- Continued. 
FINE ART COURSE. 
:H'I]:tS'l' STEP. SECOND STEP. TEP 
Straight and Parallel Lines. Lines, Curves and Inventive 
Inv. Designs with Straight Lines. ynthetic Books Nos. 1. 2. 
Analytic Invention and Analytic 
ynthetic Books Nos. 3, 4. Books Nos. 1, 2 and 3. 
Analytic Books, Nos. 4, 5. 6. Perspective Books, Nos. 1, 2, 3. 
Portrait Drawing. Adv. Perspective Books, Nos. 1, 2. 
Crayon Portraits. Architectural Drawing. India Ink Drawing. India Ink Painting. 
· Water Color Painting. 
Landscape, Fruit and Flower. 
Water Color Painting. 
Portraits. 
Mechanical Drawing. Land ape Painting in Oil. 
2. 10 Weeks. ~ Landscape Painting Continued. Sketching and Painting from Nature. Frnit Painting. Flower Painting. 
3. 10 Weeks. ~ Animal Painting. Sketching from Casts. Portrait Painting. Artistic Anatomy. 
4--. -10_W_e_e,--ks.---'~----=p=-o_r_t_r_a1,--.t-:P=-a-ci-cn-cti-:-. n-g-,-c=-o- n-"'·-:ti-n_u_e-=d-. -----=s"'k_e_t-,chi~. I..:.1g----,-fr_o_m--=L=-x:-c. f:-e-. -------,P:-a-,-in Ling from_ C_a_s-ts-. -----,-P-ainting from Life. 
ELOCUTION COURSE. 
TERMS. PHYS. 'l'RAIN'G. VOCAL DEVELOPM''l'. READ' G. & DRILL EX. Ll'l'ERAT URE. LA G AGE. DRILLS. 
1 Development of Chest, . English Phonation, General tudy of American English Debating and 1. 10 Weeks. Bearing of Body, Respiration, Conversational Literature, with Grammar. Vocal Music. Production of Tone. and Didactic tyles. special American Authors. 
2. 10 Weeks. J .<Esthetic Gymnastics, Quality Origin of the Eng. Language, Elementary Deba.ting and I of Voice, Inflection. Chaucer & Shakc<>peare. Rhetoric. Vocal Mu ·ic. 
3. 10 Weeks. J Gesture, Stress, Oratorical Delivery-, Dram. Readings Shakespeare; Gen. Study of Advanced Debating and I Modulation. and RecitatiOn, Reviews. English Literature. Rhetoric. Pub. Recitation . 
1 Gesture. llumorous and Dialect Readings, Poetry of the Hebrews, Higher Forms Debating and 4. 10 Weeks. Imitative Modulation. Review.:. English Prosody. Pros &, Poetic Pnb. Comp's. Recitations. 
i Dramatic Attitudes, Bible and Hymn Reading, Ancient Literature and Argumentative. Debating and 5. 10 Weeks. Reviews. Reviews. The ~fythologies. Discourse, Orations Pub. and Sermons, Recitations. 
TERM . 
FIRST YEAR. I 
1. 10 Weeks. 1 
2. 10 Weeks. { 
3. 10 Weeks. i 
4. 10 Weeks. i 
5. 10 Weeks. { 
SECOND YEAR. \ 
1. 10 Weeks. 1 
2. 10 Weeks. 
3. 10 Weeks. 
4. 10 Weeks. 
5. 10 Weeks. 
Normal Course of Study- Continued. 
MUSICAL COURSE. 
INSTRUMENTAL. 
Scales, Practical Finger Exercises, and 
Easy Studies. 
Scales, Velocity tudies, Exercises for Flexibility, 
Rapidity and Clearness of Touch. 
Special Studies of Scales in different Forms, 
the A~~f}Ji~rdfs a~} ~~:e~t~~ Chords, 
Minor and Chromatic Scales, Selection from 
Standard and Modern Composers, and 
Concert Study and Practice. 
Selections from Classic Composers, and 
Concert Work. 
Study of Technics, and Selections from 
Classic Composers. 
Study of Technics, Classic Selections, and 
Concert Work. 
Selections, Sight Reading and Concert Work, 
and Classic Selections. 
Selections from Technic Studies, Completion 
of Scales. 
Analytical Recitals and Review Work. 
THEORETICAL. 
Elementary Principles of Notation. 
Transposition, both ~Iajor and Minor 
Intervals and Triads with First Laws 
of Prog'l'ession. 
Parker's Elementary Harmony commenced. 
Biographies of Bach & Handel. 
Parker's Elementary Harmony completed. 
Biographies of Gluck & Haydn. 
Richter's Manual commenced, and 
Biographies of Mozart and Beethoven. 
Richter's Manual continued, and mogra-
phies of Weber, Rossini and Schubert. 
Richter's Manual completed, and Biogra-
phies of :Mendelsshon, Schumru1 and Wagner. 
Counterpoint, Arran~ing Band Music (Brass 
and String,) History of Music. 
Review and Musical Literature. 
VOCAL. 
Elementary Vocal Music Class. 
Advanced Vocal Music ·mass. 
Formation of the Voice, Skips 
and 'l'one Relation. 
Vocal Exercises. 
Vocal Exercises. 
Solfeggios and Part Singing. 
Solfeggios and Solo Singing. 
Vocal Technics and Vocal 
Accomplishments. 
Selections from Eng. German and 
Italian Songs, Stage Action. 
Stage Action, Solo Singing 
and Review. 
NORTHERN INDIANA NOR.MAL SCHOOL. 
REMARKS ON COURSE OF STUDY. 
The regular cour e of study is presented on the 7th, th, 9th and lOth 
pages. Students desiring to take the full course will follow the order indicated. 
It is not necessary that they remain consecutive years, as the classes are so 
arranged that the student can drop out and teach a term, or year, as the case 
may be, then return and take up his studies just where he left off withoutJany 
inconvenience whatever. 
New classes are formed in each of the branches every term ; hence no one 
need fear that he will not be accommodated at any time with just such studies 
and grades of study a he ma.y desire, no matter how backward, or far advanced 
be may be. 
Students thoroughly versed in the common branches ca n complete the 
Classical Course in two years, of fifty weeks each; the Sm ntific Course in 
one year of fifty weeks; the Teacher ' Course in two or three terms of ten 
weeks each ; the Commercial Course in two term ; the Engineering ourse in 
one year; the Mu ical Course in three years; and the Fine Art Course in.,.one 
~:r· .. =-=-- - - - - - ::::J 
In addition to the regular departments, we have established pecial courses 
of study in Algebra Higher Mathematics, the Sciences, German, Latin, etc., 
so that the tudent has the opportunity, without extra charge, of making a 
specialty of any ubject, and of pursuing it to a much greater extent than is 
indicated in the catalogue. This special work is becoming more and more 
popular, as the Institution grows older. In fact, in many way students have 
the opportunity here for pecial investigation not found at any other s~hool. 
Q__ 
C:J In Algebra, after having completed the work in the text-book , an addit-
ional term on advanced work is given. The same is true in Geometry, Trigo-
nometry, Analytical Geometry Calculu , Surveying and Engineering. In 
En~ineering the best instruments are used. 
In Analytical Chemi try the student i provided with apparatus, chemical. , 
etc., and under the direction of the teacher performs hi own experiments, thus 
thoroughly testing his theoretical knowledge. In other words, he prepares 
himself to use his knowledge practically as a chemist, druggi tor physician. 
So thorough and atisfactory is this work that the amdes received here are 
accepted without further examination ctt our be t medical coll ges a courte y 
extended to but few school . With the e additional advantages we feel that 
we can with confidence invite the patronage, not only of tho e who de ire the 
regular course of study, but those who may wi h pecial work, with the assur-
ance that when the course i completed here the tud nt will be thoroughly 
qualified to cope with graduate from any school, and will fear no examination, 
however critical or exactVn{l. We are determined to give uch opportunities for 
full investigation, that no student will find it n ce ' ary to go elsewhere to 
complete any branch._':_ _ _ 
~ :-_COURSE OF STUDY.---~ -
Long experience in chool work ha convinced u that giving student •the 
privilege of selecting their O\ n tudies is a wi e provi ion in any ch ol. 
While young pupils need and must have wrejul advice and direction, w are on-
vinced that after the elementary tuclies are passed, and the tudent bas 
made some decision as to his life work, the choice of studies may, with afety b 
left to himself, and we know the results are much more ati factory. It is 
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worse than useless to try to change the course of one's life by compelling him 
to do work which he feels and we know, will never be of use to him. We have 
always accorded this privilege of selecting studies to all of our students, ex-
cepting those who have been in the reg·ular courses of study. Our observation 
and experience have taught us that, even in these ome latitude would be 
productive of much good. For example, in the Teachers' Course subjects not 
included in the course here are required in many States, and subjects that are 
included here are not required elsewhere, so that hereafter equivalents will be 
accepted. 
Ag·ain, in the Scientific Course, we have found that a,lmost every student 
prefers to take the mathematics including· Trig·onometry. After this, many 
having in view some particular profession, desire to give more time to special 
work in literature, language, or the sciences. In consideration of this fact, we 
have decided to make the study of the mathematics, higher than Trigonometry, 
optional with the student, and will have what is. known as the Literary Scien-
tific Course. This will give those who desire an opportunity of taking eqttivalent 
work in the line of their chosen profession. The regular Scientific Course will 
include the mathematics as before. The student having the privilege, after 
having· completed Trigonometry, of taking· Analytical Geometry, Surveying 
and· Engineering, or Analytical ~ometry, Calculus, and Astronomy. The 
members of both the Reg·ular and Literary Scientific Courses will be entitled 
to the same honors and degrees, one Diploma reading Scientific, the other 
Literary Scientific. This we are confident will meet the wants of a large 
number who desire to complete a course of study, yet knowing that they must 
put their time on their particular work, are compelled to drop out of the reg·ular 
classes. 
PRIVATE INSTRUCTION. 
Not only do the students have class instruction, but private instruction as 
well. The teachers have a room prepared especially for this work. The 
advantages afforded cannot be overestimated. Especially is this true with 
those who are just beginning their work. These desire aid for which it would 
not be proper to take the time of the class, and besides, in the class, it is almost 
impossible to determine the wants of all. A private conversation of a few 
minutes with the helr> that is necessary, often accomplishes wonders in g·etting 
the pupil properly started. We have many who come here, who have not had 
the opportunity of attending school while young·. These, realizing the need of 
some education and knowing that they must commence at the very beg·inning 
of arithmetic, grammar, etc., yet having an aversion to entering the primary 
classes in the public schools, can come here and have this private help, and 
enter classes composed of students of their own age and stage of advancement. 
Ag·ain, many who have been teaching, have special points on which they 
desire aid, and which mig·ht not properly come up in the cla,ss, and those who 
are in the reg·ular work often desire a word of explanation, outside of the 
regular recitation hour. 
The teachers are not only ready, but glad of the opportunity to-render such 
assistance. This careful attention to every want of the students incites an 
ambition to do the bes~ kind of work. Very little if any help outside the pre-
liminary arin in the class is given to the student on the lesson to be prepared. 
The private help is as designated above, for adjusting· points on which the stu-
dent is not clear. 
Dll..,FICULTIES OVERCOME. 
This Institution, in its early history had many and serious obstacles to 
overcome. Not the least of these was the bitter opposition which came from 
educators everywhere. This arose from the fact that in course of study, 
methods of management, the school di:ffereu from the old e,stablished rules 
and customs, and many were the criticisms that were offered. To these no 
public reply was ever made, the management preferring that the School should 
be its ?wn defender, and should prove by its work, the truth or falsity of the 
assertwn. 
From the beginning whatever from necessity may hl11Ve been ornitted, the students 
were satisfied as to these points, and were confident that they could always 
depend upon their faithful and conscientious fulfillment. One was that they 
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would always be in ch::wge of tho1·oughl·y compete1nt instTuotors, the other that the 
accommodations would be preci8e1.y as adve·rtised, and that the expenses would be 
the very lowest vos ible. Even before the In titution could afford to employ 
special instructors the best general teachers were employed. As prosperity came 
peciaLi ts were employed for each department, thus affording equal, and with 
the methods u ed, we believe, superior advantages to the older and endowed 
institution . Upon the character of its work the School depended for its pros-
perity·. The best evidence that it has accomplished its purpose is in the success 
of the tudent who have gone out from it and for the continued increasing 
derp.and for those trained here. Also in the fact that those who at the beginn-
ing were it bittere t opponents are now its warmest friends. City Superinten-
dents County Superintendents, Presidents of Colleges and Univer ities, and 
State Superintendents, !1·om whom we have the most flattering testimonials, have 
visited the school and investigated the work. As the Institution has grown 
and could afford it an abundatnce of the best appa1·atus has been secured, one of 
the most complete librar·ies found at amy Normal School either state or private has 
been purchased, and every appliance that would in any way advance the 
interest of st>Jdents upplied. So that now the Institution is not only one of 
the mo t thoroughly equipped in the latn.d, but has the respect and confidence of the 
mo t popular educators everywhere. 
The very fact that the School has been compelled to pass through such tests 
and such poverty, we believe has proven one of its strongest elements. Being 
compelled to do with little, the inventive powers of the instruHors were devel-
oped to the fullest extent, and the greatest possible use was made of the 
material at hand. This same spirit has gone out with the students and is an 
invaluable aid to them, and as there have been very few changes in teachers, 
this same experience is continued and the peculiar training puts those con-
nected with the school in a condition to enter into the sympathies of those who 
are strug·gling again t adversity in order to secure an education. 
As the School has grown in every other department so have the accommo-
dations been improved until now no other institution of Learning offers anything Like 
equal advantages at such low rates. See page 24. 
To those who are acquainted with the workings of the Institution these 
statements are unnecessary, and we do not make them as an advertisement 
only, we are ready to verify every one, at any time. We desire that the people 
generally shall know what is being done here in order to put a thorough, prac-
tical education within the reach of all. By many, it is supposed that an inde-
pendent school can not afford equal advantages to those of state and endowed 
schools. We desire to say that through the kindness of friends, and careful 
management, the Normal has buildings which have cost more than $200,000, all 
free from debt, and that ample means are at hand to erect new buildings and 
to provide anything that may in any way be necessary to the growth and pros-
per ity of the Institution. 
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DEPARTMENTS. 
PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 
This department is designed to receive students of any age, and at any 
stage of advancement. Parents too frequently suppose it to be unnecessary 
to send their children ' away from home to school'' until they are prepared to 
study the higher branches. This, however, is one of the popular errors of the 
age. The early education of the child is of the most importance, therefore 
should receive the most careful attention. Many children, f1·om improper 
training while young, contract an aversion for books; thus their life, in a 
measure, has been thrown away. 
The child should have correct training· in the Common Branches, as these 
form the foundation for that which i to follow. We advise nearly every one 
who enters the School to 1·eview the elementary studies. Many students are 
too much inclined to pass unnoticed this most important part of a true educa-
tion. New classe are formed in e~ch of the branches of this department at 
the beg·inning of every term. Parents need entertain no fears that their child-
ren will not be accommodated, as the only preparation necessary before enter-
ing the School is, that the student be able to read in common school books. 
The department is in charge of experienced teachers. 
llfir"Especial attention is given each term to Vocal Music, Elocution and 
Penma.nship, without extra charge. 
TEACHERS' DEPARTMENT. 
The constant demand for well-trained teachers require that we make a 
specialty of this department. The most prominent objections, urged by teach-
ers, ag·ainst the course pursued in most of our Schools and Academies, are-
1st. They are held back in their cla ses on account of those less advanced 
and less interested in their studies. 2d. They have not the privileg·e of select-
ing· their own studies. 3d. The recitations are too short. 
In the Normal all these objection. are met. The recitations are fifty-two 
minutes in length, thus g·iving ample time for the thoroug·h discussion of every 
subject. Our large attendance enables us to have a much greater variety of 
classes than can possibly be had where the number is small, hence students 
can select their own studies. and advance as they may desire. 
The reputation which this Institution has of sending out the most compe-
tent instructors is so widespread that but little need be said about this 
Department. The plans and methods used here are peculiarly our own. The 
Institution does not copy, nor does it clainl. to be original in all things, but 
uses whatever best prepares the teacher to make the gTeatest success of his 
work. 
This Department has every advantag·e that eould be offered even by a 
special school for the training of Teu,chers. Here is the Kinderg·arten work 
£or the most elementary, the Teachers' Training Class to continue the work, 
the clu,ss in Pedagogy and the class in Psycholog·y. The advantage that this 
School has over a Special School for the training of Teachers is that in addi-
tion to the work that such a School can give, here the student has the oppor-
tunity of seeing the methods practically applied. Arrangements are made for 
those Teachers who have but a short respite from their Schools to spend their 
time and means to the best possible adva.ntag·e. 
Our large attendance enables us to have beginning. advanced, and r eview 
classes, which are formed in all o£ the branches, not at the beginning only, 
but at different periods during· the term. Such teachers may enter at any 
time, begin their studies just where they wish, continue in school as long· as 
they can, then drop out. teach a term, return and take up their studies where 
they left off. In this way many complete the regular course. 
THl: KINDERGARTEN WORK. 
This is in charge of Mrs. Foster, for many years connected with the 
Kindergarten work in the Public Schools of Des Moines, Iowa. 
The work is taug·ht theoretically, and practically with the children in the 
class-room. No more complete course can be found in any School. The de-
mand for trained Kindergartners is far beyond what we can supply. 
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TEACHERS' TRAINING CLASS, 
The object of this is to give methods of presenting all the different sub-
jects, especiaUy in primary work. The most careful attention is given to the 
training of teachers for their work. 
The very elements of the child's education are taken up, and methods 
given for teaching primary Reading·; for giving language lessons; teaching 
primary and advanced Grammar the use of numbers, how a system of nota-
tion i built up, that is how a number of units of one order make a unit of the 
next higher, etc.; teaching addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and 
advanced Arithmetic; teaching primary and advanced Geography, History, 
Physiology, Botany. etc. . 
Plans are given for the organization of a school, both country and graded, 
first days work, etc. 
This being the larg·est Normal School in the United States, the class is 
necessarily made up of teachers from all parts of the land. This enables the 
student to become familiar with the working of schools, not in his own State 
only, but in all other -an advantage which can not be had where the attend-
ance is small. 
PEDAGOGY. 
Evidently there is a natural order of developing the faculties, and a teach-
er's success depends.almost wholly upon how well he understands this natural 
or·der. 
The teacher may have a thorough knowledge of a subject and yet be unable 
to present it in an attractive manner; the result is, the pupil becomes dissat-
isfied, and many times gives up the study entirely. The manner in which a 
subject is presented makes the child like or dislike it. The class in Pedagog·y 
meets this particular want. This work is in charge of Mantie E . Baldwin, a 
thorough teacher of all grades in public schools; one fully acquainted with 
the practical application as well as the theory of methods. This at once insures 
the most satisfactot·y instruction. 
School gove1.·nment receives proper attention. The questions-How to 
manage unruly pupils? How to interest them in their studies1 How to prevent 
tardiness? How to secure regular attendance'? How to secure the co-opera-
tion of parents and trustees? and a host of similar questions will be practically 
answered. 
This being· the larg·est Normal School in the United States, the class is 
necessarily made up of teachers from all parts of the land. This enables the 
student to become familiar with the working of schools, not in his own State 
only, but in all others-an advanta,g•e which cannot be had where the attend-
ance is small. 
What is received in this class alone is pronounced by hundreds as being 
well worth the time and money expended while at school. 
Any person completing· the work of this Department is certain to secure a 
g-ood paying position. In fact, the demand is greater than the supply. 
Members of this department will receive Diplomas on satisfactorily com-
pleting the course. · 
COLLEGIA TE D EPARTMENT. 
This department has been established to bring within the reach of every 
one that broader culture which has always been indispensable to the hig·hest 
success in professional work, and is becoming equally indispensable to the 
honorable discharge of the common duties of citizenship. The fundamental 
principles that shape the practical work of all the classes are these: Culture 
dissociated from some definite end in everyday work is intellectual and moral 
dissipation; all tha-t any school can safely give its pupils are, a practical 
acquaintance with the instruments of culture an opportunity to convince 
themselves by actual use of the in truments that nothing can prevent their 
pursuing the culture unaided to the utmost limit fixed by natural ability and 
the duties of life, and that no pleasure is so pleasant as. that which comes from 
the unaided employment of these instruments. Accordingly these principles are 
rigidly applied in the work connected with the languages. The authors read 
are studied as literature, illustrations of natural habits of thought, and the 
social and political institutions of the times. In both the Scientific and Classic 
a systematic coul"!!le of reading in standard English authors is maintained, and 
it is confidently believed that nothing the student can do will prove o£ more 
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r al valu to him. Very few leave ·without a genuin taste for good reading. a 
thorough knowledge o{ 1tow to read, and a good outline of 1c1lat to read. Both 
classes receiv regular training in the higher departments of Rh tori<•, outlin-
ing theme. in Explanation and Argumentation-the themes being taken from 
the lass work of th term of the current discussions of th time. 
In Logic and P ·ychology a clear and comprehE-nsive utlin of the whole 
ubject is obtained. and each pupil familiarizes himself with some of the more 
recondite probl ms bv sp ial inve ' tigatiom; au<l a report, which is dibcus · l 
bv the cla s. Th great syst ms of thought now dividing the philo;oophic 
,\~orld receive special att<'ntion. The practi ·al appli<•a tions to self-cultur and 
the philo ·ophy of education ar worded out with the utmost car'· Th ·ht 
in Politi al Economy first mast r the great leading features of Production, 
Con umption and Distribution, Value, Exchange. Labor. Capital, urrency, 
and th n apply the prin iple tbu. obtain din the discussion of th p:t.rti nlar 
phases of economic questiotts oceupying the public mind at the time-mono-
metallic, bimetallic, and paper <'urrencies, trades-unions, strike , monopolies, 
co-operative systems of labor. tc .. etc. Tb greatest ~Lre is taken to have 
the pupil acquaint himself with the ource of information-know how to use 
a library-since often the only knowledge practicable i .· the knowledge of 
where and.;how to look for information. 
HIGHER MATHEMATICS. 
everal course ar off red to students de"'iring to pursue the study of 
Mathematic ·. The instruction is given by ch1s ' recitation and lectures, stlp-
plemented in many ('a ·es by auxiliary reading by the student und r the 
instructor's supervision. The courses are arranged to meet the wants not 
only of tho e who pursue l\Iatbematics a,s a, means of mental discipline and 
a, a branch of practical logic, but also of those who de ·ire to la;y a broad and 
sufficient foundation for the "'ystematic study of M:ttbematical Science. All 
the clas!<.es have dailv recitations. 
Classes in GEOMETHY A. ' D THIGO:\'O)TETRY are formed each term. The 
classes in Co~"'JG ECTION ' , A.'ALTTH'AL GEOMETHY, CALCULV AXD A TRO.'O::\rY, 
occur as indicated in the course of study. In each of these ubjects, besides 
having clas es that take up the regular work there ar also advanced •la. ses 
de igned for those who wish to make a specialty of the snbject of Mathematic .. 
ALGEBRA: A course of ten weeks in the Theory and Equation· and eries 
has recently been added, and has been taken a(lnmtag of by many students 
who desire to pursue thi::; subject farther than is usually clone outside of Tech-
nical chools. This cour ·e will be extended yet f:trther in the future. 
MATUEMATICAL A SOCIATION: For the pu'rpose of encouraging and aiding 
students who de ire to make a specialty of Mathematics in school, as well as 
those who wish to continuP the study after leaving school, this Association 
was organized in lbHl. Regular bi-weekly meetings are held, devoted to the 
discussion of Mathematical subjects. and a carefully selected library will 
soon be o·wned by the Association, the use of which will be free to rE-gular 
members. Full information can be had coneerning the work of the Associa-
tion by addressing· the Sigma Pi Math. Association, Valp:uaiso, Ind. 
Botany and Geology are studied. as far as is practicable, objectively. The 
former is begun with the analysis of flower. and technicalities are learned as 
needed. In the latter the pupil learns to identify all the common mineral and 
rocks, and typical fossils from all the formations. 
The principles of Dynamical Geology are worked out with the utmost care, 
and no pupil is suppo ed to under. tand a principle till be is able to recognize 
it in operations going on in every neighborhood. Thu both sciences are made 
available for the most effective use in the common chools. The ame general 
course i pursued in the other and mo t difficult sciences, Human Phy iology, 
Natural Philosophy, and Chemistry, clearnes · of thought, real, original know-
ledge, is the object aimed at, and every appliance, chart , keleton , natural 
and artificial, apparatu of the latest and best form, books of general refer-
ence, and monographs, are all u ed whenever they can be of assistance. 
The class in Analytical Chemistry acquaints the per on with the method 
of analysis and gives sufficient practice to enable him to identify any common 
sub tance simple or compound. 
The whole course in the Sciences keeps constantly in view the needs of the 
p upil after he has le:ft school, and everything is done to facilitate and encour-
age indepen dent study. 
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In reg·ard to the general chara<'ter of the work done, our convictions may 
be expre sed in this way: Let two young persons of equal age and ability 
enter, the one our own chool, and the other some other school adopting the 
traditional aim and methods; let each adapt himself to his surroundings, and 
to the pirit of his chool; let the one complete the horter cour e of his school, 
secure some po ition in which be can defray hi expen. e by working and 
devote the remaining· time to independent study and inve tigation until the 
other has completed the longer course of the other school, and we are convinced 
that there can be no little compari on made between the practical knowledge 
and skill the knowledge that counts h, the busy world, of the two young per ·ons. 
CIVIL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT. 
The instruction in ivil Engineering is given by means of Class Recitations, 
and by much practice in the field and drawing-room. Special attention is 
given to th actual work in the field which embraces practice in all branches 
of Land urveying including Triangulation Leveling. laying out Circular and 
Parabolic curves, location of Towns, etc. 
The tudent will al o make a detailed survey for a Railroad from the run-
ning of the preliminary lines to the laying of the rails. All the surveys are 
carefully plotted and represented on finished plans, also all the necessary 
computations of earth-work horizontal and vertical curves, etc., are made in 
the class-room. 
The subjects of general statistics, hydraulics water-supply, bridges, drain-
age and roofs, strength of materials, structures, etc .. are thoroughly studied 
and discu eel in the class-room. The Astronomy studied is the same as that 
studied by the student of the Scientific Course. Much attention is given to 
drawing·, as this is considered a very important part of an Engineer's work. 
LAW D E PARTMENT. 
The year in this Department begins with the first or September term of 
school year, and continues for four consecutive school terms thereafter. 
CONDITIO~S OF ADMISSION . 
Junivr ClaBs-Payment of the term fee entitles an applicant to admission to 
the Junior Cla. s at any time. 
Senior Class-Students who have attended another Law School for one year, 
or who have studied in the office of an attorney, may be admitted to the Senior 
Class at the beginning of the school year, or during the first month of the first 
term, if found competent after examination by the Faculty. 
GR.ADU ATION. 
The Degree of Bachelor of Laws will be conferred upon such students 
only, as have attended during the Senior Year, and passed a satisfactory exam-
ination on the text books required for the whole course, or their equivalent. 
INSTl'l.UCTION. 
The method of in truction consist of daily examinations on previously 
assigned portions of the adopted text books, in connection with oral comments 
and explanations; Lectures by member of the Faculty, and eminent members 
of the bar, and Moot Courts. The latter are organized in all re pects like the 
authorized tribunals of the country, and are presided over by the Instructors; 
the members of the class performing the duties of the various officers, and 
acting as counsel, witne es, juror , etc. Actual cases are selected for trial, 
and prosecuted from their incipiency to final judgment, and the necessary steps 
taken to carry them to the courts of appellate juri diction. Special attemtion is 
aiven to jamiliarizina the student with the practice of the law. 
EXAMINATIONS. 
E xaminations for admission to the Senior class will be held on the Monday 
immediately preceeding the beginning of the first term of the law year. Term 
examinations will al o be held when deemed nece sary by the faculty. 
BOOKS. 
Students must provide themselves with books. Arrangements are made 
with law book dealers by which students can obtain, through members of the 
F aculty, such books as they may require, at reduced rates. 
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Tl'ITION. 
Tuition . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 00 
Thi include any studies that t}.te tudent may desire to take in the T ormal 
Department. 
Graduation Fee.......................................................... 5 00 
COUR E OF TCDY. 
Junior Cla s.-Kent's ommentarie . Washburn'· riminal Law. o..:t phen' 
Pleading. Greenleaf on Evidence. Vol. I. Cooley on Torts, Parsons on 'on-
tract·, Eli ·s on ode Pl atling. 
enior Year-Tied man on Real Prop rty, Tied man ou Commercial Paper, 
... hearman and Redfield on N gligence, ch uler on Wills, Bi pham' ·Equity, 
Pomerov on Remedi s, oolev on ConstitutiotwJ Limitations, Rorer on Inter-
state Law. • 
EXPE.~SES. 
For information a<; to the price of board, room t·ent, et<'., .·ee page 2.> of thi 
catalogue, from which it will be seen thn,t students ~txt enjoy the benefit of a 
thoroug·h legal cours , under competeut instructors, for les than half the 
expen ·e they ·would n ce sarily incur at any oth r Law 'chool. 
PUBLIC EXERCl 'E . 
The graduating ex rei es of the enior Cla. swill be held on Wedn . day 
evening and the Junior lass exercise on Tuesday evening of the closing week 
of the law year. 
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. 
Preparatory to a regular Lecture Cour e, we have organized a Reading 
Cour e in Medicine. This give all who desire to prepare for the medical pro-
fes ion an oppOl'tunity to do so at one-tenth the usual expense. 
'\Ve have all the apparatus and facilities for the study of Anatomy, Physi-
loogy, and Materia l'rfedica and Chemistry, that are fouud in any Medical College. 
DEPARTMENT OF ELOCUTION AND ORATORY. 
This department of the School i designed to meet the demand. of many 
tudents and tea<>hcrs from all parts of the country who desire practica-l 
instruction in Vocal Expr ssion. 
Hundreds of yonng men begin the practice of law or enter the ministry, 
wher their ·uccebs depends very largely upon their being effective speakers, 
but who have never cultivated the powers with whieh they have be n gifted 
from lack of opportunity, or because when the opportunity wa · offered, the 
tuition charged was entir ly beyond their means. 
Again, there is a gTowing demand for public readers and trained tea,chers 
of Elocution in our colleges and profe sional sehools; and while the positions 
offered are at once among th most lucrative and pleasant, there are few or 
none to fill them. largely be<>ause of the lack o.f opportunities for preparation. It 
was to supply the ·e defici ncie:, and to furnish the best ndvantages to students 
of Oratory, and at the lowest rates, that this department was organized; and 
while, as will be seen by referring· to the Cours of tudy on page 11, it includes 
much more than anv other . imilar school, Ea tor We ·t, there are no extra 
charges connected with it. ;·w per term admitting the student to any or all of 
its classes. 
The instruction is based upon the principle that 'Expre sion is the outward 
manifestation of that which is already in the <>onsciousness . '' Hence the 
student is not taught to imHate, but assisted in forming proper habits of read-
ing and spealdng, for we,can do without eons<>ious effort that which we are in 
the habit of doing. 
METHOD. 
The methods of the late Boston University School of Oratory are closely 
followed in Voice Culture and the general presentation of the subject. 
Gesture is taught mainly by the Delsarte ystem. 
BOOKS. 
In the E l ocution Class the following text-book are u ed: 
Bogarte's Reader; 
M urdock and Russell's Voice Cultur e; 
H udson's Shak espeare; 
Cumnock 's Choice R eadings. I 
Besides these the Libra r y of the Inst i tu t ion is well stocked with books of . 
r e fer ence t o which the students h a ve free access. 
I I 
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GRADUATES 
It is buij just to ·ay that the graduates of this department have met with 
the most fl ,tttering success, and have readily found pleasant and remunerative 
·ituu.tiou,. 
SPECIAL A.DV ANTAGES. 
1. ~tndents can pur ue any of the regular branches taught in the School, 
FREE o . all xtra charge. r:=:1 ::::=:I 
2. tudents have all the advantages of the best Literary Societies. 
~. En.ch pupil will receive uch private instruction, as may be necessary 
to his C• mplete understanding of the subjects presented, FREE. c:::J 
4. -'ubli.c Recitals will be given oy the pupils each term. ~ 
5. ur1ng the last two terms of the year pupils will give Public Readings 
in town.> u.ud villages near Valparaiso, under the supervision of the teacher in 
charge. 
MUSICAL DEPARTMENT. 
Thi dqJ<trlment as recently been refitted, and furnished throughout with 
n ew ins-truments of the most approved manufacture. While it is called a 
d epartm •. 'nt, yet it embraces all the advantag·es of the best Conservatories, and 
at an ex\)ense not one-half so great. At most schools of music there are in 
a.ddition to the regular tuition. fees for janitor, books, etc., etc. Here there 
ure 110 H1cidental expenses. The student knows when he starts from home 
just the .exact cost for the time he may be able to remain. 
Altb ough not fifteen years old, the Department is represented by many who 
have charge of Mu ical Departments in similar schools to this, by Singers and 
Organi"-•ts holding positions in choirs, and by numerous teachers at excellent 
sn.larit>S. 
BRANCHES TAUGHT. 
j1.lthongh car ful attention is given to the teaching of any 11nstrttment, yet in 
the !uture as in the past, PIANO, ORGAN, VIOLIN, VOICE CULTURE and THEORY, will 
bt> the spee'ialNes of the d epartment_, and to the highest and most artistic culti-
vation of these branches, the best energy and talent of the D epartment will be 
,~iven. 
PLA.NO-FORTE. 
The methods presented in this course are the combined results of many 
years experience and acquainta.nce with the methods used in out best Conser-
vatories. 
Especial attention is paid to position, touch, fing·ering, expression, phras-
ing, etc. (See Course of Study.) 
Beg·inners are not entrusted to the care of amateurs or. inexperienced 
teachers, but take lessons of the· b est teachers. Much time and fruitless labor 
are lm;t by taking of 'almost any one.' 
CABINET ORGAN. 
Iu this course, particular attention is paid to the practice of finger exer-
dses, scales, etc., as well as to the more technical execution. The work in 
playing Church Music, Voluntaries, Preludes, Interludes, Accompaniments 
and I'Wlections £rom the Masters, is full and complete. The course includes 
all th;• t is neeessary to give one a thorough ma tery over the organ for church, 
concert. or parlor use. 
VIOLIN, COUNET AND GUITAR. 
The teachers in charge of this department havelhad large experience, both.. 
as Teachers and Solo Players. A regular Progressive course is laid down for 
each instrument; which is closely followed from the easiest rudiments to the 
completion of the course. A Band and Orchestra are usually kept up by the 
more advanced pupils. 
THE VOICE. 
Instruction in this course includes the study of Correct Breathing, Union 
of the R egisters, Distinct Articulation, Solfeggio Practice Application of 
Wor ~s to Music, Exercises for Agility and Flexibility of the Voice, Scales, 
Major, Minor and Chromatic, Arpeggios, Embellishments, English, German 
and Italian songs, Expression, Stage Action and Light Roles in Opera. 
The Voice is developed and streng·thened according to the best methods on 
scientific principles. Correct Breathing is regarded as the foundation of good 
singing, and beauty and purity of tone, receives constant consideration, as 
I 
' 
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opposed to over-exertion and forcing of the tone, which unfort mately is too 
commonly called good inging by some mist{Lking noi.se for mWlic. 
A course in Voice ulture should extend over a peri <l of not 1~ to\ thnu T" o 
YEARS. 
THEORY 
Embrace Notation, Thorough Ba s, Harmony, Counterpoint, Fugue, ('omposi-
tion, Orchestration, Mu ical History, and the Engli h Branch .·. 
The study of Theory i · required in completing either the Piano. Organ, 
Violin or Vocal Courses. ' 
It is the aim of the department to keep the Theory in advance of \he Exe-
cution so that each pupil may work intelligently with his studies, and. thereby 
make more rapid progress. By completing Theory with each course, one may 
become a thorough, well-balanced Musician, and not a one-sided, sujPerficial 
one, who can merely go through the mechanical execution of a fe~, pieces, 
without having an intelligent idea about them. The Theory Classes m1~et daily 
SY TEM OF INSTRUCTION. 
Instruction in all Special Studies, such as Voice Piano, Organ, Vi()}in, etc., 
is given on the Private Lesson plan. The Cla s Lesson system wa,s discon-
tinued because it is utterly impossible to grade pupils so they stand on the 
same plane. In the beginning all kinds of inequalities exist between pupils of 
the same class, and the longer they study the greater the differenc<as grow; 
hence, the ten or fifteen minutes of speciaL in-struction each pupil receives is 
wholly unfitted for the others. Since the cost of lessons is only a small part 
of the student's expense, it should be the object of each one to put as much 
musical instruction into the limited time at his command as possible. Nota-
tion, Theory, Sight Reading, Part Singing, English Branches, and l\{usical 
Literature are taug·ht in Class daily . 
FREE ADVANTAGES. 
The following exercises are FREE to all members of the Musical De:part-
ment: 
1. The Elementary and Advanced Vocal Music Classes. 
2. All Rehearsals and Matinees of the department. 
3. Drills in Penmanship, Elocution, Debating and Teachers ' Training. 
4. Daily access to the Musical Reading Room, where a choice Musicru 
Library and all the principal Music Journals are kept on file for the use of 
the pupils. 
5. The ((Musical Ideal,' ' a monthly journal, published by the depnrtment. 
Free to all private pupils while they remain in the department. 
6. All of the classes in the Literary Department. 
GENERAL INFORMATION. 
Classes in Theory are examined every Wednesday and at the clol-le of' eaeh 
term. 
Public matinees are given two or three times each term. 
Lectures aud Recitals , by the Faculty or prominent musicians from abroad 
once each term. 
The fin al examination will occur at the close of the Summer term 
Twenty-nine pianos and six organs are used in the department. All new 
instruments. 
Private Musical Recita,ls are held every Tuesday evening, at which every 
member of the departmell't is expected to be present. 
Sheet Music and Music Books will be for sale to pupils at wholesale p l'i<•e. 
The department is closed on most National holidays, and lessons occurring 
on those days are not made up. 
No pupil is permitted to omit lessons or practice without sufficient excu. e. 
No deduction can be made for temporary absence from lessons or practice, 
or for their being discontinued, except in cases of illness of several week 
duration, or when called unavoidably away. 
Teaching and Practice Rooms are all private, where the fires and lights 
are kept up, and Instruction Books furnished, FREE. 
Pianos and Organs will not be moved from Music Hall to Students' r oom. 
The best instruments are supplied and kept in perfect order. Since we have 
centralized the work o.f this department, the results have been much m re satis-
f actory, than when the students practiced in their own rooms, or in other buihl-
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ing The importance, while learning, of having the use of first-class instru-
ments cannot be overe timated. Students now are not permitted to practice 
on in truments outside of Music Hall, unless the instrument be owned by the 
tudent. Even then the re ult is far from being as satisfactory as when regular 
hour , in private room , are devoted to practice, and under the direct observa-
tion of the teachers. 
TUITION. 
Private lessons, ot any kind, per term 10 week.s. 
Single le ons for any time le s than to close of term (each) ............ 75 cts. 
10 Lesson , 1 per week. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 7 00 
20 Les ons, 2 per week. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 00 
30 Lesson , 3 per week.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 50 
40 Lessons, 4 per week.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 00 
Theory Cla s, 10 weeks (daily)........................................... 5 00 
General Voice Class, Les ons (on Saturday)........................... 1 00 
Piano rent, per term, 1 hour a day........................................ 2 00 
Organ Rent, per term, 1 hour a day....................................... 1 50 
All work in the Literary Department free. 
SPECIAL OFFER. 
Full Course, including Voice, Piano, Theory, Practice Hours and English 
Branches, for 50 weeks, $200, if paid in advance. (This includes 200 private 
les ons, 200 class lessons, and theory practice and English branches daily.) 
For any other information address R. A. Heritage, Director, Valparaiso, 
Ind., or H. B. Brown, Principal. 
FINE ART DEPARTMENT.-(D rawing and Painting.) 
Tuition for full course. $50.00. 
The work require one year and embraces the following branches: 
Dra,wing, Light and hade, Theory of Color, Compo. ition, Landscape, 
Marine, till Life, Portrait and Figure painting, Pastel, Crayon and India Ink, 
as taught in the Academies of Europe. at a rate that defies competition. 
While the course is more thorough and complete than any other in the 
West, yet the expense is not one-fifth a great. We have placed this within 
the reach of all. 
This department bas secured the services of the well-known artist S. B. 
Wright. For some years it has been our purpose to establish not only a 
first-class Art department in the higher grades, but also to connect with it 
special work for teachers; in other words, meet the demands of the public 
schools. In order to accomplish this, no little difficulty was experienced. We 
therefore employed Mr. Wright, whose ability as an artist is recognized 
throughout all of the Eastern States, and for months lutd him visit the best 
public schools in the land, in order to make a careful tudy of their needs. 
That tb se efforts were 'vell directed is shown in the character of the work 
accompli, bed and the unusual interest manifested by the large number avail-
ing· themselves of the suverior advantages we are offering. 
STUDENTS· CAN ENTER A.T ANY TIME, 
As each student receive· individtHtl as well as clas instruction. When 
graduated all receive the influence of the department in securing paying posi-
tions. So far the demand for Art Teachers trained here has been far greater 
than the supply. 
DEPABTMENT OF PHARMACY. 
The course embrace the same subjects as taught in any college or school 
of P harmacy, covered in a complete and thorough manner by recitations and 
laborator y exercises. 
The subjects taught consist of Pharmacy in its Theoretical, Operative, and 
Extem poraneous Asoects, Inorganic, Organic, and Analytical Chemistry, 
Mater ia. Medica, Botany, Micro cophy, Urinalysi , Physiology, Therapeutic , 
rr:oxicology, Zool ogy, Geology, Mineralogy, Book-l{eeping, Latin, and Prin-
Ciples of Common Law. The instruction in these branches is given in two 
con secutive courses, the Senior and Junior, each course continuing 25 weeks 
with out interD?-ission. 
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In truction in Pharmacy proper will embrace th <·onsicl ration of Phar-
macal Principle , laws pertaining to Pharmacal Practi<·e, Pharmacoptt"ia 
and Dispen atorie , Heat, its Generation, Utilization nnd Economization, the 
Balance and Ietrology Pharmaceutical Proe ' ses, Manipulation and Prep-
aration , Officina.!, Inorganic and Organi ub. tances, and Extemporaneou 
or Di pening Pharmacy. 
Instruction in Materia Medica will embrace a con ·id ration of th Plant 
Parts or Animal Products employed Medicinally as regards Gros A pect, 
Histologic Structure Derivation, Appearance in Mark t, Pharmac utical 
Application, Th rapeutic Indications and Posology. Th use of th Micro-
scope and its Acce ·sories and Vegetable Histology will receive attention in 
the Microscopical Laboratory. In the Pharmaceutical Laboratory, the prin-
ciple inculcated in the Theoretical Di cus ·ion of Pharmacy will be ex mp lified 
by actual practice. 
A deposit of '10 i required to cover the expense of breakage of apparatus, 
and material employed in the laboratories. 
The degree given in thi D partment is that of Graduat of Pharmacy 
(Ph. G.). Certificate of proficiency will be awarded to thos who have 
obtained sati factory rating but are lacking in age or experien e. 
tudents may enter at the beginning of any term. Those de iring to tudy 
medicine can do no better than to take this cour e. 
PENMANSHIP. 
Recognizing the great demand of the commercia.! world for good, rapid 
business writers, and of the educational world for competent teachers of pen-
manship, a special department of Penmanship is sustained. It is confidently 
believed that this department offers facilities which no other chool, whether 
Normal chool, Business College or Independent Penmanship Institute, can 
possibly give. Among the e advantages may be mentioned: 1. It is in charge 
of a specialist, who devotes his entire time and energy to Penmanship. 2. Stu-
dents may devote all their time to penmanship, or they may take from one to 
seven hours each day in connection with other studies. 3. Students receive 
special individual instruction, as well as class drills. The sp cial classes 
have from 10 to 25 members each, and every pupil receive personal in truction 
each hour, together with written copies direct from the pen of the teacher. 
The drill classes have from 125 to 200 members each, and the instruction is 
given from the black-board. Printed copie , as well as manuals and other 
penman's literature, are made available. 4. The tuition for full course is 
only $10.00 per term; board and room $1.90 pe-r week. It takes from ten to 
twenty weeks to complete the full course, d pending on the aptitude and prev-
ious preparation of the pupil. 5. Every member of the school may take from 
one to three drill classes a day FREE. Student wishing to take special Pen-
manship in connection with their studies may do so at the rate of $3.00 per term 
for one hour a day, $4.00 per term for two hours per day, or $5.00 per term for 
three hours per day. 
The penmanship course embraces Plain Writing, Analysis, Black-board 
Writing, Fancy Writing, Combinations, Card Writing, Flourishing, Lettering, 
Drawing in Line Work and Stipple Work, Designing, Specimen Work, prepar-
ing pen-work for Photo-Engraving etc., etc. 
Those contemplating taking a course in penmanship should c:trefully con-
sider the advantag·es the Normal affords :tnd COMPARE EXPENSES WITH OTHER 
SCHOOLS. 
Those completing the course receive a fine Diploma. 
GERMAN. 
As instructor in this branch we have secured the ervices of MR. JoHN E. 
ROESSLER, whose r putation as a teacher needs no eommendations. He 
is not onl;y thoroughly educate~ in the German language, but the English as 
well, and IS thu enabled to umte them so as to give the student a means of 
speaking as well as reading. The time required for becoming familiar with 
this branch depends much on the aptness of the student. In one term such a 
knowledge can be :tcquired as will enable him to pur ue the study alone while 
in three terms he will become a ready reader or speaker. No extra, cha~·ge. 
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DEPARTMENT OF PHONOGRAPHY AND TYPE W RITIN G. 
Thi department was established for the purpose of placing the valuable 
art of horthand within the reach of the masses from whom it has long been 
kept by the enormous rate charged for tuition in other institutions. This 
department i one of the pleasant features of the School. The tetLchers in 
charge are practical reporters. 
Phonography has its highe t use and greatest dignity in the fact that it is 
a me.,fln. of education. Like all good and useful things it is consistent and logi-
cal. A good Engli h education is a prerequisite to a good and competent short-
hand writer. He should be good in English Grammar and Rhetoric. The 
time i • rapidly approaching when to be unacquainted with this art will be 
behind tlle times . The classes are so graded that students can enter at any time, 
and those who have previously studied the art, can continue without interrup-
tion from the point already attained. The pupils receive instruction in writing 
letters from dictation, sermon reporting and court reporting. It requires from 
two to three terms to become a verbatim reporter. Tuition $10 per term. This 
includes the regular studies in all other departments. No other school offers 
anything like such advantages at as low rates. 
TYPE-WRITING. 
The Type-writer is one of the best means of teaching spelling, capitalizing, 
punctuation and composition. Moreover o great is the demand now for short-
hand writers who can operate a type-writer, that the boy or girl who learns 
both is possessed of a valuable trade or profession. Charles Reade, in his 
work on "The Coming Man," says: 
"I advise parents to have all their boys and girls taught shorthand writing 
and type-writing. A short hand who can type-write his notes would be safer 
from poverty than a great Greek scholar." 
In one term a man can become an expert type-writer. Tuition $10 per term. 
This includes a ll studies in the Normal D epartment. 
The work in this department is so thorough and practical that the students 
have no trouble in securing good positions as amanuenses or court reporters. 
Business men of all kinds are daily more fully realizing the indispensable-
ness of P honography and Type-writing. So much is this the case, that even with 
our increased facilities, we are unable to supply the demand for amanuenses. 
Any person who thorou ghly qualifies himself can, at once, secure a good 
paying position . When this work i s taken in connection with the Commercial 
Course, w h ich can be done without extra charge, one's opportunities for secur-
ing a position are greatly increased, as many business men who are not able 
to em ploy two p~Lrties,· are able to employ one who can act both as book-keeper 
and a m anuensis . 
W e have recently r eorganized the department, and have in many ways 
increased its facili ties without increasing the expense. 
TELEGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT. 
This depar tment is in charge of an experienced operator of several years 
experience in r a ilroad as well as commercial work. 
St udents can enter at any time, as all beg·inners receive individual instruc-
t ion of th e teach er. 
T he pupils h ave access to the operating r ooms for practice with their class-
m a tes at a ll h ours, and t h e Instructor is p r esent at regular hours during the 
day. 
The instruments used in this School are the very best made. 
The t uit ion is $12 per term. This allows the pupil the privilege of taking 
all oth er stu d ies in th e N ormal D epartment, so that in reality the student pays 
b u t $4: per ter m for h is T elegraphic instruction, making it without a doubt the 
cheapest College of T elegraphy in the country. 
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NORTHERN INDIANA COMMERCIAL COLLEGE, 
Valparaiso, Indiana.. 
It has been the con. taut aim of tho e in charge of this Department to 
make it di tin tively a Commercial School. Everything unnecessary ha 
been culled out, the u eful only retained, so that now what is accompli hed 
a.t other schools in thirty or forty week i accompli hed here in from fifteen 
to twenty weeks, and with a much greater degree of thoroughness. 
In perfecting thi work we have had, at great expen e, the advice of the 
best business men, from all of the large cities in the United States. 
No expense has been spared in putting the work in such shape that the 
greatest possible amount of practical knowledge may be acquired in the 
shortest time and at the least expense. The Department is now upplied with 
the most extensive line of offices ever attempted by any school. 
No devices in the way of urging the nece ·ity of additional stu die are 
re orted to in order to retain the student in school. 
The result of these hone ·t efforts is that now thi Institution stands at 
the head of the Commercial Colleges in the United States, and the attendance 
here i · much greater than that of any other Commercial College. The plan 
of work is more fully up with the times. It is conducted on the Actual Bu i-
ne s Plan. which is everywhere admitted to be the nearest to real work. 
Though the accommodations for this Department have from time to time 
been increased until now it occupies its large and commodious rooms, yet it 
ha grown so rapidly that it i found necessary to open up another large hall, 
which is supplied with an elegant line of offices. This will give the Depart-
ment three sets of offices, and will correspondingly increase the facilities for 
thoroug·bness. No person so fully realizes the advantages of this peculiar 
work, as the book-keeper or the business man. 
The common saying. "No matter if you have completed ~L Commercial 
Course a,t a College, you will be obliged to learn it over before you can ]{eep 
books'' does not apply to the work here, as will be attested at ::tny time by the 
most successful business men in all of the larg·e cities where our gTaduate ' are 
employed. 
This advantage of the u e, by student , of as many sets of office.- as are 
found here is not afforded at any other Commercial College in the United 
States, because no other school has an equal attendance. 
These different sets of offices represent different cities, and the work is 
transacted the sa,me precisely as it is in actual business, thus preparing the 
student, to take a position in the Bank or Counting· House, or Store of to-cl<t~'· 
withont further preparation, and to enter at once upon his duties. He has bad 
the prcwtic6 a well a the th6ory. ___J 
An idea of its completeness can be had by a brief ontlinelof the ·work to be 
done. The student enters the elementary or theoretical course. Here he 
bec~mes familiar with making D ay-Book and Journal entries, opening and 
clo mg the Ledg·er in both Single and D ouble Entrv: with a ll forms of Inven-
tories, B ills, Discounts, etc. ; with the books and foi'ms as used in Commission 
and Shipping, Partnership, Banking, Steamboating and Railroe:tding, Com-
mercial A rithmeti<', Commercial Law, Commercial Correspondence, English 
Grammar and D ebating. 
After completing this course he passes into the 
PRACTICAL DEPARTMENT. 
Here he is furnished with manuscript work. All work is inspected by the 
teacher in charge, and nothing permitted to pas. thttt is not perfect in every 
?'tspwt. In this department he passes from one office to another, remaining long 
enough in each to become thoroughly acquainted with its actual work. The 
first is the 
REAL ESTATE OFFICE. 
In this he buys and sells real estate; takes notes; makes out deeds and 
mortg·ages ; closes mortgages ; has th e p r operty sold; and performs all the 
business connected with r eal estate. F rom this he pa ses into the 
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INSURANCE OFFICE. 
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Here he organizes a company; insures property; pays losses; declares 
dividends; and enters in detail into the technicalities of the law governing 
such a company. From this he passes into the 
COMMISSION HOUSE. 
Here he receives invoices, consignments and shipments; buys atd sells on 
commission; makes statements, and performs all the duties as found in this 
house. From this to the 
TRANSPORTATION AND SHIPPI N G OFFICE. 
Here he makes out bills of lading; enters into contracts, and becomes 
responsible for goods shipped; delivers goods at foreign ports, etc. From this 
to the 
JOBBING AND IMPORTIN G OFFICE. 
Here merchandise is bought and sold for cash; on time; for notes, etc. 
The purchaser may fail; an invoice is taken; the store closed; the accounts 
settled fot· fifty cents on the dollar, etc. From this to the 
MERCHANTS' EMPORIUM. 
Here all articles of trade are bought and sold, either in large~ or .. small 
quantities; the goods billed, and entered in the proper books; drafts drawn or 
accepted; payments ma,de, etc. From this to the 
RAILROAD OFFICE. 
Here Railroad Book-keeping in all its forms is fully illustra,ted, from the 
organization of a company to the declaring of dividends. From this to the 
Freight Office, thence to the Express Office, and then to the Postoffice, in each 
of which all of the business connected therewith is fullv illustrated. From this 
to the · 
B ANK. 
Here the most complete Ba~king system found at any Commercial College 
is in use. There being four Banks, the settlements are made through the 
Clearing House, which is conducted on the same plan as in large cities. This 
gives the student a thorough knowledg·e of exchange, and business principles 
which is not equaled elsewhere. 
Here the student performs consecutively the duties of Receiving a,nd 
P aying Tellers, Discount Clerk, Cashier, Book-keeper and Collection Clerk; 
deals in Gold Certifica,tes, U. S. Bonds, City Bonds, Foreign Exchange, dis-
counts Commercial Paper; receives Drafts, and does a General Banking 
Business. 
COMMERCIAL LA.W. 
In connection with the work in each office, the law governing its transac-
tions is taught in detail and all technicalities carefully explained. 
PENMANSHIP. 
A course in Plain and Business Penmanship, which at other Commercial 
Colleges would cost from $30 to $.1)0, here without extra charge. 
We feel confident that to the young lady or gentleman desiring a complete 
Business Education, we offer advantages superim· to those of any other school. 
We have JD.ade everything so practical that the course will be of incalcu-
lable value to any young person whether he shall afterward give his attention 
to B ook-keeping or not. 
The school being located so near Chicago, the best opportunities are 
affor ded for securing, without delay, good paying positions, to those who com-
plete the course. 
EXPENSES OF THE COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT. 
While at most Commercial Colleges the tuition is from $40 to $.50 per term, 
and board from $4 to $6 per week, here there is no extra tuition. On entering 
th e P ractical D epar tment, the student will pay a fee of $5 to defray expense 
of books, graduation fee, etc. F or expense of board and room see page 25. 
~For further particulars address H. B. BROWN, President. 
I ,. 
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EXPENSES: 
Tuition, 10 per term. This includes all of the D partm nts ex<'epting 
private lesson in Mu ic, privat le ons in art, private les on· in Penman-
hip, and Law. When the full tuition for 50 ·weeks i paid in a.dvanc , private 
lessons in art, private le son in Penmanship, and Law are included, ' O that 
in 1·eality tne only work for which extra tuition is charged is private le. son 
in Mu ic. Tho e taking the regular course in music are admitted free to all 
other Departments. 
Vocal Mu · ic, three classes daily, Penmanship, three clasRes daily, and 
Art: two cla ses daily, are free. 
BOARDING. 
Good Board and \\'ell :Furnished Room, $1.50 to $1.90 Per \Veek. 
$25 pays for Board, Tuition, and Furnished Room for On Term of 10 weeks. 
$95 pays for Board, Tuition, and Furnished Uoom for One Year of 40 weeks. 
So satisfactory are the arrangements at these low rate that the large 
majority of tho ·e who attend the School amtH themselves of the advantages 
thus afforded. 
This reduction in Expen e is madP possible-
lst.-Beca.use so many new rooms have been erected that now much more 
satisfactory room may be had than heretofore, at greatly reduced rate . 
2nd.-Because we are this year erecting a large building that will be sup-
plied with Ovens, Ice Chests: etc.; so that we will do all our own b<liking. and 
will also be able to procure all meats at less than one-half the u ual price, as 
our facilities for caring for these will be unequaled. 
CLUB BOARDING. 
$1 to $1.20 per week Heretofore we have given but little attention to club 
boarding. Owing to the very satisfactory arrangements which we have for 
buying and the increased demand for something at these rates, we have 
decided to give this our personal attention. We believe that the facts warrant 
the statement that we give a good board :tt .,.1.20 per week as other schools do 
at $1.75 to '2 per week. The fact is, no other. place can in any way compete 
with this. 
PRIVATE BOARDING HALL. 
For those who desire private boarding, a ball is arranged. At this Hall 
the rate i 2.10 per week. This pays .for board and furnished room. The 
accommodations are such as usually cost $3 per week. 
At this rate $119.00 pay for board, tuition and :furnished room for one year 
of 40 weeks. 
BOARDING HALLS. 
HALLS FOR LA.DIE . In these the roo~s are arranged in suites. Two 
students have a sitting-room, bed-room and wardrobe. The e rooms are very 
nicely furnished and placed in charge of an experienced matron, who lives in 
the same building, and gives her entire time to the 50 or 60 young ladies in her 
building. Every want is supplied. The entire arrangement is such as to 
make a pleasant home for those who come here. 
HALLS FOR GENTLEMEN. In these the rooms are single or arrang·ed in 
suites, and have equal care to those of the ladies' halls. 
No safer place can be found for young ladies and gentlemen. The whole 
influence of the faculty and those in any way connected with the school is 
directed toward creating within each student a love o:f study. This care has 
been so faithfully exercised that even students who are inclined to be negli-
gent in their work, often become the most faithful. 
Our auaugements for the care and oversight of student must not be com-
pared to those of other schools, becau e the management of no otb r school 
gives so much personal attention to its students. vVe court the mo t thorough 
investigation. 
Some school decry large boarding hall for tuclents. This comes only 
from institutions whose managers are unable to provide the buildings, or who 
are unwillino to provide them, and tbu reduce the expense of the students. 
Private families seldom have any but a monied intere t in tudents. It 
requires no great intelligence for any person to see that no one is so inter-
ested in the students or will try to make them so comfortable as the proprietors 
themselves. 
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We have large numbers of 1·ooms in private families where the student 
may room at the same expense as in the Halls yet the Boarding Halls are 
alway occupied fir t. Thi is not done at our suggestion, because the student 
is free to choose for himself. 
At the above rates we furni h each room as follows: Stove, Bedstead, 
Bed and Bedding, consisting of Mattress, Bolster, Pillows, Sheets, Comforts, 
Table Chairs, Wash-bowl and Pitcher, Mirror Bucket, etc. We furnish 
everything excepting· Towels, Lights and Fuel. Carpet furnished at a very 
little additional expense. ... 
Rooms furnished or unfurnished for self-boaTding· at same Tates as above. 
The question, "How ca.n the rates be made so low'?" comes to us fre-
quently. Many doubt whether it is at all possible to give first-class accom-
modations at these low rates, and refer us to other places where the rates are 
not so low, yet the accommodations are very inferior. 
It is true that the rates may be made so low as to render it impossible to 
provide suitable accommodations. E pecially is this the case when the board-
ing houses are not owned by the institution, but are controlled by private 
individuals, many of whom a1·e obliged to pay high rents and taxes. 
We are aware that such is the case at many places, and must be the case 
at all places, unless they have the same advantages as are found here. We 
believe, however, that we can g·ive 
GOOD REASONS 
Why we are able to fur·nish accommodati.ons that wiU satisfy aU at the low rates indicated. 
I. The boarding depa1·tment is under our immediate supervision. 
II. We own not only the school buildings, but sufficient boarding houses 
to control a,ll prices, so that students are not imposed upon by those having 
only a monied interest in them. 
III. Valparaiso is located but one and one-half hours' ride from Chicago. 
We have made especial arrangements with the best wholesale houses in the 
city, and buy direct thus avoiding all commissions. Besides, we purchase in 
such large quantities that we obtain the most liberal discounts. Everything 
purchased is of the best quality. 
IV. We raise om· own prod,uce. None but the most competent help is 
employed. 
By giving the matter this careful attention, we are enabled to provide as 
good accommodations at $1.70 per week as a private family could at $3. 
The accommodations at these low ra.tes have been tried during the past 
years, and such general satisfaction has been given; that we have been obliged 
to erect new. dining halls to accommodate the large number who wish to avail 
themselves of the advantages thus afforded. 
AMPLE ROOM HAS BEEN PROVIDED. 
No one need fear that he will not be a,ccommodated at the advertised rates. 
Should we fail in this, his traveling expenses to and from the School will be 
paid by us. 
While our rates are lower than any other school, we feel confident that the 
accommodations will satisfy all. 
So complete are our arrangements that parents who visit us are at once 
convinced of the folly of paying the extrava,gant school bills which are usually 
exacted. 
Institutions that will not make expenses thus low, try to discouTage students 
from coming here, by saying ''that it is impossible to make the rates as named." 
The fact that between 2,500 and3,000 students each year are perfectly sat-
isfied with the accommodations, is evidence that everything· is as represented. 
Many schools, in order to compete with us in expenses. advertise low rates 
for board and rooms. Students on arriving at such Institutions find that few, if 
any, an willing to aocept the accommodations, at the advertised rates, and to have 
even the most ordinary comforts higher rates must be paid. As a result, we 
know that with those who have never been here, there is an honest distrust as 
to what we provide. 
It is but justice to our School to say that so satisfactory are our accommo-
dations that nine-tenths of those who come her·e avail themselves of the, advam.tages at the 
low 1·ates mentioned. This is not among· new sfJudents only but those who have been 
in the School tor the greatest length of time. 
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LAUNDBY. 
For those ladies who desire to do theu· own laundry work, a room with all 
necessary appliance is provided. Many avail themselves of this convenience 
aud thus greatly reduce their expenses. No charge. 
BOOKS. 
All books may be rented, for the term, at 10 per cent. of retail price, thu 
saving great expense. 
That our new arrangement gives entire sati faction, is proven by the large 
numbers of ladies and gentlemen who continue to avail themselves of its advan-
tages. 
CAU TION. 
Owing to the rapid growth of the School, and its present almost miraculous 
attendance, a few jealous parties have taken opportunity to circulate various 
reports with reference to the School, some of which are as follows: 
That great numbers come here who cannot be accommodated; that the 
statements in the Catalogue cannot be relied upon, etc., etc. 
To these we have made no reply. We ask only this: When such report 
come to you, ascertain if possible the source. We are confident you will find 
that they come from some one who has never been here, or if be bas it was for 
a few days only. 
During the entire existence of this School, there cannot be found, on an 
average, one out of a thousand, who has remained at the School one term and 
done honest work but is satisfied with the result and will recommend the School. 
No ma,tter what you may hear, we say come and see for yourselves. If we do 
not do. our part, yom• traveling expenses to and from the School will be paid 
by us. 
Again, many schools, hoping to mislead students, copy our advertisements 
literally, while others change the arrangement of the wording only, as though 
mere advertising would build up a school. Many are thus deceived. 
We receive many letters, asking for the regulations by which the School is 
governed. Below we give the same: 
VALPARAISO. INn., Oct. 13, 11:179. 
From the above date, the NORTHERN INDIANA NORli1AL CHOOL will be governed by 
the following regulations, adopted by the Board of Trustees, Oct 6th, 1879: 
l. Students may enter the chool at any time by paying tuition for one term from 
Lime of entrance. 2. Should students pay for more than one term, am.'l be obliged to 
leave. all tuition. excepting for their term then in progress, will be refunded. 3. vVhen 
money for board is advanced, and the student is obliged t,o leave before the time expires 
for which payment is made, weekly rates will be charged to time of leaving-the balance 
refunded. 4. If the work, or rates, are not as advertised, nil tuition will be refunded, 
but for no other cause. In case of sickness, or an absence of more than three weeks. the 
student will receive from the Secretary of the Board a certillcate which will entitle him to 
the unused time, which may be made up at any term. No certificate is transferable. 6. 
Should it be necessary for a student to be absent from a class, be mu 't first secure an excu e 
from the Principal. 7 As far a pos.;ible we hold our elves accountable for the morals 
of the tudents, and the utmost care will be used so that no improper associations will be 
formed. 8. tudents will be dismissed for neglect of duty and for improper conduct. 9. 
Inasmuch as the success and welfare of the student depends much upon our having the 
entire control of his time and as ·ociations, he will also be dismis ed for engaging, witb-
on.t the permission of the Principal, in any course of instruction. study, or business enter-
pnse outside the School. 10. When a student is dismissed, be forfeits all tuition paid, 
and all right to a certificate for unexpired term, and can never again be admitted to the 
School. 11. All names of students dismissed will so appear in tbe Catalogue. 12. All 
students wm be received, or dismissed, at the discretion of the Principal. 
These regulations take precedence over all others. 
G. BLOCH, Secretary. A V. BARTHOLOMEW, President Board of Trustees. 
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PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT. 
A blett, Mollie ............. Porter, Ind 
Ackley, Newton ......... .... White, Ill 
Adams, R. P ............... Meade. Ky 
Allen, C. 0 ............. Living ton, Ky 
Allman Eli. ........... Champaign Ill 
Ander un, Frank ......... Iroquois, Ill 
Andrews , Amos .............. Huron, 0 
Arenz, John ............... La alle, Ill 
Arnold, J. W .............. Morgan Ill 
Aubry, J. A ................ White, Ind 
Collin, John .......... Marquette, Mich 
Conover, Robt ...... .......... Stark, Ill 
Conwell, May ............ Howard, Ind 
Corboy, C ............. , .. Highland, Ill 
Cordille, Geo ............ Kankakee, Ill 
Cork, Allie ................. . ... Sac, Ia 
Cork, Minnie ................... Sac, Ia 
Cornell, CarTie ........... MaTshall, Ill 
Cosgrove, John .......... Baraga, Mich 
Couch, Theodore .......... Wabash, Ill 
Aull, A .............. Van Buren, Mich 
Baker, Iby .................... Clay, Ky 
Baker, B. B ............... Pulaski, Ind 
Couch, Harlan ............. Wabash, " 
Couch, Marshall W ........ Wabash, " 
Cowen, Jos. R ................. Will, " 
Ballentine, Henry ....... Kenosha Wis Coyle, Patrick .......... Gogebic, Mich 
Bartcher, Jos. J .............. Cook Ill 
Bartholow, E. L ........ Champaign, " 
Barrett, J. 0 .............. Benton Ind 
Barrow A. H .............. Greene, Ind 
Batey, J. H .............. kagit, Wash 
Barton, 0. M ......... Muskegon, Mich 
Behan, Ira ............. Armstrong, Pa 
Bellaire, Archie ...... Chippewa, Micb 
Belts, Geo. Jr ............... Fulton, Ill 
Crocker, C ............. St. Joseph, Ind 
Crotty, Joe ............ LaFayette, Wis 
Crowe, J. N ........... Tippecanoe, Ind 
Crowe, P. A ........... Tippecanoe, Ind 
Curren, Con ............... Delta, Mich 
Davis, Charley ......... Livingston, Ill 
Davis, D. L ...... ........ ..... Pel'l'y, 0 
Davis, W. E ................ Porter, Ind 
Davis, W. E ........... St. FTancis. Mo 
Benner, bas ........... Livingston, Ill 
Bennett, Wm. M ........ A bland, Wis 
Benson, N annie ........... Coffey, Kan 
Beth rum, L. W ....... Rock Castle, Ky 
Betbrum, B. J ........ Rock Castle, Ky 
Bigger, Tom ........... Randolph, Ark 
Bodenschat, John. ·•· ......... Cook, Ill 
Bogue. Charles ............... Cook, Ill 
Booher Frederick .......... Shelby, Ind 
Borden, Jos. F ........... Lawrence, Ill 
Branch, J. M ........... Champaign, " 
Brasick, Chas ............ LaPorte, Ind 
Brau, 1\L ................. Queens, N. Y 
Bright, C. R ............... Benton, Ind 
Brooker, Chas .............. Porter, Ind 
Brooker. Chas ............. Porter, Ind 
Broton, Fred . .................. Lee, I a 
Brown, Damie ............... Ottawa, 0 
Brown, Cha . W ........ LaGrange, Ind 
Bruhn, Dora ............... Porter Ind 
Decker Warren.: ....... Oceana, Mich 
DeLawter, Jesse B ... . ..... .. Cass, Ind 
Dell, Harry ................... Cook, Ill 
Dillon, Jessie ....... Pottawattamie. I a 
Dinomine , Henry ........ Baraga, Mich 
Donahoe, Jas .............. Grundy, Ill 
Doriot, Elmer .... ..... ... Whitley, Ind 
Dormon, E. D .............. Iroquois, Ia 
Dritt, Leonard, ............ Shelby, Ind 
Dunn, Jessie J .............. Hardin, Ill 
Dunfee, Orton .....•...... Whitley, Ind 
Duval, Philip ............ Kankakee. Ill 
Dun·an, Chas .................. Will, Ia 
DykstTa, Henry ............ Kent: Mich 
Edward, Frank ........ Meagher, Mont 
Eberhart, Carl ................ Will, Ill 
Ehrhardt, Chas ....... ....... Lake, Ind 
Ellmaker, 0. P ......... Lafayette, Mo 
Embrey, F. W ............. Clinton, Mo 
Epperson, John ............. Peoria, Ill 
Buchanan Eva .......... Lapeer, Mich Erfurth, Eddie ..... . ........ .. Cook, " 
Buckingham, J. T ...... Meagher, "!rlon 
Eyer, Fred .............. Cullman, Ala 
Byers, A. L ......... Schoolcraft, Mich 
Cain, Jennie ............... Porter, Ind 
Campbell, Harry ............. Union, 0 
Campbell, Allen, .... Vanderburgh, Ind 
Campbell. James ....... Livingston, Ill 
Cannon, James .......... Kankakee, " 
Cannon, Floyd ............. :M:arion, " 
Carson, J. E ............... Tipton, Ind 
Ca e. Mabel. ................ Porter, " 
Case, Harvey, V ............. Porter, " 
Casey, Albert, ................ Cook, Ill 
Chester, Curtis., ........ Kankakee, " 
Churchill, Clayton ....... Kankakee, " 
Clark, J. A .................. Lake, Ind 
Coen, Ben ............. LaFayette, Wis 
Erickson, Ernest .............. Cook, " 
Erickson, Walter .............. Will, " 
Espeseth, 0. K ............. Polk, Minn 
Exendine, Isaac F ........ Lincoln, Mo 
Exendine, Geo. A ....... . . Lincoln, Mo 
Failing, H. J .......... Rock I land, Ill 
Falvey, Jas ............. Kankakee, " 
Fearnow, 1\f. H ........ Morgan, W. Va 
Fenton, Timothy G ......... LaSalle, Ill 
Fencil, J os ............. Kewanee, Wis 
Ferguson, J ................. Floyd, Ky 
Field, Clyde .................. Cook, Ill 
Finney, Leslie W .......... Porter, Ind 
Flint, John ................. Porter, Ind 
Fordham, Nellie ......... Otsego, Mich 
Franklin, Bertha, .......... Grant, Wis 
Galbraith, John ....•....... Porter, Ind 
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Garland, W. H . ... .. ..... Wayne. Tenn L e. . A ................ Vermillion.Ill 
Gavigan, John ........ LaFayette, Wis 
Gavit, William ......... Saginaw, Mich 
Lee, Robert ........... . Meagher, Mont 
Let. Harry ................. Porter, Ind 
Geis elm an. J os ............. Elko. N ev Lewis, L. R ............ I aricopa, Ariz 
Gibson, E. W ............. Montour, Pa Lightfoot, Frank ... . ....... Porter, Ind 
Gifford, Harry ................ Ford, Ill Lloyd, John .... . . . ....... Elkhart, Ind 
Giles, 0 ..................... Peoria, Ill Lockie. Jam ........... Kankak , Ill 
Goddard, Wm. T . ...... Calhoun, Mich 
Goddard, Caroline M ... Calhoun, Mich 
Gondring, Wm. H .......... Porter,Ind 
Grabenstein, A ............... Cook, Ill 
Grahm ann, Ernest .......... , . Cook. Ill 
Green. Wm ................ Porter. Ind 
MeAl ar, JameH .... ..... Ontario, an 
McBride, James M ........ helby. Ind 
McCaffery, ,John ... . Deer Lodge, Mont 
McCaffery, .Jos ..... Deer Lodge. Mont 
Me arthy, Jos ... .... Marquette. Mi<•h 
Me lerg', C ................ Benton, Ind 
Gri bel, Frank J .......... Racine, Wis 
Griffith, Jay ........... .. ...... Knox, 0 
Griffith, B. . ............... Shelby, Ill 
Grin sell. Thos ............. McLean, " 
McCoy. Woou .............. Cass, ~lich 
McCoy, R. L .............. Spencer, Ind 
:McCutcheon, Wm ... Vauuerburgh, Ind 
McDonald, Michael ........... Will, Ill 
Gruber A .............. Tyrol, Austria 
Grubb, J. T ............ Diamond, Mont 
1\IcDonald, Henry .......... Porter, Ind 
McDonald Alex. D ........ Picton. N. 
Hallock, T. E ...... Washington, Idaho 
Hanbal, Albin ................ Cook, Ill 
Hanna, John L ............ Carroll, Ind 
Harmon J. H ........... Livingston, Ill 
Harmon, Lou ......... .. Livingston, Ill 
McElroy, Paul. ........... Putnam. Ind 
McGaw, . A ..... .... .. angamon. Ill 
McGinnis, JosH . ............. Lake, Ind 
McGrow, Anna ......... Living ton. Ill 
icLeod, Daniel. ... Menominee, Mich 
Harmon, Orris ........... Siskiyou. Cal 
Harrington, Anna ......... Jackson. !a 
Havens, N ............ McDonoug·h, Ill 
Hayden. John J .......... Ashland, Wis 
Hicks, W .................. Ja per, Ind 
Hazard, A. B . .. ............. Peoria, Ill 
Heller, Louis ............ Kankakee, 
Hinshaw, E. C ............. :McLean, " 
McMillan, has .......... Huron, ~1ich 
Maetzold, Geo. . . . . . . . . . . . . cott, Minn 
Mahoney, Wm ................ Cook, Ill 
Majhannon, Frank .. Marquette, l\lich 
Malady, Cha!:i .............. LaSalle, Ill 
Malone, E. J ......... .... Randolph. !a 
Matte , Richard J ....... . . Fayette, Ill 
Maxwell, R. L ...... ... Kosciusko. Ind 
Hinshaw, M. V ............... Cook," Mean,;, Ora .. ......... ..•.. McLean, Ill 
Hoar hell, ·s. M ............ Grundy, " 
Hofert, M ............... Kankakee. " 
Hofstad. Olof ............ --, K orway 
Melven, B>rt ............ Oceana. Mich 
Meldrum, Oscar ............. Green, Ill 
Meuard Alex ............ Kankakee, Ill 
Hogan, James ............. Benton, Ind Miller, Eu ward ..... .... .. Elkhart. Iml 
Holm s, Chas. N ....... Ra.mst>y, Minn 
Homer, Elmer ............ Banga, Mich 
Hopkins, B. W ............. Jackson, 0 
Miller, Georgie ............ Porter. Ind 
Miller, Samuel A .......... Brown, Ind 
Miller. Edwar!l ... . . ... ... Elkhart. Ind 
Houghton, H. G .... St. Lawren<·e, K. Y 
Huffer , Anna ........... . . Clinton. Ind 
Huston, W:esleyl. ......... Indiana, Fa 
Hutt, Flossie, ................. Cook, Ill 
Ingwaldson, 0. E .......... Traill, N. D 
Jackson, Wm ........ Muskegon, Mich 
James. F. H ................. Lake, Ind 
.Jessup, Fred A .... ........ K endall, Ill 
Johnson, Earl. ....... . Meagher, Mont 
Jones, Morris M ....... Champaig·n, Ill 
Jones, Clarence ........... Douglas , Ill 
K~nton, M. C .............. Jasper, Ind 
Kerrins, Martin P ... . .. Livingston, Ill 
Kimberlin: Geo. W ... . ... Richland, Ill 
Kirchman, Gus ........ Meagher, Mont 
Klatt, Ryan ................ Porter, Ind 
Kohr, Michael. ....... ..... aline, Kan 
Kramer, G. W ................ Lyon, Ia 
Kramer, N .................... Lyon, Ia 
Kress, George ............ Dubuque, Ia 
Lanning, John E ............. Vigo, Ind 
Larimer, Bartlett, ........ Elkhart, Ind 
Laurens, Christian .......... Polk, Wis 
Larson, Antoine ......... Ashland, Wis 
Lawless, P. J ............ Livingston, Ill 
Leahy, W. T .................. Iowa, Ia 
Lechner, ............... .. .. LaSalle, Ill 
Miller, Carl ......... ... .. Marshall, Ia 
Miller, l\leluotte ......... Marshall, Ia 
Miller, H. G................. etlar, Ia 
Million. Omar ............ Fleming. Ky 
Mills, Will ............... Iroquois, Ill 
Moore. Kate S ................ Cole, Ill 
Moras, Joe ............ E,-;camtba, Mich 
Moreau. Gus .......... Escanaba, fich 
Moreau, .Toe .......... Escanaba. l\1ich 
Moulton, Luella, ........... Porl¥"r, Ind 
Munson , Eli 0 ............. Kendall, Ill 
Murray, Michttel. ...... Allegheny, Pa 
Myer, Mary .................. Lake. Ill 
Myers. Eddie ................. Cook, " 
Neff, Homer. . . . . . . . . . . . . Elkhart, Ind 
Neff, Herbert .. .......... Christian. Ill 
Newman. W m .............. Peoria, Ill 
Newman, Fred ............. Porter, Ind 
Nichols, Edna .... · · · · · ·Decatur, Tenn 
Nieleen, U .. .. ................ Cook, Ill 
Niles, Jesse .............. Cullman, Ala 
Nottage, Geo . ............. Todd, Minn 
0 Brennan, l\Iike .......... Brown, Wis 
O'Brien, James E ... Deer Lodge, Mont 
O'Connell, John ..... Menominee, Mich 
O'Conner, Jerry . ....... LeSueur, Minn 
Oehler, E. F ............ Appanoose, Ia 
,/ 
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Olson, Merton ........... Whiteside, Ill Simpson, J. C ............. Camden, Mo 
Olson, I. W ............... Greene, Wis Sledd, B. R .......... Montgomery, Ky 
Otwell, R. W ........... . Macoupin, Ill Slonaker, Clement ......... Fulton, lnd 
Ousley, BertE ................ Cook, Ill Smith, Chas ........... Waukesha, Wis 
Owen, Leonard .............. Lake, Ind Snyder, Hilton ... , ...... Kankakee, Ill 
Parks, B. G .. . ............. Jasper, Ind Snyder, Freeman ....... Kankakee, " 
Patterson, Lillie ......... Vermilion Ill Bodman, Wm. C ........... A uglaize, 0 
Paul en, Henry ............. Lake, Ind Spaar John .. ............. Iroquois, Ill 
Pend erg hast Martin ... Livingston Ill Spencer Frank .. , ... . . St. Clair, Mich 
Peter, D. 0 ... . ............ Clinton, Ind Speirs, C. B ................ Keokuk, Ia 
Peterson, Albert ...... . . Whiteside, ill Staples Geo .......... Green Lake, Wis 
Pinkstaff J os ............ Crawford. Ill Stark, George ..... . .. Washington, Wis 
Piotrowski, Joseph . .. ... .. ... Cook, " Stephens, J. E .... . ... McDonoug·h, Ill 
Piotrowski, Julia ...... . ..... . Cook, " Stevens, H. M .. . ....... Kankakee, " 
Pomeroy, Kimball ..... Maricopa, Ai:iz Stewart, C. Dixon ....... . . Fayette, " 
Pottratz, Leo .......... . Houston, Minn Stoeyens, George ........... Fayette, " 
Powell, P. F ..... . ........ . Miami, Ind Strobach, Grace .......... Cow r, Minn 
Price, Edson ............. Crawford, Ill Sturgis, E. H .............. Gibson, Ind 
Purcell. Thos . . ...... . . Waukesha, Wis Templeton, Wm . ........ Kankakee, Ill 
Quinn. Franci ................ Iowa, Ia Tendall, Henry ............ Kendall, Ill 
Quinn, Frank ............ Whitley. Ind Thomas, Mrs. Amy ... Tippecanoe, Ind 
Raftshol, A. J. K . .... Hennepin, Minn Thomas. W. J ....... Van Buren Mich 
R alston, D. B ....... . ........ Green, Ill Thompson, Amanda ..... Vermili0n, Ill 
Randall, Clarence ...... Waupaca, Wis Thornton, J. C .. . ... . ...... Jasper, Ind 
Ran worth, Arthur ............. Will, Ill Thurman, Willie .......... Lincoln, Mo 
Rawlings, Laura ............. Clay, Ky Tidd, Chas ................. . Macon, Ill 
Reed, William E .......... .. .. Ford, Ill Turne1·, Floyd A ...... . . Tuscola, Mich 
Rehder, Anna .............. Porter, Ind Vale, G. H ................... Day, S. D 
Richardson, Wm .... . . Montgomery, 0 VanEpps, Alden ............ Clinton, Ia 
Risberg, P. K .... . Trempealettu, Wis Van Valkenberg, J ........ Lincoln, Mo 
Richey, Reed .. ........... . Benton, Ind Virden, John T ....... . ..... . Marion, 0 
Roach, John ......... . ... Macoupin Ill Waugh, Frank ...... Montg·omery, Ind 
Roberts, J. K .... . ..... . Sang·amon Ill Wayne, Bert .......... .. Arapahoe, Col 
Robinson, Frank ...... . .... Ripley, Ind Webber, Herman ....... Alexander, Ill 
Ross Edg·ar ... .. ... Bartholomew, " Weiman Mary .. . ........... . . Cook, Ill 
Rotz, Welling·ton .. . ... Meag·her, Mont Welfiy, A. F .. . ............ Adams. Ind 
Schneider, C. F .. . ....... N emeha, Kan Whalen, Dan ........ Sheboygan, Mich 
Schreiber, Herman. . . . . .... Lake, Ind Wheeler H. L .............. Peoria, Ill 
Scott, ,James .......... . .. . . . . Bath, Ky Whinnery, W. J ...... Hunting·ton, Ind 
Seabolt, W. F .......... . Marshall, Ind Wilkins, B. H ............. Taswell, Ill 
See Wang· ............ . ..... Porter, Incl Williams, Wm. D ......... Racine, Wis 
Severs, Chas . . .. ...... . ... Laporte, " Williams, R. N . ............. Bath, Ky 
Sharp, Mattie .. . ......... Monroe, Wis Wilber, Theodore J ..... Dearborn, Ind 
Shuman, R. S .. . . .......... . . Seneca, 0 Wilson, Herbert ... : .......... Stark, Ill 
Sherry, L. C ............ . ..... Clay, Mo Wilheen, Cora ... . .. . ... Kankakee, " 
Shuph, Lewis S .... Westmoreland, Pa I Woltman, August .......... Morg·an, Ill 
Shurwood, W. B . . ...... Alleg·a,n, Mich Zahn, 0. W ................ Delta, Mich 
Sickles, Geo. L .. : . .. . .... Otsego, Mich Zebell, Fred ............ Berrien, Mich 
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Abar, Clarence ......... Saginaw, Mich Bearss, Amos .............. Porter, Ind 
Abbott, J. J ............. Campbell, Ky Beauchamp, S. A .......... Barren, Ky 
Adair, Alfred ............. Newton, Ind Beaver, Emma ....... .. ..... Price, Wis 
Adams, Annie L ........ Kewanee, Wis Beavers, E. W ............... Miami, 0 
Adams, R. A ......... Washington, Ind Becker, F. C .. ... .. ........ LaSalle, Ill 
Addicott, L. J ...... .... . Ashtalmla, 0 Beechler, Isaac ........... Jasper, Ind 
Ainsworth, E ....... , .. ,Kankakee,_ Ill Beeman, A. C ............. Fayette, Pa 
Akers, Geo .......... Kalamazoo, M1Ch Beeson, Harvey .. , ....... Fayette, Ind 
Albright Harry ........ . ..... Miami, 0 Bell, May ....... ... ....... Newton, Ind 
Allen, Florence .......... McHenry, Ill Bennett, Chas. W ......... McLean, Ky 
Allen, Rose ................ McCain, Pa Bennett, Lee ............... Porter, Ind 
Ames, Guy .............. Marshall, Ind Bentz. Dora .............. Whitley, Ind 
Amlong, A. J ...... ......... Mercer, Ill Betzer, Anna ............ ... .. Cedar, Ia 
Amos, Leonides .......... Howard, Ind Bickel, Amanda ....... St. Charles, Mo 
Amos, L. P ............. . . Howard, Ind Biebenger, I. N ............... Piatt, Ill 
Anderson, Theodore ...... Greene, Wis Bienworth, Charley .......... Logan, Ill 
Anderson, A. J ............ Iroquois Ill Bird, Olive J .............. Racine, Wis 
Anderson, D. W ...... Tippecanoe, Ind Bistline, Addie .... ' ........ Richland, 0 
Anglin, T. W .......... Kosciusko, Ind Bittner, J. F ............... Carbon, Pa 
Anglin, J. W ........... Kosciusko, Ind Bittner, S. E ............... Carbon, Pa 
Arbeg·ust, George ..... Tippecanoe, Ind Black, S.M ............. Vermilion, Ill 
Arison, E. A .............. Fayette, Pa Blackney, E. F ......... Genesee, Mich 
Armington, Howard ... Kosciusko, Ind Blickenstaff, J os ......... Wabash, Ind 
Armour, Della ........... J e:fferson. Ill Boekhoff, Helene ........ Randolph, Ill 
Armstrong, W. 0 ...... Marinette, Wis Bogard, Clara ............. Fayette, " 
Arnold, G. B ........... Walworth, Wis Bolinger, W. F ........... Whitley, Ind 
Askew, Cora .............. Iroquoi , Ill Boner Frank ............ Harrison, Ind 
Aspy, W. O .. ........... Delaware, Ind Boner, J. F .................. Allen,Ind 
Auber, Raibie ............... Mason, Ill Boner, Geo. H .............. Allen, Ind 
Austin, Bert .................. Pike, Mo Bontz, Conrad ............... Peoria, Ill 
Bache, John P .... .......... Peoria, Ill Booth, Rachel. ....... , ... Laporte, Ind 
Bachtel, Julia .......... St. Joseph, Ind Booth by, F. L .............. Porter, Ind 
Backer, T. M ......... Huntington, Ind Bordens, Cba.rley T ....... Pulaski, Ind 
Backon, Ruth ............... Lake, Ind Bosler, J. M ................. Starke, 0 
Bailey, Rose ............... Grant, Wis Boswell, Earnest ....... ... Carlisle, Ky 
Baker, Diora ............ Marshall, Ind Bosworth, Hattie ......... Eaton, Mich 
Bagley, Wm. E .............. White, Ill Bo worth Lula ........... Paulding, 0 
Baker, F. M ........... Kosciusko, Ind Boucher, Ernest G .... Kewaunee, Wis 
Baker, Joseph, ............. White, Ind Boughton, Lewis ..... : Genesee, Mich 
Ball, Delia ........... Van Buren, Wich Boughton, Hattie ....... Genesee. Mich 
Bamber, C. S ......... .. Livingston, Ill Boulds, Mamie ....... Tippecanoe Ind 
Bannon, Ida ............... LaSalle, Ill Bowen, Jas ................ Tipton, Ind 
Barclay, Chas .......... Genesee, l\1ich Bowen, J. L ................ Tipton, Ind 
Barker, C. E ................ Mason, Ill Bowen, J .................. Fulton, Ind 
Barlow, Woodbury ........ Shelby, Ind Bowman, Minnie .......... Porter, Ind 
Barlow, F ........ ·· ·· .. , .McHenry, Ill Bowman, Aaron ........... Fulton, Ind 
Barnes, Milton ...... Kalamazoo. Wich Bowser, Estella ........ Armstrong, Pa 
Barnett, Florence ........ Hamilton, Ill Bradish Wm. C ........... LaSalle, Ill 
Barland, Minnie, ......... Iroquois, Ill Branan, D. A ................ Clay, Ark 
Barrows, Mamie ...... Kingsbury, S. D Brannon, J. T ............... Clay, Ark 
Bartholomew, E. L .... Champaig·n, ill Breeden Emery H ...... Harrison, Ind 
Bates, Jer. E ............. Hancock, Ind Brenker, Amanda ........... Lake, Ind 
Battey, Edna .......... Winnesh1ek, Ia Brewer, Ada .......... , . Harrison, Ind 
Baum, Cammie ............. Porter Ind Brian, J. R ................ Wabash Ill 
Baumgartner, E. H ........ Adams Ind Brickley, Joshua ............ Wells, Ind 
Baxter J. W ............ Harrison, Ind Brickley, J. A ............. . Wells, Ind 
Beal, Walter ........... St. Joseph, Ind Britton, Ida ............... Racine, Wis 
Bealll Alice ........ , ....... Platte, Mo Brockett, E. M .......... , ,Jewell, Kan 
Bearu, Russell E .... ,., ... Carroll, Ind Brokaw, Lana E ..... , ....... Jones, Ia 
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Bron on, M ttry ............ Porter, Ind Collom Wm .............. LaPorte, Ind 
Brooks. F . C ...... .. .. Marquette, Wis 
Brough Margery .......... Porter, Ind 
Brown, Horace .......... Whiteside, Ill 
Brown, W. M ............... Macon, Ill 
Coomb , F. H ............ JoDavies , Ill 
Compton, Flora ............. Fayette, 0 
Cook E. C ................ Racine, Wi 
Cooper, F. A ................ Fulton. Ill 
Brown, Ella .... . ............ Lake, Ind 
Brown, Carrie A . ...... .' .. . . .. Ford, Ill 
Cooper, A. E. ........ . ..... Jasper, Ind 
Cor boy, C. J .................. Brown. 0 
Brown, Georg·e C ........ Ottawa, Micb 
Brown, F. 0 ........ Humphrey , Tenn 
Brubaker, A. R. .......... Whitley, Ind 
Buckle, Geo .. . .......... . . . Pulaski, Ill 
Buckle, Florence ......... . Pulaski, Ill 
Buckles, J . H ............... Stark, Ind 
Cordial J. J ............... La alle. Ill 
Corlett, Ed .................... Will, Ill 
Cosby, M. H ................ Posey, Ind 
Cotlon, Otbo ... . .......... Whitley, Ind 
Coughlin, Anna ......... Living ton, Ill 
Coulson, C. S ........ . .. Appanoo e, Ia 
Budda, Ella ................... Will, Ill 
Bukey, Warren ...... . ... . Elkhart, Ind 
Countryman, C. L ......... Highland, 0 
Courtright, A. L ............ Porter, Ind 
Bullock, Laura .......... Delaware " Cox. Frank ................. De Witt, Ill 
Bunnell Della ............. LaPorte, " 
Burge, A. D .................. Grant, " 
Burnau, Winfield L .... Hunting·ton, " 
Burns, Clara ... . .. . ... .. .... Fulton, " 
Coyle, Gustav Ray ....... Whitley. Ind 
Craig Rachel. ............. Carter, Ky 
Craig, J. W ................. Carter, Ky 
Crain, Frank ... . ........... Pulaski, Ill 
Burville, Annie ................ Will, Ill Crain, Alma ................ Pulaski, Ill 
Bu kirk, Lela ......... Tippecanoe, Ind Crane, W. B ............. Marshall. Ind 
Butler Mr . E. E ... . ... . .. Pulaski, Ill Crawford, Minnie ...... Champaign. Ill 
Butler, C. C .. . .......... Randolph, Ind Crawford, Ralph D ............ Will. " 
Byers, B. C ......... Schoolcraft. Micb Creiger, Le t r ............. Cass, Micb 
Cahill, Bert ............... Barry, Micb 
Cain, Martin W ... . ........ Porter Ind 
Crosbey, Irma ............ B adle, S. D 
Crouse Alma M.......... . . . . ook, Ill 
Calbeck. L ... . ............ . .. Noble, " 
Caldwell, 0. L .......... Sangamon, Ill 
Cann, 0. W ............... Clermont. 0 
Crave Geo. W .......... Delaware, Ind 
Culvern, Geo. W ........... Port r. Ind 
Cummings, Ed .......... Allegan, Micb 
Carlson C. J. . . ....... Chi ago Minn Currie, Mrs. Lute .......... White, Ind 
Carpenter, John M ........ Porter, Ind Curtis Rachel L ............. Edgar, Ill 
Car on, Jennie ......... Tippecanoe, " Curti , C. W ............... . . Edgar, Ill 
Carson, Hattie .... . ... Washington, " Cyr A. G .................. Iroq uoi , Ill 
Cartmill, Myrtle ....... T ippecanoe " Dahl Hannah ............. Lyon, ~finn 
Casper, Frank . . ......... . Mar hall, " Dahl, Nellie ... . .......•... Lyon, Minn 
Casper, F ................ Ma,rshall, " Dahl, 0. S ....... .' ..... Marshall, Minn 
Cass, Allie .. . .............. Noble, " Dailey, W. E.. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . tarke, 0 
Cas ell. Myrtle ............ Newton, " 
Cavitt, F. 0 ................ Iroquois, Ill 
Cavitt. C. 0 ................ Iroquois, Ill 
Chamberlain, Sarah ........ White, Ind 
Chamberlain John W ....... White, " 
Dal , Nellie ............. Hamilton, Ind 
Darroch, W. L ......... Wauke ba Wi 
Darroch, Lutie .......... Newton, Ind 
Darst, Alcie. . . . . . . . . . . t. Charles. Mo 
Davidson, T. E .......... Clearfield, Pa 
Chamber , M. E ........ 0 Brien, Tenn 
Chandler, W. D ........... Gibson, Ind 
Churchill, Orner T .......... Fayette, " 
Churchill, J . E ............. Fayette, " 
Churchill, Norman ......... K okuk. Ia 
Clapp Cbas. F. . . . . . . ... Fayette, Ind 
Clark, J. C . . .. . ................ Erie, 0 
David on, Alice ........ Franklin. Kan 
Davidson, Etta ............ Gib on, Ind 
Davidson, W. C ............ Porter, Ind 
Davidson, Huldah ......... Porter, Ind 
Davis, F. M ................ Adam , Ill 
Davis, Ida .............. Champaign, " 
Davi , T. E ................. Brown, Ill 
Clark, Thomas .............. Grant, Ky 
Clark Dayton .......... Blackford, Ind 
Clarke, Belle .............. Laporte, Ind 
Claypool, bas ......... Armstrong, Pa 
Clements H . F ............. Posey, Ind 
Davi , E. J ............. Delaware, Ind 
Davi Rose .............. Laporte Ind 
Davi , Jame A ............ Fayette, Ill 
Davis G. R .. . ...... Bartholomew, Ind 
Davi A. J ................... Cook Ill 
Cloud, A. W .. . ............. DeWitt, Ill 
Coakley, John ................. Iowa, Ia 
Cable, Bertha ............. Carroll, Ind 
Codington, Cora ..... Van Buren, Mich 
Coffin, A. T ............. . . Beadle, . D 
Cogan Annie ............. . Auglaize , 0 
olde er, Cora ........ Ko ciu ko Ind 
Davi , Lizzie ................ Knox Ind 
Davi , Mattie ............... Knox, Ind 
Day Alice E .............. DeKalb, Mo 
Day, Albert .............. John on Ind 
Day, Millie ............... Eaton, Mi b 
Day, Mary ............. Hend rson, Ky 
Dean J es ie ................ Log::m, Ill 
Coldesser, Amanda ... . . Kosciusko, " 
Collin C. A ................ Porter " 
Collar A. J . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Piatt, Ill 
Collin C. A ............... Porter Ind 
Dean, Katie ............. Mu catine, Ia 
D aum, Arthur ............ Fulton, Ind 
Debo, Je e . . .............. Benton, Ind 
De ker, D. N ................ Well , Ind 
ollin , Flora .. . ......... Mar ball, " D ker, Philip ............. Porter, Ind 
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DeCrow, Eva ........ ....... Porte r , Ind 
D elleree, Eva .............. Porter, Ind 
D emo s, Chas .... ........ Bracken, K y 
Ernst, Elora M .. ............. Coles, Ill 
E tes, Hattie ................ Logan, Ill 
Evans, Mabel E ....... . Shawono, Wi 
D eni on May .............. Noble, Ind 
Dennison, Aggie .......... Laporte, Ind 
Dennigan, W. P ....... · . . .. M a rtin , Ind 
Denny, .James H ......... Sullivan, Ind 
Derick, Minnie ...... ..... . DeWitt, Ill 
Dermody, Will .......... Livingston, Ill 
Evans, Rosa ....... ....... W an·en, Ind 
Evans, Chloe .... .... . .... LaPorte, Ind 
Evans, Grace .... . ...... Waupaco, Wis 
Everett, G. W ............ Van Wert, 0 
Evey, Capitolia ............. Shelby, Ill 
Fanor, .Tohu W .. . ... . . . .... Adams, " 
Dick. Louisa ................. Piatt, Ill Faris, E dwin ........ ... .. Pulaski, Ind 
Dickey, Dollie ................ Lake, Ill 
Die tal. Frank .......... St. Joseph, Ind 
Farley, G. E .. . ............ Jack on, Ia 
Farley, James ............... Shelby, 0 
Dill , Florence ................ Starke, 0 Farm r, A. N ...... .... Fillmore, Minn 
Dillon, J. M . ............. Daviess, Ind Farnam Lillian . .. ........ . ... Will, Ill 
Dimmick, J. C ............. Benton, Ind. Farrington. C. '\V .... ...... .. Rush, Ind 
Din more, Clara . ....... . .... 1\'Iiami, 0 Fathaner. Millie .............. Rush, " 
Disch, Paul .. .. .... . M enominee, Mich Faulk, I. C .... . ... .... . .. Jefferson, P a 
Dittman, Chas. F ........ .. Noble, Ind F aust, H. L .. .. ........ . .. ... .. Will, Ill 
Divan, Maggie ..... ..... . Greene, Wis 
Divet, Eunice M ....... Richland, N. D 
Fau t, W. A .. ............... Stark, Ind 
Feaster, Wm. T ... .... ... Decatur , Ind 
Dixon, Alice ........... Ht!nde rson, K y 
Db:on, James ........... Livingston, Ill 
F eehery, Allie I. ....... Livingston, Ill 
F eeley, Thomas ........ Livingston, " 
Donahoe, J . M ................ Iowa, Ia 
Donu,hoe, Mary ............ Porter, Ind 
F eightner, Milo ...... Huntington, Ind 
F enton, Thos .............. LaSu,lle, Ill 
Donaldson, Zilla B ......... . . Scott, Ia Ferguson, J. B ........ .... Richland. 0 
D oolittle , Mrs. Cu,rrie .... Laporte , Ind 
Dorman, R. H.. . . . . . . . .. . Douglas. Ill 
F errell , S. C . .... . .. .. .. ... Harrison, 0 
F erris C. 0 ................... Cook. Ill 
D orri , C. H ............... St. Clair , Ill 
D owen, James E ............ White, Ill 
Dower, T. J ................ P a rnell . Ia 
D owney, E. S ............. Iroquois, Ill 
D owning, C. J ............. Crawford, 0 
Drake, L. S .... ........ Winneshiek , Ia 
Drews, Geo . ... .... .. ... .. Adams, Wis 
Driscoll, David ............. . Lake. Ind 
Driscoll, Ella . ............... Lal{e, Ind 
Fetzer , Geo ............. Sangamon, Ill 
Field, Vina ............. Berrien, Mich 
Fifer, Wm .............. Marshall, Ind 
Finney, Stella ..... .. .. .. . . . Porter , Ind 
Fitch, J. M onroe ....... . M eeker , Minn 
Fitch, C. V ................ Jackson, K y 
Flint, Wm ................. Porter, Ind 
Flint, Fred ... ...... . ........ Porter, " 
Flue mier, B. B . ..... . St. Charles, Mo 
D ugu,n, Sarah ............ Madison, Ind 
Duggan, Catherine A . ........ Cook, Ill 
Dugg·e r. J. H . .. . ......... .. Massac, Ill 
Duna way, I. H. , .......... Greene, Wis 
Dunham, Essie . ........ Hamilton, Ind 
Dunlap, J. L . ........... Livingston. Ill 
Dunham, Viola ........... Steuben, Ina 
Dunkleberger, W . F ... Kosciusko, Ind 
Durand, Edward ....... Allegan, Mich 
Dutton, Carrie . ............ .. Lake, Ind 
Dutton, Joseph ........ Simcoe, Canada 
DuVal, Carrie .............. Pratt, Kas 
DuVal, Philip . .......... Kankakee, Ill 
Dwyer, H. F ..... .. ........ LaSalle, Ill 
Dyar, L. B. ... ........... Columbus, 0 
Eakin, I. C ............. Columbiana, 0 
Eakin, H. E .. ...... .. .. Columbiana, 0 
Eaton, Rosa .............. LaPorte, Ind 
Eby, Margaret ......... St. Joseph, Ind 
Edington, R. E ............ Highland, 0 
Edwardson, Agnes ........ Adams, Wis 
Egan, Emma ........... . . . .... Will , Ill 
Ehrhardt, Carl ................ Will. Ill 
Eikenbury, Mary .......... Miami, Ind 
Ela;m, Jennie ............ Johnston, Ky 
Ellmger, Maude ....... Armstrong, Pa 
Ellis, Ida .. . .............. Jackson, Ia 
Ellis. H. H ................. Fulton, Ky 
Epperson, J. H .............. Peoria, Ill 
Ericson, Spencer ....... Renville, Minn 
Ericson, L ............. Renville, Minn 
Foltz, Gertrude ............ White, Ind 
Foltz, Effie ................. White , Ind 
Foote, Cha .......... Montcalm, Mich 
Forcier, J. B ........ M enominee , Mich 
Fortney, J. L ... .... ...... Van W ert, 0 
Frazier, Chas .......... Cu,lhoun, Mich 
Frazier, Allegra ............ Marion, Ill 
Free, C. H .................... Ross , 0 
Freed, Nellie ................ Lake, Ind 
Freeman, N ellie C ............ Iowa, I a 
Friend, Wm. F ............. White, Ind 
Fryar. J. W ................. Porter, " 
Fulk, E . M .. ..... ............ Owen , " 
Funck, Walter .......... DesMoines, Ia 
Gaffney, Nellie .. .. ... Fon duLac, Wis 
Gahan, Lizzie .......... Livingston, Ill 
Gahm, A. J ............... . LaSalle, " 
Gaines, W. C ................. . Will, Ill · 
Galbraith, A ........... . ... Keokuk, Ia 
Galbraith, Robt .......... Sanilac,Mich 
Galbreath, W. L ........... Porter, Ind 
Gant, P. A .................. Jasper, " 
Gard, E. E ............. Huntington, " 
Garrison, L. E .. ........... . . White, " 
Garwick, Noah .......... Whiteside, Ill 
Garvin, Minnie L . ...... Isabella, Mich 
Gaskell1 Della ........ Huntington, Ind Gault, Alice R .......... Nicollet, Minn 
Gaver, Carrie ................ Starke, 0 
Gaylord, Carrie . ... . . . Tippecanoe, Ind 
Gaylord, Jessie ....... Tippecanoe, Ind 
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Gaymen, Cora ..•.......... Elkhart,Ind 
Geer, C. W .................. Lake, Ind 
Gehres, Alvin .............. Carroll, " 
Geig·er, Charles ........ .... Olin ton. " 
Geiselman, E ............... Elko, N ev 
Gerard, Cora ............... Miami, Ind 
Geyer, Ora ................... White, Ia 
Gibson C. S ............ Van Buren Ia 
Gifford, Wm ............. Branch. Mich 
Gilbert, J. W ........ ... ...... Lake. Ill 
Gilkerson, C. S ............. Carter, Ky 
Glascock, H. G ........... LaPlata1 Col 
Glasgow, Jennie ......... LaPorte, Ind 
Glasgow, Nannie .......... LaPorte " 
Hard wick, W ........... Randolph, Ind 
Hardwidg·e, Wm ............. :Wells, " 
Hardy, R. C ................... Cook, Ill 
Harp, F. L ................ Carlisle, Ky 
Harpman, H. V ...... ; ....... Knox, Ill 
Harpman, A .................. Knox, " 
Harris, N. 0 ............ Marshall, Ind 
Harris, F. L ............. Yam Hill, Ore 
Harshbarger, Cora ........ Carroll, Ind 
Hart, Mollie ................ White, Ind 
Hart, F. J ...... .... ...... Ashtabula, 0 
Hawkins, Katie ...... .... . Benton, Ind 
Heath, Alice ........... Waupaca, Wis 
Heath, R. H ............ Allegheny, Pa 
Glasoe, Olga ........... Houston, l\1inn 
Godfrey, Clinton .. ........... Clay, Ind 
Gondring, Wm ............. Porter, Ind 
Gooley, August ........ St. Joseph, Ind 
Goshert, Oliver ........ Kosciusko, Ind 
Heaton, Mary .............. Mason, Ill 
Heffernan, Katie ........ Kewanee, Wis 
Heide, Samuel ............. Jackson, Ia 
Hemphill, J. T ............. White, Ind 
Hemmett, Bertha ............. Cook, Ill 
Gould, W. E ............ Kenosha, Wis 
Grabenhardt, T. W .... St. Charles Mo 
Hemstock, Mary ..... Chippewa, Mich 
Hendrickson, A. C ..... Houston, Minn 
Graham, Eva R ....... Marquette, Wis Hendry, G. A ............. Steuben, Ind 
Graham, H. J ............... LaRu.e, Ky Henry, Bessie ............. LaPorte, " · 
Graves, Nettie ............. Pulaski, Ill 
Gray, Cecil. ............... Iroquois, " 
Gray, Jennie B ........... . . Clinton, Ia 
Gray Mamie ... Grand Traverse, Mich 
Gray, Edward ......... Waukesha, Wis 
Gray, E. E ............ Waukesha, Wis 
Henry, Emma .............. Clarion, Ia 
Hercules N .............. Howard, Ind 
Herr, 0. W ................. Clinton, " 
H en·ell, Joanna .......... l\farshall, " 
Hess, Geo ............... Kankakee, Ill 
Hewitt, Helen. . . . . . . . . . ... Geauga, 0 
Green Josie .............. Fayette, Ind 
Green, Olof ................. Polk, Wis 
Greene, Gertrude ......... Jasper Ind 
Greeley, A.M ........ Hennepin, Minn 
Greenawalt, Bert ........ Kankakee, Ill 
Greenwell, T. J ... ......... Gentry, Mo 
Greg·ory, Mary W .......... York, S. C. 
Greg·ory, Robt ............... Lake, Ind 
Grieb, H. W .............. Elkhart, Ind 
Grieb H. W ............... Elkhart, " 
Heye.nga, P. H .............. Logan, Ill 
Heyer, Louise ............ Adams, Wis 
Hicks, Ida ................. Porter, Ind 
Hicks, W. B ................. Jasper, " 
Hickman Eugene ......... LaPorte, " 
Hickson, N. G .............. Clinton, " 
Hig·h, Amanda ............ Crawford, 0 
Hig·hshew, Orintha ..... . Marshall, Ind 
Hill, N. H ............ Montcalm, Mich 
Hill, Clark ............. Genesee, Mich 
Greiner, Stella .......... Muscatine, Ia 
Griffith, Ernest ........... Johnson, Ind 
Grim, G. B ................ Greg·ory, " 
Grimes, Mary ................ Henry, 0 
Grisamore, J. F ....... Cumberland. Ill 
Groffe L. J ........... Vankerbvrgl, Ind 
Grow, D. E ................ Jasper, Ind 
Hindes, S. 0 ..... . ..... Newaygo, Mich 
Hjnds, Elmer ............ Morgan, Ala 
Hines, Maggie.. . . . . ...... Fulton, Ind 
Hinkle, Cora ............... Benton, " 
Hippensteel, Harvey ... Huntington, " 
Hislop I. N .. ............. Iroquois, Ill 
Hobson, Dolly M ......... Christian, " 
Gru.bbe, E. H ................. Cook, Ill 
Grube, Rosa ....... ........ Jasper, Ind 
Grunewald, Chas ........... Benton Ia 
Grunewa.ld W. J ........... Benton, Ia 
Guin, John . ................ Jasper, Ind 
Guion, Mattie ... ........... Marion. '' 
Gunderson, Ella M .. Green Lake, Wis 
Gurnea, Jennie ............ DuPage Ill 
Gwin, J. I .................. Jasper, Ind 
Halder, Minnie ........ Ma,rathon, Wis 
Haley, Maggie .......... Wheeler, Ind 
Haliday, W. W .. ..... ..... Clinton, Ind 
Hall. Thom ............ Eau Claire. Wis 
Hall, Mattie .............. Fayette·, Ind 
Hall, Edna ............... Marshall, " 
Halley, Elizabeth C ........... Cook, Ill 
Halstead, Rankin .......... Jasper, Ind 
Ham, L. W ...... ...... Fillmore, Minn 
Hammerton, Nellie ........ Jasper, Ind 
Hammond, Bessie ........... Athens, 0 
Hammond, Nettie ......... .. Athens, 0 
Hogan, Arthur ............ Todd, Minn 
Hoidale, A.M ... Lac-que-Parle, Minn 
Hoke, P.M ................ Porter, Ind 
Hollar, Lula .............. Elkhart, Ind 
Holcomb, Sadie ............ Union, Ore 
Holcomb, Alta ............. Union, Ore 
Holder J. W . .... ..... ... Howard, Iud 
Hollister, Carrie .... .... ... . Porter, " 
Holliday, W. W .... .... .... Clinton," 
Holmes, Minnie .............. Ford, Ill 
Holmes, G. E .................. Will, " 
Holt, W. L ............... Carlisle, Ky 
Ho01;ens, A. G ............ Elkhart, Ind 
Hopkins, R. A ............. Jasper, Ind 
Hopkins, Maggie ........ , Wirt, W. Va 
Hopkins, R. A ............. Jasper, Ind 
Hopkinson, Effie ........ Muscatine, I a 
Hopping, May .............. Mason, Ill 
Horan, T. C .............. Jackson, Mo 
Horen, Ellia . .... ........... White, Ind 
Horen, Mary ............... White, Ind 
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Kennedy, Otis ............. Jasper, Ind 
Kent, Sammy P ..... Montgomery Ind 
Kenton, :Marguerite ....... Jasper, Ind 
Kilgore Mont ............. Benton, Ind 
Kiltz, W. J ................. Posey, Ind 
Kinnick, John A ......... Johnson, Ind 
Kinnick, Leila ............ Johnson, Ind 
Kinnison, Kittie ............ Noble, Ind 
Kinsley, Rufus ............ Clayton, Ia 
Kintner, Philip .......... Harrison, Ind 
Kirk, A. B ................ Guernsey, 0 
Kizer, D. T ................ Crawford,O 
Kleplinger, Llewllyn .. Montgomery, 0 
Klme, Harry W ........ Kosciusko, Ind 
Klock, Lillian .............. Cass, Mich 
Knapp, Alice ................. Knox, Ill 
Kneedler, Guy E .......... Indiana, Pa 
Knudson, Theodore .... Livingston, Ill 
Knudson, Solomqn ..... Livingston, " 
Koelsch, Chas. -F .... Washington, Wis 
Kohlheim, Louis ........ Baltimore, Md 
Kovar, J. B ................ Colfax. Neb 
Kriger, Alma .......... Newaygo, Mich 
Kriger, M. M .......... Newaygo, Mich 
Kriger, Maude ........ Newaygo, Mich 
Krueger, Herman ...... Marathon, Wis 
Lacey, Belle ............ Livingston, Ill 
Lag·ue, Louis L ............ Benton, Ind 
Lamberson, Frank ....... Fayette, Ind 
Landers, Jennie ...... Montgomery, Ill 
Landis, J. E ................ Miami, Ind 
Lang, James R ........ Missoula, Mout 
Langman, J. 0 ....... ...... Kendall, Ill 
Lapham, Alice ............ Adams, Wis 
Larson, Edwin W .......... Dunn, WiH 
Larson, Peter H ........... Kendall, Ill 
Lautzenheiser, Minnie ... Steuben, Ind 
Lautzenheiser, J. A ........ Steuben, " 
Laursen, C .................. Polk, Wis 
Lavengood, W. H .......... Miami, Ind 
Lavering, S ............ Kosciusko, Ind 
Lawyer, W. H ............ Guernsey, 0 
Layman, Sydia ........... Grayson, Ky 
Layton, C. H .......... Tippecanoe, Ind 
Leahy, vV. F ............. · ..... Iowa, Ia 
Leavengood, G. I ....... Calhoun, Mich 
Lee, Winnie .......... Montgomery, Ill 
Lee, John D ................ Maison, " 
Legg, Thaddeus ......... Kankakee, Ill 
Lehman, John ............ LaPorte, Ind 
Lenhert, Louise ......... Berrien, Mich 
Letherman, Dora ......... Elkhart, Ind 
Letsinger, F. E .............. Green, " 
Lev~l, qiara ............. S~r:g·amon, ~p 
Lewis, P ............... Williamson, 
Lewis, Roxie .............. Marion, Ky 
Lewis, Cora ............... Marion, Ky 
Lewis, Jennie ............. Racine, Wis 
Lewry, Richard ............ Porter, Ind 
Lienhyrd, Mary C ........ Hancock, Ill 
Lilves, Ernest .............. White: Ind 
Linville, I. G ................ Loffan, Ill 
Littell, C .................... Grant, Ky 
Little, R. M ................ Fayette, Ill 
Little, Homer M ............ Fayette " 
Little, E. H ................ Fayette, " 
Livengood, E ............... Carroll, " 
Hossler, L. E .......... Kosciusko, Ind 
Hotchin, W. F ................ Cook, Ill 
Horde, Olof 0 ......... St. Louis, Minn 
Howard, Chas. F .......... Tipton, Ind 
Hubbard, T. E ........... Daviess, Ind 
Huber, Fred ................. Mercer, 0 
Huebethal, Ida ......... Columbiana, 0 
Huff, Geo .............. St. Joseph, Ind 
Huffman, Logan ............ Perry, Ind 
Hufford, A. C ................ White, Ind 
Hufford, Joshua ........... Clinton, Ind 
Humphrey, Edith ......... Laporte, Ind 
Humphrey, Fannie ........ Carlisle, Ky 
Humphries, J. W ........... Macon, Ill 
Hunt, Nora ................. Wells, Ind 
Hunte, L. W ................... Will, Ill 
Hussey, J. S ................ Boone. Ind 
Hutchison, J. V ............ Fulton, Ind 
Hyder, Fred M ......... Allegan, Mich 
Idle, W. L .............. Kosciusko, Ind 
Ihrig, Wm. H ............ Whitley, Ind 
Ihrig, Clarence ........... Whitley, Ind 
Immel, F. M .............. Elkhart, Ind 
Ingram, May ............... Porter, Ind 
Irwin, W. A ............... Clinton, Ind 
Issler, Charles ............. Grundy, Ill 
James, B. M ............. Branch: Mich 
James, G. W : . ............. White~ Ind 
Jarrett, W. F ................. Pike, Ind 
Jennings, Lillie ....... Burligh, N. Dak 
Jester, Arthur .......... Delawa.Ie, Ind 
J ett, Arthur .................. Bond. Ill 
Jodon, Dora ............ St. Joseph, Ind 
Johns, J. H ............... Oconee, S. C 
Johnson, Ishmael ............. Ford, Ill 
Johnson, ·Charles W ....... Gibson, Ind 
Johnson, Florence .......... Greene, Ia 
Johnson, W. ~ .............. Linn, Miss 
Johnson, T. C ......... LaFayette, Wis 
Johnson, Frank ........... Fayette, Pa 
Johnson, G. C ................. Clark, 0 
Johnson, E. P ....... Shiawassee, Mich 
Johnson, Fred ........... Marshall, Ind 
Johnston, Chas. L ........... Allen, Ind 
Johnston, Carrie ............. Green, Ill 
Jones, Nellie ............ Columbia, Pa 
Jones, Walter L ........... Clinton, Mo 
Jordan, M.D ............... Carter, Ky 
Jorjenson, Andrew ............ Will, Ill 
Joslyn, Inza ................... Will, " 
Joyce, Anna ......... Sweet Water, Wy 
Julian, S. W ............... Fulton, Ind 
Kantz, C. E ... . ......... Clearfield, Pa 
Kasselbaum, F. G ........ Marion, Ind 
. Kaufman, H. S ........... Whitley, Ind 
Kehoe, Kate ...... Pennington, £. Dak 
Kehr, Ella ................. Fayette, Ill 
Kelly, Louise ...•....... Whiteside, " 
Kelly, Maggie ............. Iosco, Mich 
Kelly, Julia ............. Kenosha, Wis 
Kelly, Samuel W .......... Fayette, Ill 
Kemp, Laura ........•..... Porter, Ind 
Kemp, H. M ........... Huntington, " 
Kemper, L. L .......... Kosciusko, Ind 
Kendall, Essie ........ Tippecanoe, Ind 
Kendall, Dicie .............. White, Ind 
Kennamer, A. S .......... Tarrant, Tex 
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Livingston, Catherine E ..... John Ia 
Long hore, J. W ........... Franklin, 0 
Longsue<lk r Amanda ...... Blaine, Pa 
Lopp. G. H ............... Edward , Ill 
Lou then, H. A ............ Douglan, " 
Love, Abraham ............. La all, " 
Lov , Esther ................ La all " 
Low John on .............. Dekalb. " 
Marsh, A. . ........... Richland, Wis 
Marshall, Anna ......... Antrim, Mich 
Martin, Cha . E ............. Logan, Ill 
Martin, u ie P ............... Cook, Ill 
Martin, Rie ........... Tippecanoe, Ind 
Martin, Lizzie ........ Tippecanoe, Ind 
Martin Etta .............. Crawford, 0 
Martin, Fr d ............ Mu catine, Ia 
Low r 0 car ........... a.lhoun, Mich 
Lowry, raP ............. Howard, Ind 
Luby, . J ............... A bland, Wi 
Lucy, Ira ................... Whit , Ind 
Lull, Herb rt ............ Antrim, Mich 
Lu e, L. 1\I ............... Hancock, Ind 
Lusk, Libbie .......... Washington, " 
Lutyen , L .............. Whiteside, Ill 
Lyon , Anna ................ Perry, Ind 
McAdam , John E ......... linton, " 
McAdams, J. E ........... Clinton, Ind 
McAf e. May ............... Logan, Ill 
McAfee A. P ............... Logan. " 
McAlli ter. Anna ............ Kan " 
Me afferty F. J ............ Brown, 0 
Me afferty, W ............... Brown. 0 
Me afferty, C ...... Deer Lodge. Mont 
McCarter, A. M .. ........ Davie s. Ind 
McCarty, Lizzie ....... Dickenson, Kan 
McCl llan, Lizzie ......... Madison, I a 
Martin, Hermie ........... Juneau Wis 
Martin, Hattie ............ Juneau, Wis 
Martin, J. E ............... Ballard, Ky 
Martin, A. . ........... Richland, Wis 
Martin, L. . .............. Bureau, Ill 
Martin, Harry ......... St. Joseph, Ind 
Martin, Emma ........... LaPorte, Ind 
Martin John ................ Clay, Ind 
Martin Willi ........... Bradley, Ark 
Martin W. P ................ Casey, Ky 
Martindale Lulu .......... Fulton, Ind 
Maslin. Mary .............. ·~Cass Ind 
1\faslin, Tillie ................ Cass, Ind 
1\fason, Ro e ............... Pulaski, Ill 
Mason Mary .............. Pulaski, Ill 
Mason. Hattie ................ Cook, Ill 
:Mason, E. B ................ Clarke, Mo 
Massena, Etha ............. White, Ind 
Mast. Nancy ............. Elkhart, Ind 
Matthews Laura ............. Wood, 0 
Me lellan, ora .......... Madi on, La Maxwell, T. F ......... Ko ciusko Ind 
Me lur , Mollie M .. ...... Keokuk, Ia Maxwell, B. C ......... Kosciu ko, Ind 
M onaghi , J. M ..... Wa hington, Ill 
Me onn k, James J ........ La alle Ill 
Me ormick Florence ...... Allen, Ind 
M ormick, D ....... ·~ ..... Logan, Ill 
May, F. E ................. Jasper, Ind 
May, Nellie ................... Iowa, Ia 
May. John R ............... Jasper, Ind 
Meadors, John ......... Daw on, Mont 
Me rae, John W ......... John on, Ind Mean . John G ............ Iroquois. Ill 
McDaniel, John R ........ B nton, Ind 
Me D rmit, C. E ......... Madison, Ind 
McDonald, Su ie ........ D laware, Ind 
Meiks. Geo. H ............. Shelby. Ind 
Melnik, L. 1\1. ............... Owen, Ind 
Melton, Lula M ............. Mason, Ill 
M Donald, Katie ....... Gene ee. Mich Melton. Lura, B ........... Iroquois, Ill 
McDonough. T. B ...... Ga.lve ton, Tex 
McFarlin, W ............ Mar hall, Ind 
Meranda. 0. W ........... Howard, Ind 
Mercer. Wm .............. DeKalb, Ind 
McGeath, John L ...... Blackford Ind Merchant, .J. W .......... Ha kell, T x 
MeG , Frank .............. Ellis, Tex Michael, W. E ................ Jay, Ind 
Me Gil vray, Archie ........ Iroquois, Ill 
M Gim ey, Guild ......... Pulaski, Ind 
Me onagle J. K ......... herokee, Ia 
McMullen Ella ........ Livingston, Ill 
McNair, Lulu ................. Cook. " 
MeN am01·a, Mary ....... K no ha, Wi 
McNeff, Ma.ry ............. Porter, Ind 
McNinch. Maude ......... Laporte. Ind 
McNulty, P. F .......... Stearns, Minn 
McRae J. D ............ Harrison. Ind 
Mickey. Florenc ......... Mercer, Ill 
filley. John H ........... Elkhart, Ind 
1illier, Walter ..... Bartholomew, Ind 
Miller, Minni .............. Macon. Ill 
Miller, Melnotte, ......... Elkhart, Ind 
Miller, usie ............... Porter, Ind 
Miller, Eva ............... Newton, Ind 
Miller, Mary ............. Laporte, Ind 
Miller, Ha,rry .......... Champaign Ill 
Miller, Mrs. R. M ......... Dong·la!'!, Ill 
MeR ynolds. A. L .......... Posey, Ind 
MeV y, S.C ............... tarke, Incl 
Mal y Ida, ................. helby, Ind 
' Maley, Burney............. an·oll, Ill 
Malon y, Jo .............. Jasper Ind 
Mankey, Warren ......... Warr n, Ind 
Mank y, Wm ............. Warr n, Ind 
Mankey, Jennie ........... Warr n, Ind 
l\Iann, Wm .............. Mar hall, Ind 
Mannan, Robt. A .......... Ja. per, Ind 
Manning, lara ............. Allen, Ind 
1ard n, Walter E ...... Kankakee, Ill 
Mardock, John E ........... Mercer, Ill 
Mar h, R. S ............ Richland, Wi 
Miller, Josiah Q ............. Prable, 0 
Millicon, Geo .......... Yakima. Wash 
Moffett, Mollie ......... Loui ville Ky 
Moue . Delia .......... Alexandria, Ill 
l\fonks, Ed L ........... Randolph, Ind 
Monks, Matti A .......... Dane, Wis 
Montgomery, K. . ........ Po ey Ind 
Montgom ry, E. W ......... Po ey, Ind 
Moore Maggie ............. White, Ind 
Moore, J. 0 ............. Lawrenc , Ky 
Moore, Lafe .............. Fayette, Ind 
Moore, E. M ........... Oakland. Mi h 
Moore, Lillie A.. . . . . . . . . . Dekn1b, Ill 
Moore, Mattie ........ Whitman Wa h 
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Morrissey, Mike .. ..... .. Tazewell Ill Payne, Jame ...........• Jefferson, Ill 
Morrison, C. C ...... Bartholomew, lnd Payne Cora .............. Jefferson, " 
Mor e, Geo ............... Marshall, Ill Peck, H. M ................ Kent, Mich 
M or e, Cha ................. Lake, Ind P eck, Verna .............. Carly le K y 
Mosier, M .... ........... .. Racine, Wis Peck, Orinda . ......... ..... . Lake Ind 
Motts, Ernest B ........ St. J oseph, Ind Peddicord, Le lie .... ·· ··Bracken K y 
Moye, Chas. L .............. Posey, Ind Peek, J o ie ................. Shelby Ill. 
Mull, PhilipL . ... .... Washington, Ind Pence, Iar W .... . .... .. ... Miami, Ind 
Murphy, Guy J ........ Waukesha, Wis Pennoe.k Anna ............ Porter. Ind 
Murphy J. 0 . ..... . ... .. .. Warren, Ind Pentecost, W. C . .... ..... Putnam, Ind 
Murphy, E . A ................. Iowa, Ia Penoyer, C ........... Van Buren, Mich 
Muter, Millie . . ..... ... LaGrange Ind Perisho, E. E ................ Ja per Ill 
Myers Jesse D ............ Fulton, Ind Perry Laura .. .. ........... Bureau " 
Myers, Albert ............... Union, Ill Peters, John L ....•........... Clay, " 
Nash , Fannie .... . ....... ... . Lake, Ind P eters Clara . ... ... ...... Marshall, " 
Nash, Arthur R ............. Polk Wis Peterson, J . . ..... ....... Kankakee, " 
Naughton. M. F ............. Iowa, Wis Pfeiffer, W. H ............ Pulaski, Ind 
N a ugh tin, I. P ................ Iowa, I a Phillips C. R ............ Jefferson Ill 
N eal, Sallie E .......... Henderson K y Pierce, Chas. W ........ Blackford Ind 
N etron, Cora .......... Tippecanoe, Ind Piercy, C. 1\1. .............. Howard, " 
Nelson, Tillie .... ......... Racine, Wis Piper, H. F ............... J efferson, Ill 
Nelson, N.J ... ... . .... .. Jackson, Wis P lummer, Thos ... ......... Calhoun, Ill 
Newland, Kate .............. . . .. Ida, Ia Plummer, Maud ........... Jasper, Ind 
Newlin, C. E ............... Parke, Ind Plummer Lottie ............ White, Ind 
Newman, Clara . ....... St. Joseph , Ind Plymire, Chas. P ............. York, Pa 
Newman Anna. : ...... St. Joseph, Ind Poirier, Janet .......... St. Louis, Minn 
Newman, G. W ......... .. .. P eoria, Ill Pontius, J. C .......... . .... Miami, Ind 
N eromon, Anna . ....... St. Joseph , Ind Pontius, Peter .... . ... . .... Miami, Ind 
Neromon, J . A ......... St. Joseph, Ind Porter, Sarah J . .... .... Kankakee, Ill 
Nichols, Edna .......... Decatur, Tenn Powell, John .... ...... Waukesha, Wis 
Nichols, Gracie .... ... ....... Lake, Ind Powell, Jennie ......... Henderson, Ky 
Nichols Sarah ........ . ..... Dunn, Wis Powers vVm ................ Log·an, Ill 
Nichols, Eva .............. DeKalb, Ind Prentis, Ada ............ . . Ringg·old, Ia 
Nihart, Clara ............. Elkhart, Ind Price, Bessie ....... 1 ••••• Muscatine, Ia 
Nimsgrean, Zoa .............. Lake, Ill Price Frank ............. Harrison Ky 
Noble, Webster . ......... Monroe , Wis Pride, Sebe ................ Marion, Ind 
Northam, E. L .......... Hamilton, Ind Fritsch, John F ............ Clinton," 
O'Brien, C. W ................ Meigs, 0 Purdy, Bessie................. " " 
O'Connor, Stasia ....... LeSueur, Minn Purdy, Margaret ....... Alleg·an, ~{ich 
Oliphant, Mona ....... . ..... Clarke, Ia Putnam, C. W ............. Wabash, Ill 
O'Neil, Ada ................ Eden, Mich Pardy, Bessie ............... Lake, Ind 
O'Neill, Maggie M ....... Benzie, Mich Pyne, A. R .................... Cook, Ill 
Osborn, John M .......... Laporte, lnd Quig, Margaret ............. White, lnd 
Osmon, Maggie ........... Kendall, Ill Quinlan , Wm ............ Sanilac, Mich 
Ottimar, G. F ............ Clinton, Mich Ragan, James .............. Grundy, Ill 
Otten, Matilda ............ Carroll, Ind Raterman, Adolph ........... Shelby, 0 
Owens, Grant ............. Benton, Ind Rarey, Sallie .......... Tippecanoe, Ir.d 
Paddock, Anes . ................ Lee , Ia Rawlings, Lucy .............. . Clay, Ky 
Pandock, S .............. Berrien, Mich Reavis, W. H ............ Madison, Ind 
Padmore, Lillie . . ..... .. . . . LaSalle, Ill Rebman, 'l'hos . . · .......... Johnson, Ill 
Pagel, Mary .............. LaPorte, Ind Rebo J.D .................. Clarke, Mo 
Pag·in, Richard . ..... . ........ Cook Ill Regenold Gussie . ......... Putnam, Ill 
Pa.ikeeman, J. N .......... Lawrence , 0 Reinehart, Frank .......... Boone Ind 
Pallissard, Armand ...... Kankakee, Ill Rentschler, Kate ............ Logan, Ill 
Pankey, Philip ...... Silver Bow, Mont Reynolds, J. A ............. LaRue, Ky 
Pankey, Chas. A .... Silver Bow, Mont Reynolds, F. D ........... La.Porte, Ind 
Park, Loyd ................ LaSalle, Ill Reynolds, Robert ........ Lapeer, Mich 
Park, Clay ............ Huntington, Pa Reese, Otie A ............... Fayette, 0 
Parker, John J .......... Sullivan, Ind Rhodes, D. E .............. Fulton, Ind 
Parker, Luna A .. .. ........ Portage, 0 Rhodes, Albert ........... Howard, Ind 
Patterson, S ............... Martin. Ind Rhodes, W. T ............... Emmet, Ia 
Patton, Cora ............... Patton, Ind Rice , A. H ................. Kent, Mich 
Patton, Mattie .......... Hamilton, Ind Richards, Olive .......... La.f'orte, Ind 
Patton, Lizzie .............. Porter, Ind Richards, Auriel.......... " " 
Paul, L. G ................. Porter, lnd Richardson, Geo. A ........ Newton, " 
Paulsen~ Harry ............ Jasper, Ind Riddle, Rosa .............. Cherokee, Ia 
Paulsen, Henry ............... Will, Ill Ridgeway, Effie .......... Wabash, Ind 
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Riechel, Martha K ......... Polk, Minn 
Riegel Cha . F ............. Jackson, 0 
Riggs, Mary ............. Cochise, Ariz 
Riggs J. C .............. . Cochise, Ariz 
Rigg Wm............... " " 
Riley, Dexter ....... . ..... Bracken, Ky 
Risley, J. H ... . .............. Pike. Ind 
Rittgers, Samuel. ........ Whitley, Ind 
Robb, J. K ............... Jackson, Kas 
Roberts, J. G .............. Iroquois, Ill 
Robinette, Jennie ............ Wolf, Ky 
Robinson, W. 0 ........... Clermont, 0 
Robison, A. A ............ Fulton , Penn 
Rochstroch, S ............ Elkhart, Ind 
Rodman , Abbie .......... McHenry Ill 
Rogers , Zetta .......... . .... :Cas, Ind 
Rogers Florence M ... Tippecanoe, Ind 
Shepard, Geo .. .. ...... . .. Johnson, In d 
Shepard, Glenn ....... . .. Wabash, Ill 
Shepard, Lyle.......... . . " " 
h eridan, J. W . .......... Lawrence, " 
Sherman, Henrie ............ Shelby, 0 
Sherwood, Emma ............ Henry, 0 
Shine berger, May .......... Porter. Ind 
Shipley, Sadie ........... . . ~ ... Will, Ill 
Shira M. ·E ............ Kosciusko, Ind. 
Shirley, Essie ............ Sack son, In d 
Shoemaker Alice ........ Whitley, Ind 
Shultz, Debbie ............. Porter, Ind 
Shupe, Mathias .... Westmoreland, Pa 
Sick, Eliza . . ............... Du Page, Ill 
Sick, Phoeba ........... , .. DuPage, Ill 
Sigler, Edith ............... Porter, Ind 
Simones , Wm. A ............ Sauk Wis 
Rogers, Josie ............ Woodford, Ill 
Romey, H. E ............. Whitley, Ind 
Simpson, Clara ......... Hamilton, Ind 
Slayton, Jennie ............... Lake, " 
Romig, Amanda ......... Marshall, Ind Smith, Arthur C ......... LaGrange, " 
Roper, Andrew ................ Wood, 0 Smith, S. E ............... Harrison, " 
Ross, Edgar ........ Bartholomew, Ind Smith, Leota ................ Whitley, " 
Rotz, Wellington ...... Meagher, Mont Smith, J. T ................... Grant, " 
Rourke, Agnes ....... Ransom, N. Dak Smith, Chas ........... Hamilton, S. D. 
Rowe, Beitron C ......... Whiteside Ill Smurr, J. V .......... .' .... Dekalb, Ind 
Rowe. J. A .................. Holmes. 0 Spaulding, Geo. W. W .. Blackford Ind 
Rowley, L. J .............. Eaton, Mich 
Rush, W. W ................ Noble, Ind 
Rust, John W ................. Cook, Ill 
Ryan. C. E ................ Dubuque, Ia 
St. John, Lillie ........ , .Delaware Ind 
,Spear, Cora B ............... Rock, Wis 
Spear, C. L ............. Columbia, Wis 
Spellman, Maggie ............ Lake, Ill 
Spence , Krat ............... White Ind 
Spence, Lena ............... White , Ind 
St. Pierre, Gertie . ...... Kankakee Ill Spencer Myrtle .............. Lake Ind 
Salmon, W. C .......... Hickman, Tenn 
Sampson, Wm. D ............ Knox, Ky 
Sampson. John W.. .. . . . . . . . " " 
Sanders, Alleltha ............. Bond Ill 
Sargeant, Callie ............. Lake, Ind 
Spencer, BurtT ............. Lake, Ind 
Spicer, Pleasie ............. White, Iud 
Spicer, G . T . . ............. McLain, Ky 
Stading, P : .R ...... :.Hutchinson, S. D 
Stanton, Chas .............. Miami Ind 
Satterfield. C. E ..... ~· ...... White, Ill 
Satterfield, Sylves ...... Delaware, Ind 
Saxton, Ella .......... Van Buren. Mich 
Schade, Wm. . . . . . . ....... Fayette, Ill 
Schaffer, Lizzie ............... Cass, " 
Schelde, E. M ........ Otter Tail, Minn 
Schell, S. W .................. Pike, Ind 
Schenck, Anna ............. Porter, Ind 
Schlechty, Chas ............... Will, Ill 
Schmidt, 0. B .............. Jackson, Ia 
Schrefer, Danie ............ Perry, Ind 
Schriver, H. M ........ Rock Island, Ill 
Schroggs, B. F ............ Carroll, Ind 
Schwab, Mary ........... Jackson lnd 
Scoulon, Maggie ...... Tippecanoe, Ind 
Sektnger, J o ................ Fayette. Ill 
_.Selby, Guy W .......... Genesee, Mich 
Sellers, Ernest .......... Ko ciusko, " 
Sellers, Newman, B ....... Laporte, Ind 
Seward Lillie .............. Newton " 
Seymour, Frank ..... Green Lake, Wis 
Seymour, Edward ....... Marshall, Ind 
Sha:fl;er, C. F ............... Jackson, Ia 
Shaffer, Harry ............. Jackson, Ia 
Shannon, B. C. . . . . . ...... Spink, S. D 
Sharpe, Mattie ........... Monroe, Wis 
Shearer May ................. Wood, 0 
Shelts, John .............. Elkhart. Ind 
Sheneman, Edith ........ Marshall, Ind 
Shepard, Ro e ............. Wabash, Ill 
Stapeton, J. J........ Allegheny, Md 
Starts, Nora J ............... Peoria, Ill 
Stayman, James ........ Champaign, 0 
Stephens, Walter ............. Wood, 0 
Steirns, Edgar .. . ..... Huntington, Pa 
Stevens, Carrie .......... Livingfon , Ill 
Stevenson, Jerry ......... LaPorte, Ind 
Stewart, H. P .............. Porter, Ind 
Stewart, F. P ............... Carroll, " 
Stewart, J . M ............. Van Wert, 0 
Stinson, Martha G ......... Fulton. Ind 
Stoddard, Lewy ............ Porter. Ind 
Stokoe, Fred 0 ............ Barry Mich 
Stone, Jennie ........ H.ennepin, Minn 
Stoner, Harry .............. Porter, Ind 
Stouder, Cora ............. Elkhart, Ind 
Stoup, Ross V ........... Fountain, " 
Stover, Chas. J ........... Delaware " 
Stowell, F. E ............... Dekalb Ill 
Stowell, Lizzie .......... . ..... Kane, " 
Stowell, Alfred ............ Howard , Ia 
Strycher, M. E ............ Elkhart, Ind 
Stuckman, Calvin ........ Elkhart, Ind 
Stuckman, E. D .......... Elkhart, Ind 
Stultz, Blanche, . . ..... Huntington, " 
Stultz, Della ........... Huntington, " 
Stwalley, John W ...... . ..... Owen, " 
Sullivan, ,Tohn ............. Adams, Ind 
Summer, Leslie ........... Carli le. Ky 
Summers, Della .............. Scott, Ill 
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umm rs J. H ............ Carlisle, Ky 
undermyn, Maggie ........ Lake , Ind 
Vogelsanger, John ...... Kankakee, Ill 
Vogt, C. . .......... Hutchinson, N. D 
utton, W. F ........... LaGrang~, Ind Vories, James ............ Davie ·, Ind 
wan. on, a<lie .......... Laporte, Ind Wade, C. A ................. Mercer, Ill 
Swan on, Clara ............ Porter, Ind Wadsworth, Edith ...... Allegan Mich 
wa.n on, Chas. 0 ......... Iroquois, Ill Waite, C. H ... . ....... Waukesha, Wis 
weet , Lillie .............. LaRue, Ky Wakeland. Cha. ............ White Ind 
wiha.rt, Simpson ............. Will, Ill Walburn, Wm ............... Fulton " 
yke , Maude ............... Rock, Wis Walkerly, Grace .............. Will, Ill 
Tanquary, V. S ........... Wabash, Ind Welch M. J ............ Ministee, Mich 
Tanquary, John C ......... Wabash, " 
Ta.tro Delina. .............. Iroquois, a" 
Walsh, J. H ............ Champaign, Ill 
Walter, A. J .... .......... Clinton, Ind 
Taylor, W. 0 .............. Crawford, 0 
Taylor, Herman ...... Huntington, Ind 
Walters, Alice ............ Elkhart, Ind 
Walworth, Sadie .... Van Buren, Mich 
Taylor, Almo ............... . Kane, Ill ·wang, K ...................... Ford, Ill 
Taylo.I, Martha M ...... Berrien, Mich Ward, F. B .............. Darborn, Ind 
Taylor. James M ...... Claiborne, Miss Ward, Wm. C .. ............ LaRue, Ky 
Templeton, David .. ... ... Crawford, Ill Ward, H. . ............ Kaufman, Tex 
Tendall, Henry ............ Kendall, " Ward, Alice ................... Iowa, Ia 
Tennant, L. W ........... Wabash, Ind Warner, Wm ............ Marshall, Ind 
Tennent, Margaretta ...... Harrison, 0 Warner, Liz:ie ............ Laporte , Ind 
Terry, Anna ............... Morgan, Ill Warrick, Maggie . . ........ Iroquoi Ill 
Terry. Mrs. Z. H .............. Cook, Ill Warrick, Wm .............. Clinton, Ind 
Teter, C. E .. .............. Fulton, Ind Warren, Winfred ............ Fulton, " 
Thomas, Emma A ........ Carlisle, Ky Wa hburn, Robert ......... Pulaski, " 
Thompson, Willie C ...... McHenry, Ill 
Thompson, Am enda .... Vermillion, Ill 
Waterman Chas. E .......... Cook, Ill 
'waters, Jennie .......... Allamakee , I a 
Thompson, Grace .......... Jasper, Ind Watkins, R. E ............. Davise, Ky 
Thomson, Lizzie J ...... . ..... Cook, Ill Watkins, S. J .............. Davise. Ky 
Thomson, L. L ......... . . Sullivan, Ind Way, Clara ................ Porter, Ind 
Thornburg, P. E ........ Delaware, Ind 
Thornton, Clinton D .. . ..... Jasper, " 
Thornton, J. C .............. Jasper, " 
Waxler, Fred ............ Richland, Ill 
Webb, Lelah .................. Lake Ill 
Webster, Edward I. .......... Cook, Ill 
Tice, E. P . .............. . . Highland, 0 
Tieman, John ................. Iowa, Ia 
Weems, W. L ............. Iroquois, Ill 
Wehrle, Adele ............ Mahaska, Ia 
Tink r, Jennie ........ Milwaukee, Wis 
Tippy. Dora ............ St. Jo eph, Ind 
Tippy, Ida. ................ Fulton, Ind 
Titus. Geo ................. Pulaski, Ill 
Tracy, Theresa .............. Union, I a 
Travis, Myrtle ...... .... . Marshall, Ill 
Wehrle, Marne ........... Mahaska, Ia. 
Welch, W. S .............. ... L<Lke, Ind 
Welch, M. J ................ LaSalle, Ill 
Welch, James D ........ Allamal{ee, Ia 
Welch, N.H .................. Lake, Ill 
Welker, A. J ............ Harrison. Ind 
Trayer, Percy ........... Marshall, Ind 
Tre -sle_ J o .......... ; . Armstrong, Pa 
Trim. Chns .......... Van Buren, Mich 
Wells, Ollie ........... Montgomery, Ill 
Wells , Leona.rd ............... Pike, Pa. 
Welsh Ella ................ Jasper, Ind 
Troup. :Minnie ......... Kosciusko, Ind We t, Flora .................... Ross, 0 
'l'ruman. F. C ................ Huron, 0 
Tschantz, Wm ............ Whitley. Ind 
Tuhb , laude ............ Luzerne Pa 
Tucker, J. B ............... Sta.rke, Ind 
Tucker, Fannie ......... Hamilton, Ind 
Turner, A. J ................ Fayette, Ill 
Underwood, Mattie ........ Kendall, Ill 
Underwood, Arthur .... Emmett, Mich 
Vance, W. A ................ Holme , 0 
Wert, Herbert C ........ Livingston, Ill 
W tter, W. A .............. Adams, Ind 
Wey, Mellie .................. Clarxe, 0 
Whalen, P. R .............. Johnson, Ia 
Whinery, S.C ............... DrLllas, Ia 
Whipple, Maude ............ Wfight, Ia 
Whita.cre, Mertis B ......... Logan, Ill 
Whitacre, Marie ............ Log·an, Ill 
Whitaker, Lelia .............. . Og·le, Ill 
Vandine, H. D·-······ .... Montour, Pa Whitcomb D. l\I. .......... l\Iia.mi, Ind 
Vandoren, H ........... Kankakee , Ill · 
VanEpps, Gertrude ........ Clinton Ia 
Van Horn, Geo, R .......... Fayette, Ill 
\Vhite, Cbas .................. Ford, Ill 
Whitehead, Frank, ...... . . Green, Wis 
Whiteman A. C ........... Clinton, Ind 
Van Kirk. Hattie ..... VanBuren. Mich 
VanMeter, Susie ............. Piatt, Ill 
Vanreed, Eugenie ........ Warren, Ind 
Vazaka, E. A .... Monastir, Macedonia 
Whitesell , J ............. Mar hall, Ind 
Whitmeyer, Amos .... . .... Waha h, Ill 
Wickey, Rus ell J ....... Kankakee , Ill 
Wickland, Ole .. . ....... Gog·ebic, Mich 
Veneman, C ................ Clinton, ind Widman, C. A .............. LaSalle, Ill 
Vestal, Bert ............... Madi on, " 
Vermilion, W .............. Putnam. " 
Vibert, Fred ............ Carlton, Minn 
Vicker , I. R .............. McLain. Ky 
Wihon Nellie ............. Jackson, Ill 
Wilder, Loren .............. McLean, " 
Wiley, D .................. Oarli le , Ky 
Wiley, Gertrude ....... St. Joseph, Ind 
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Williams, Era tus .... ...... Boone, Ind I Woods, Maggie . .. .. . . .. .. DeKelb, Ind 
Williams, Otis ............ Pulaski, Ind Woulf, James ........... Livingston , Ill 
William , Maude ......... . .. Lake , lnd Wright, U. A ........ . . Hendricks, Ind 
Williams, Jaeob ......... Jackson, Kan Wright, Elva . ......... . ... Indiana, Pa 
Williams~ J . M ............ Martin, Ind Yates, Cora . .. . .. . .. . ..... DeKalb, Ind 
Williams, T. S ....... . .... Johnson, Ky Yohn, G. A .. . .. . .......... Cass. Wich 
Wilson, Harry E . . ......... Marion. Ia Young, H ..................... Lake, Ill 
Wilson, G. L ........ . ....... Owen, Ind Zea, Jennie ............. . .... Lake , Ind 
Wilt ,. C. C ................ Marshall, lnd Zelmer, J . B . ... . .... . ..... Ashland, 0 
Windle, Milton B .. . . .... Harrison, Ind Zelmer, Jesse ........... Marshall, Ind 
Witzler, Ella ....... . .......... Wood, 0 Zener, Gay .. .. ...... ... .. Laporte, Ind 
Wolfenbarger, J. C ....... Hancock, Ill Zimmer, Fred ... . .......... Grant, Wis 
Wood, Cora J . . ....... Tippecanoe, Ind Zolman, J. W ...... . ....... Fulton, Ind 
Wood, Paul M ......... . .... Porter, lnd Zolman, E. E .............. Fulton, Ind 
Woodman, C. E . . ....... . . Barry, Mich 
' COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT. 
GRADUATES OF 1892. 
CLASSICS. 
Austin, Kate ...... . ......... Jasper. Ia 
Bitter, A. D ................ Carbon, Pa 
Callahan, B. J ........... Humboldt, Ia 
McKelvey, J. D . ......... Warren, Ill 
Miller, H. B ............. . . Brown, Ind 
Noble, C. E . ................. Porte r , " 
Campbell, R. E ......... Atchison, Kas 
De Haven, T . W . ..... McDonoug·h, Ill 
Noble, L. H......... ... ..... " " 
Norton, F . L .... ... ....... .. .. Bond. Ill 
Eddelman, J. F .......... Decatur, Ind Packard, T. I . ... . .... . .. Benzie, Mich 
Eley, Ning· .............. Kosciusko, " 
Feldman, D. D .. . ........ Marshall, " 
Feldman, G. G. . . . . . . . . . . . " " 
Ream, Sarah C ..... ..... . ... Clarke , Ia 
Reed, E. E .. ....... . .... Randolph, Mo 
Ruring, H ... . .. .... .......... Boone, Ia 
Foster, L. A ........ .. .. . .. Johnson, Ia 
Henry, Anna E .......... Mahoning, 0 
Schepman, Fred . . .. . ..... Sandusky, 0 
Searle , M. J ........ Cattaraugus, N. Y 
Hog·an, Belle .......... Living·ston, Mo 
Honn, Lottie I. ............... Pag·e, Ia 
Kreiling·, A. H .............. Mason , Ill 
Showalter, J. B. F ........ Augusta, Va 
Stroeter, H. H .... . .... . .. . ... Clay, Mo 
Templeton, Howard ...... .. .. . Stark, 0 
Landis, M. C ............... Porter, lnd Tyrrell , Carrolean e .... , ...... Lake , Ill 
McGhee , J . C ............. Picka.way. 0 
SCIENTIFICS. 
Allen, Eva H ............. Cuyahoga, 0 
Allen, Clara Celia ........... Jasper, Ia 
Faris, McKendree ........ Pulaski, Ind 
Fermier, Alma ..... . ..... D earborn, " 
Allen, Everett M. . . . . . . . . . . . " " 
Allen, E. F ............... Daviess, Mo 
Fowler, John V ............ Dallas, Mo 
Frantzen, J. P .. . ......... Dubuque, Ia 
Anderson, Martha ..... Winneshiek, Ia 
Austin, Nellie ........ . ...... Jasper, Ia 
Baker, S. G ............... Sandusky, 0 
Barnum, J. A .......... . ..... Log·an, Ill 
Barthel, A. L ............. Elkhart, Incl 
Baum, Cammie ........ . ... Porter , lnd 
Berry, H. A ............. . .... Ellis, T ex 
Booth, E. S ............... Lawrence, 0 
Brown, A, C .................. Jay, Ind 
~rown~ Rosa . ........... St. Joseph, " 
usch, U. S ............. Mason , W. Va 
Christensen, P. J .......... Polk, Minn 
Cooper, Olive ............ Sangamon, Ill 
Craig, A. B ............ Spokane, Wash 
Crawford, D. P .............. Mason, Ill 
Dandridge, J. B ......... Lincoln, Tenn 
Darst, Emma N .. ..... St. Charles, Mo 
Dean, Emma . . .............. Logan, Ill 
Dean, Frances.............. " " 
Dopp, J. A ..................... Will, " 
Dunn. Wm. J .............. LaSalle, " 
Frink, Lyman A .......... Lincoln, Mo 
Fulton, Jennie A ....... . .. Ashland, 0 
Galbraith, James I. ..... Sanilac, Mich 
Gallion. J, W ........ . ....... Ellis , Tex 
Gordinier, C. H .......... Bradford, Pa 
Greene , Lizzie E ............... Pike, 0 
Hanahan, J. H . .......... Johnson, Ind 
Hanson, Geo. C ........ Traill, N. Dak 1 
Harden, James A . ...... . Clinton, Mich 
Harper, Maggie ............ Noble, Ind 
Harraman, E. V ............. Marion, 0 
Harrington , J . L .. ........ Benton, Ind 
Haug·en, C. E ...... . ... Winneshiek, Ia 
Havdal, Martin ... . .. Hennepin, Minn 
Hayward, W. R ............. Benton, Ia 
Hoffman , Max .... . ..... Shawano, Wi. 
Holcomb, Lucy L ...... Living ton, Mo 
Huffer, Stephen .. ....... . . Clinton Ind 
Johnson , Joe M . . .... ... ... Grundy, Ill 
John on, S. H . ........ Fillmore, Minn 
Johnson, W. H .. . ........ Jack on Mo 
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Jones,G o. G ............ olumbia, Pa Price, Orlando ............ Davi ss Mo 
Jone , Lillie F ....... .. ... .. Logan, Ill R e d, Effile ...... ..... ....... . Piatt Ill 
Keirn, Alice M. . . . . . . . . . . . . . " " Rig·gs, B. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ochi Ariz 
K el cy, Jane M ... ..... ... ... . Cook. " Rogers, T. C .......... Hennepin Minn 
Keyte Flor nee ....... Livingston fo Schottler, G. J ....... Wa hington, Wi 
King mill, Tho ............ P oria, Ill Shepard, Fannie M ...... N wton, Ind 
Koopman, Gertrude .. Missauke , fich Sheridan, W . P ................ Iowa. Ia 
Lar on, Marie . . .... ...... Vernon, Wis Sherry, Mattie E . ..... t. Charles, Mo 
Luca. , E. E .............. McH nry Ill Smith, D. N .. ..... ....... McHenry Ill 
Lung, J. E . ... ............ Whitley Ind Spic r C. R ......... ... . angamon, ' 
Lyerly G. A ........ ...... . Pula ki, Ill Spohn U. G .............. Huron, Mich 
Lynch, Albert ........... Nemaha, Ka tangel, Chas. G ..... Manitowo , Wi 
Madison, Martin . ....... Stearns, Minn Starkey, Eliza ... ...... Arkan a Ark 
McCann , Alice C ...... Houston, " Stowell. Louise ............... Kane, Ill 
McCulloch, Geo ........ Vermillion, Ill Test, M. L .................. Brown," 
McDonald Ella ......... t. Croix Wi Titu , . M ...... . ...... Brown, . Dak 
McDonough , Anna .......... Clarke, Ia Troup, L. M . . ......... Ko ciu ko, Ind 
Mcilwain, J. 0 ......... .. .. Benton, Ia Van M eter, G. 0 .............. Piatt Ill 
McN ett, W. N. , Jr ....... McHenry, Ill Waite, C. H ........... Wauke ha Wi 
Miller Anna B ............ Porter, Ind Wasmuth A. D ....... Huntington, Ind 
Miller, E. S .................. Porter, " Waterbury, E. S . . ..... . . .. . auk, Wis 
Mills, Carrie ......... Muskegon Mich W ebb, Alvin C ................. Lee, I a 
Moore , R. L . ... .. . ..... .... Porter. Ind Wilcox, HerbertO ..... . Gene ee, Mich 
Morey, Wm .. H .............. Lake. Ind Williams A. A . .. .. ........ Breeds, Ill 
Moroney, P. H .... ........... Huron , 0 William , B . F ............ Turney M o 
Murphy, Henri C ..... ... Dougla , Neb William , G eo. R . .. ........ .. Iowa, Ia 
Murphy, Joseph M. . .... " " Wil on, A. A ... .. ..... Huntington, Ind 
Nug nt, J . Cal. ......... .. Indiana, Pa Wilson, W. T ............... Marion Ill 
Parr B. F . . ......... Breckinridg·e, K y Wolcott, N ellie E ........... . Logan, " 
Peterson , Sophie ....... Jackson, Wis Wood, Retta ................ Jaspe r , Ia 
Piper , Hel n M .. .......... DuPage, Ill I 
CLA SES OF 1892-93. 
CLASSICS. 
Barnum, J. A ............... Logan, Ill Johnson W. H .... .. ...... Jackson, Mo 
Bee on, Alice . ............ Marshall, I a 
Blackhurst, E. W ..... McDonough, Ill 
Brannon, E. C .... .. . . ..... . White, Ind 
Johnson , Ellen ......... Laramie, Wyo 
Me ool, H. G .......... St. J o eph, Ind 
McDonough, Anna ........ . . Clarke, Ia 
Busenburg, E. 0 ............ Fulton, " 
Campbell, L. G .......... Atchison, Kas 
Clark, A. J ............ .. .... Polk , Wis 
McDonald, Ella ......... St. Croix, Wis 
Miller, Ellen M ........ Laramie, Wyo 
Price,, Orville ............ Harrison , Mo 
Conn, U . . ................ Dodg·e, Neb 
Darst, Emma ......... . St. Charles, Mo 
Davis, E. G . ............. Wayne , Tenn 
Dicus , W. 0 ............... LaSalle, Ill 
Dunn, W. J.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. " " 
Erik on, H . A .............. Polk, Minn 
Frink, L ......... . ........ Lincoln, Mo 
Fulton, J nnie A .......... Ashland, 0 
Glas el, G. C .............. Mitchell , Ia 
Gordinier, C. H .. Halifax, Nova Scotia 
Hankey, C. G .......... Armstrong, Pa 
Hart, T. J ............. ... Ashtabula. 0 
Harrington, J. L .......... Benton. Ind 
Hill, W. A ..................... Will Ill 
Rail .y, R. G .. . .. .... ...... Monroe, Ky 
Raimer, J. Ford ............ White, Ind 
Ricks, J. M .......... ....... Pettis, Mo 
Rush, W. W ................ Noble, Ind 
Spohn, U. G .............. Huron, Mich 
Terwilliger, E. H ...... Goodhue Minn 
Titus, C. M ............. Brown, S. Dak 
Tollefson, I. C ....... Kandiyohi, Minn 
Walker T. A ............. Franklin, Va 
Walter , Bernice ........... Porter, Ind 
Warfield, Verta ............ Marion, Ill 
Waterbury, E. S ............ Sauk, Wis 
William , A. A .............. Fulton, Ill 
Wright, Mr . Mary F ....... Louisa, I a 
SCIENTIFCS. 
Ainslie, V. J. . . . . . . . ........ Linn, Mo 
Allan, G. W ...... Simcoe, Ontario, Can 
Anderson, David W .. Tippecanoe, Ind 
Appel, Anna ............ Allamakee, Ia 
Armstrong, W. 0 ...... Marinette, Wis 
Auer, Grant ............... Calhoun, Ill 
Austin , K. 0 .................. Cook, " 
Avery, EmmaT ............... Will," 
Bache, J oscph .............. Peoria, Ill 
Bailey J. E ............. Marshall, Ind 
Bailey, B. H ............... Ionia, Mich 
Baker Hettie ............... Ottawa, 0 
Baker, Mr . Antoinette .... as , Mich 
Bangs Gay E .......... Living ton, Ill 
Banta N. M ............... Jasper, Ind 
Barkerm, C. E .......... Muscatine, Ia 
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Barney, E. M .. ............ Porter, Ind 
Barrett, Inez ................ Peoria Ill 
Barrett, Abbie ........... :.. " " 
Rartlett, May ........ . . .. ... !lfercer " 
Beeson~ J. B .............. Marshall, Ia 
Eldredge J. S ........ . .... Cooper, Mo 
Elliott, Clyde ..... . ......... Knox, Ind -
Ewert D. J .. .... .. . ..... . . Allen, Ind 
Ewing, R. B ................ Mifflin, Pa 
Faroen, A. H .... .... .. .. .. Polk Minn 
Belshaw, J. W ............... Lake, Ind 
Benjamin, Alonzo, Sr ... Oceana, Mich 
Bennett, Lee F ... . . . ....... Porter, Ind 
Benninghoff, Harry ........ Mercer, Pa 
Biglow, Edna .............. Green, Wis 
Billingsly J. J ............. 0 Brein, Ia 
Bittner, Elvin D .... . ..... . Carbon, Pa 
Blackwelder, Ira ..... Mon tgomerv. Ill 
Boyle, H. A .. .............. Worth , Mo 
Branaman, Frances .. .... Jackson, Ind 
Brandth, Josep ............. Atoe, Neb 
F aust, W. A ... . .. ... .... .. Starke, Ind 
Fearnow, M. L ........ Morgan, W. Va 
Ferneau, Frank D ............. Ross, 0 
Fink E. A ............. St. Joseph, Ind 
Finley, Lillian .... .. ... . Hamilton, Ind 
Fish, G. R .. . ... .. .. ... .... Fulton, Ind 
Francois, E .... ......... .... . Polk, Wis 
French, 0. F. : .... . .... . . F ayette, Pa 
Fry, W. W .............. Jefferson, Neb 
Fulton, Mary ... .............. Cass, Ia 
Fulton, M artha ................ " " 
Bratton, L. B ............ Kankakee, Ill 
Brewer, E. M ... ..... ... Fountain, Ind 
Funk, Russell ........ . .. J e:fferson, Mo 
Fyke Maud .............. Panola, Tex 
Brewer, John H ....... Cumberland, Ill 
Brian, W. A ............... Douglas, " 
Briscoe; Chas. F ....... . Harrison , Ind 
Gadberry, W. E ..... .. .. .. Warren, Mo 
Gaines, W. C ................. Knox , Ill 
Galbraeth, W. H ... . ... Marsha ll, Ind 
Brown, R. A .............. Crawford, " 
Browne, J. P ...... .. .......... Will Ill 
Burns, J. L ........... , ....... Clay, Ind 
CahUl, Burt ........ . ........ Clay, Ind 
Campbell, Helena ..... . Saginaw: Mich 
Ca.rter, J. 0 ................... Piatt, ill 
Casper, D. W .......... Champaign, " 
Carson, Enola .......... Livingston, " 
Carver, Thos ............... Porter4 Ind Chatfield, Minnie A ......... Boyd, K y 
Cherry, J. T .. ......•....... Greene, Ill 
Childs, Sue E ............... Clinton, I a 
Chrisman, W. D .............. Stark, " 
Clarke, Etta .. ... ............ Lake, Ind 
Clarke, G. E ................. Logan, Ill 
Clarke, Addie ......•........ Polk, Wis 
Clay, W. E ............. Jo Daviess Ill 
Cloud, J. H ................. DeWitt, " 
Cable, Miles ............ Randolph, Ind 
Cogan, .J. F ................ Auglaize, 0 
Colby, C. L ................. Dane, Wis 
Collier, J. M ............ Marshall Ala 
Conant 0. K .................. Will, Ill 
Cook Uriah A ................ Lucas, 0 
Cooper, T. C .................. Cook, Ill 
Connican, J. E .......... Marshall, Ind 
Cortelyou, J. W ........... Shelby, Ind 
Cowing, A. B ................. Will, Ill 
Crawford, W. W : ........... Pike, Miss 
Creswell, Geo. W ...... Sheridan, Wyo 
Dale, E. P ................ ----
Dando, Geo. H ........... Huron, Mich 
Darst, Frank ....... , .. St. Charles, Mo 
Daum, D. M . .....•••....... . Lake Ind 
Davidson, T. E .......... Clearfield, Pa 
Davis, E. G .............. Wayne, Tenn 
Dean, Jessie ................ Logan, Ill 
Deweese, W. E ........... Christian, " 
Dodd, James ......... Philadelphia, Pa 
Dowell, James W ......... Marion, Ind 
Driver, C. M ............. Hamilton, " 
Dunmier, James ........... Elkhart, " 
DuVal Carrie .............. Pratt, Kas 
Easter, J. B ................ Osage, " 
Eastman, W. A ................ Sac, Ia 
Eikenberry, B. F .... , ..... Miami, Ind 
Garbutt, G. E ........ St. Joseph, Mich 
Garland W. H .......... Wayne, Tenn 
Garrard, Toulmin .. .. ... .. ... Clay, Ky 
Gates, Eugene .......... .... .. Iowa, Ia 
Gates·, Clarencce. . . . . . . . . . . . . . " " 
Geske , M. X ..... · .......... Clayton, " 
Gillan. John H .......... .'.Iroquois, Ill 
Gillimer, G. P . . . .. .... ... Trumbull, 0 
Gish, Minnie .......... . . .. Canoll, Ind 
Glasoe, P. M ........... Houston, Minn 
Goodrich , C. B .......... Allegan, Mich 
Gordon, E. E ............ Randolph, Ill 
Gordon, Stanton ... .......... Greene, 0 
Gott, T. J ... .............. Warren, Ky 
Grady, M . J ........ Brookings, S. Dak 
Graham H. J .............. LaRue, Ky 
Gray, Mamie M .. Grand Traverse,Mich 
Greengo, Chas ........ Waukesha, Wis 
Greeson , Fred L ......... Howard, Ind 
Griest, W .............. Winnebago, Ill 
Guertin, J. A ............ Kankakee, Ill 
Gunnerson, Wm . . C ..... Kankakee, Ill 
Guyer Marion .......... Marshall, Ind 
Hagen, 0. J ......... Richland, N. Dak 
Haley P. F ................... Cook, Ill 
Hall, Holton . .. .. . .... . . ...... Piatt, " 
Hannafin, T. T ......... Allamakee, Ia 
Harbin, James E .... ...... Harris, Tex 
Hargrove, W . F ......... Howard, Neb 
Harrington, Chas . .. .. . . Allegan, Mich 
Harris, Fred L .......... Yam Hill, Ore 
Haskett, Harlan, Jr ...... Crawford, Ill 
Hayw01·d, 0. J. : ............ B enton, Ia 
Headrick , FrankS ...... Johnson, Neb 
Hempstead, C. B ........... Summit, 0 
Heim, Emma ... . ........ .... Union, Pa 
Hess, Geo ............... Kankakee, Ill 
Higgins , J. R. ................. Will, Ill 
Hoidale, A.M .... Lac-qui-Parle, Minn 
Hoke, P. M .... .. .......... Porter, Ind 
Holden, R. H .......... Brookings S. D 
Hoover, J. S ..... ........ ..... Stark, 0 
Hopkin , Maggie, .•...... Wirt, W. Va 
Horan, T. C .......... ... . Jackson, Mo 
Hubbard, M. P ............ Porter, Incl 
Runnel, Randolph ...... Je:!7erson, Wi~ 
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Hunt, Walter ........ Green Lake, Wis Moore, James A . ...... . .. Morgan, Ind 
Hunte, A. F ................... Will, Ill Moore , A. S ............ Oakland, Mich 
Huss, Bertha ......... Yankton, S . Dak Moorman, J. L .............. Carroll, " 
Ingram, G. W .............. Porter, Ind Morris. C. E .............. vVarren. Ky 
Jackson, Frank ............. Scioto, 0 Morey,.Wm. H..... . ...... Lake, Ind 
Jaeger, C. W ............. Vernon, Wis Mortimer, H. L ......... Kankakee, Ill 
Jarrard, Frona ........... Decatur, Ind Mullendore. S.C ............ Platte, Mo 
Jaques, E. M ........... Kosciusko, Ind Myers, J. C .................. Logan, Ill 
Jensen, Neil E ............. Mercer, Ill Myers, I. T ............... Sumner, Kas 
Johnston, L. F ................ Mills , Ia Myles, Wm ................ Porter, I~d 
Johnson, Bettie ....... LaFayette, Wis Nash, Arthur R .............. Polk, W1s 
Johnson, E. A ............. LaSalle, Ill ~etterer, G. M ............ Elkhart, Ind 
Jones, Verna M ......... Columbia, Pa Newell, Brainard .. ... .... Racine, Wis 
Jones, Clarence .... .. ..... Douglas, Ill Newhouse, J. E ....... Sheboygan, Wis 
Jones, Chas .. . ............. Fulton , Ind Nidy, Herbert .. . .............. Stark, 0 
Kantz, Chas ............. Clearfield, Pa Nystrum, Oscar N ........ Taylor, " 
Karns, J. E ................ Warren, Ill Ochiltree, Calvin ......... Fayette, Ind 
Kaylor, Orvilli .............. Maeon, " O'Laughlin, A. C ..... . ..... LaSalle, Ill 
Killar, S. A ............ Columbiana, 0 Olson, Louise ......... Hennepin, Minn 
Kemp, Margaret A .... St. Joseph, Ind Paddock, Ernest ......... Livingston Ill 
Kemper, D. L ........... Kosciusko," Parrish, J. M ........... Weakly, Tenn 
Kendall, J. L ........... Tippecanoe, " Pattee, C. E ................. Lake, Ind 
Kent, Robert C ............. Whitley, " Pattee, Jennie............... " 
Kephart, W. E ............ Johnson, Ia Patterson, G. L ............... Erie, Pa 
Killelea, G. W ........... . . LaSalle, Ill Pearson, Wm. B ... Deer Lodge, Mont 
Kinnick, Lelia ........... Johnson, Ind Pember, Clyde ................ Wood, 0 
Kittle, John .................. Cook, " Pennock, S. W ............. Porter, Ind 
Klein, John H .............. Grundy, Ia Pennock, Anna ............. Porter, " 
Klussman, Fred ............. Ottawa, 0 Phillips, Wm. D ........... Grundy, Ill 
Knig·ht, Clarence .......... Morg·an, Ind Folkman, J. E ........... . ..... Will, " 
Kruse, A. F ................... Will, Ill Poice, Willard A ......... Elkhart, Ind 
Lague, J. D ............... Benton, Ind Pontius, A. A ................. Stark, 0 
Lamar, C. P .............. Mehaska, Ia Popham, F. C ................. Iowa, Ia 
Lamb, C. S ................. Perry, Ind Porter, E. S .................. Clay, Mo 
Lee, E. E . N ................ Dane, Wis Porterfield, Alice E ....... Nance, Neb 
Leffingwell, Geo. C ........... Lynn, I a Powell, Jessie ......... Henderson, Ky 
Lemert, Blanche . . ........... Henry, 0 Prentis, Ada G ............. Porter, Ind 
Lesh, Lincoln ......... Huntington, Ind Price, Owen .............. Tazewell, Ill 
Lewis, Lawrence ...... Williamson, Ill Price, W. A ............... Elkhart, Ind 
Lillie, Alvin .. ........... Ashtabula, 0 Rabuck, S. H .............. Spink, S. D 
Ling·, E. S. . . . . . .......... Bedford, Pa Rahn, Frank .................. Will, Ill 
Loftfiehl, Gabriel. ... Hennepin, Minn Railey, J. P ............... Monroe, Ky 
Loomis, E. L ........... Pendleton, Ky Rains, W. M .............. Howard, Ind 
Ludwick, Geo .......... Champaign, Ill Randall, Frank ................ Will, Ill 
McCauley, W ......... Hennepin, Minn Rawley, J . A ................. Clay, Ind 
McClure, A. N .............. Casey, Ky Raymond. J. N ........ Brookings, S. D 
McCord, A. N .......... Livingston, Ill Reed, B. W .............. Clearfield Pa 
McCoy, Chas. H ........ Appanoose, Ia Reising, J. A ............ Harrison, Ind 
McKenzie, Flora .... Montg·omery.Kas Reiter, Milton ............ Schuyler, Ill 
McLeay, Dan R .... ...... Barry, Mich Rentschler, Katie ........... Logan, " 
McMannaman, J. J .......... Cook, Ill Riggs , James J .......... Cochise, Ariz 
Martin, Lyman Q ....... Marshall, Ind Risner, H C ............ Lawrence, Ky 
Martin Luther ....... Washington, Ind Ritter, Orville .............. Lehigh, Pa 
Mather, Mrs. A. S ............ Cook, Ill Roberts , H. H ............. Indiana, Pa 
Maxey, B. C ............... Monroe Ky Robinson, Ora ........ . .. Rankin, Miss 
May, G. E ................. Ja per, Ind Rock, Martin ......... Milwaukee, Wis 
Mead. Fred .. ......... Hubbard, Minn Romig, Malinda ......... Marshall; Ind 
Merwin, 0. F ............. Trumbull, 0 Ross , W . R .................... Will, Ill 
Miller, A. L. H ............... Green 0 Rubin, W. F ... ......... St. Croix, Wis 
Miller, 0. 0 ................ Jackson, I a Ruple, Carrie ............. Elkhart, Ind 
Miller, C. C ............ Kosciusko, Ind Rush, Walter ............. Racine, Wis 
Miller,~- G ................. Cedar, Ia Sanger, W. L ................ Lake, Ind 
Miller, Owen .............. Jack on, Ia Sathre, J . C .............. Mower, Minn 
Milliken, W. P .............. Polk , Wis Sattler, John M .. ..... Outagamie, Wis 
Mock, E. A ................ Tipton Ind I Scannel, T. P ................. Cook, Ill 
1\Iolyneux, Frank ........... Porter, " Schilling·, N ............. Chickasaw, Ia 
Moore, E. L ............... Decatur, " chrader, Grace ......... Lawrence, Ill 
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Schrader, Frank ........... Wabash, Ill 
Schneider, Edwin ............ Kane, " 
Schon, Frank ........... Kankakee, Ill 
Schriefer, Ed ................. Kane, " 
Shaw, Dudley ............... Macon, " 
Shepard, A. M ............. Wabash, " 
Shepard, Seth ............. Wabash, " 
Shepard, H. H. . . . . .......... Coo]{, Ill 
Shepard, Mattie .............. Cook, Ill 
Shidler, Clem .......... St. Joseph, Ind 
Shumaker, Jesse ....... Win ton Miss 
Simmons, V. T .............. Pike, " 
Slattergreen, Burney ... Chi ago, Minn 
Slease, C. M ............... Mercer, Pa 
Slemons, C. C ........ Montcalm, Mich 
Small, J. S ................. Porter, Ind 
Snow, B. G .......... Schoolcraft, Mich 
Somers, Bert ........ , ....... Allen, Ind 
Souder, Carl. .............. Whitley, " 
Spence, Krat ................ White, Ill 
Spencer, W ................... Cook~" 
Spindle, Geo. W .... , ... .. Barry, Mich 
Sprague, W. V .............. Athens, G 
Stadtmiller, G. A ....... Berrien, Mich 
Stansbury, G. L ............... Jay, Ind 
Stalker, J. W ............ Jackson, Ka 
Stallar, Edwin ......... Williamson, Ill 
Stauff r, Chas. F .......... Paulding, 0 
Stephens, W. J .......... St. Croix, Wis 
Stauffer, 0. F ............. Paulding, 0 
Stephens, W. J .......... St. Croix, Wis 
Stevens, Carrie ......... Livingst n, Ill 
Storer, 0. W ........ , ... Delaware, Ind 
Stroup, A. L ............... Placer, Cal 
Strycker, M. E ........... Elkhart, Ind 
Suit , Chas. G ............. Taylor. Wi 
Swift, Sena ........ , ......... Davi , I a 
Swihart, J. W ................. Will, Ill 
Talbott, E. G ... , ........... Clarke Ia 
Tangye, W. P ......... LaFayette, Wis 
Teeple, J. E .................. Ford, Ill 
Tewilliger, E. H .. , .... Goodhue, Minn 
Thedens, Chris., ........... Porter, In.d 
Tollefson, I. C ....... Kandiyohi, Minn 
Towns, Robert ........... Mason Mich 
Traver, L. R ............... Porter, Ind 
Triplett, H. G ............... Henry, Ia 
Trunkey, Jessie ............... Cook, Ill 
Truxell, L.A ................. Huron, 0 
Turner, A. J ............... Fay tte, Ill 
Turner, J. W .... , ............ Linn, Mo 
Vandoren, W. C ........ Kankakee, Ill 
Vanmeter, Su ie .............. Piatt, " 
Vaught, Maude .............. Edgar, " 
Veach, H. W ............... Porter, Ind 
Von Holdt, Mary .... Leeleenaw, Mich 
Waggoner, E. L ......... Branch " 
Waite. Harry ............ White ide, Ill 
Waite, J. V ................... Cook," 
Ward, Alice ................... Iowa, I a 
Walters, Alice E ......... Elkhart, Ind 
Warner, H. P ............. Barry, Mi h 
Webb, Josie .................. Lake, Ill 
Weeks, Co"t"a R ............ Dekalb, Ind 
Wendt, C. L ........... Lincoln, . Dak 
Wentzel, L. F ........... Allegheny, Pa 
Westcot, Edwin R ........ Oconto, Wi 
Whiteside, J. W ............ Fayette, 0 
Whiting, Dora ................ ook Ill 
Wilcox F. E ........... Mari opa, Ariz 
Wilhoyte Carrie., ........ Davies , Ky 
Williams, Harry ........... Park, Mont 
Williamson, G. E ......... Iroquois Ill 
Williamson, W. B......... " " 
Wittner, Wm .... ,, ... Richard on, Neb 
Wil on, G. L ................. Vigo, Ind 
Wil on, Maria I. .......... M L n.n, Ill 
Wilson, E. F.. . . . . . . . . umb rland, " 
Wolcott, Myra .............. Logan, " 
Walcott, C. L ............... R k Wi 
Wood, Elizab th. . . . . . . . . . . . . . o k Ill 
Woodman, C. E ........... Barry, Mich 
Y orkson, Frank. . . . . . . . . . . . . . cioto 0 
Zimmerman, B. F ..... , . Hani on, Ind 
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Allen, H. G ............... Pulaski, Mo Leach, Don .................. Union, Ia 
Anderson, M. H ......... Johnson, Kan Lentz, Thorn ........... Williamson, Ill 
Arnold , Geo .. : . : . .......... Porter, Ind Link, M. M ............... Highland, 0 
Atwood A. E .......... St. Joseph, Ind Loftus, John ........... Champaign, Ill 
Ault, C. W ................ Guernsey, 0 Love. H. M ............ Brookings S. D 
Ayers, Ella .................. Pike, Mo Ling-, C. S ................ . Bedford, Pa 
Ball, E . W ............... Macoupin, Ill Loomis, A. L .......... Hillsdale, Mich 
Beer, Frank ................ Wright, Ia McCann, Ella ................ Clark, Ia 
Beitman F. N .... Oklahoma, Okl., Ter McDonald John L ....... Lake , S. Dak 
Belshaw, J. W .............. Lake. Ind McGlothlin, Horace ..... Macoupin, Ill 
Bliss, G. A ............... Hickory, Mo Mea,ns, Ora C .............. McLean. Ill 
Boice, Chas. V ........ Godington, S. D Mitchell, John ............ Tipton, Ind 
BonDurant, E. H ......... Tazewell, Ill Moffett, J. W ......... Hunting·ton, Ind 
Borrows, L. S .............. MeTcer, Pa Mullen, J. W ................ Martin, " 
Brannon, L. A .... . .......... Lake, Ind Nag-el, John ........... .... . White, Ind 
Brehn, Albert ........... .. Racine, Wis Nickle, Andrew .......... Eaton. Mich 
Brower, E. H ........... Kosciusko Ind Nye , W. R ................. Iroquois, Ill 
Buchanan, A. E ....•....... Porter, Ind Odeg-ard, 0. P .............. Dunn Wis 
Buckley, C. A ................ Lake , Ind Olson, J. M .............. Marathon, " 
Burns, W. H ........... Newayg-o, Mich Orcutt. Dwig·ht ............ Douglas, Ill 
Calkins, H. A ....... , .... Kankakee, Ill Paine, J. B ... . ................ Lake, Ill 
Castle, Harry ........... Kenosha, Wis Paulson, Martin ........... Kendall, " 
Chestnut, J. L ............... Logan, Ill Pearson, Wm. B .... Deer Lodge, Mont 
Cline, Roldin .............. Custer. Neb Pegg·, J. J .............. Arkansas, Ark 
Close, C. P .............. Berrien, Mich Porter, C. W ................ Portage, 0 
Cole, J. B ................ McHenry, Ill Porter, J. W ................ DeKalb. Ill 
Constable, H. C .......... Newton, Ind Power, D. P ............... Marion, Ind 
Cox, Frank ................. Racine, Ill Price, Will .................... Lake, Ill 
DeBaum, D. S .............. Shelby, Ill Reams, Lila .............. Clearfield. Pa 
Deer, C. 0 ....... ; .......... Fayette, 0 Reed Albert ............. LaPorte, Ind 
Dickey, Dollie ............... Lake. lnd Reinhard, Godfrey ......... LaSalle, Ill 
Dickson, Ollie ............ Moultrie, Ill Reynolds, Robt .......... Lapeer, Mich 
Dragoo, Albert ......... Blackford, Ind Ronna, Otta ......... Potta,watomie, Ia 
Draper, F. C .......... Waukesh~t, Wis Sawer, Ella ......... Shiawassee, Mich 
Edwardson, V. L .......... Adams, Wis Scholenberger, Harriet .. Columbia, Pa 
Enslow, D. L ............ Macoupin, Ill Schottler. J. C ....... Washington, Wis 
Flecher, Chas .......... Champaign. Ill Shay, C. P .................. Macon. Mo 
Flegle, Jacob ........... ,t .. Carlisle, Ky Shriver, H. M ......... Rock Island, Ill 
Florence, N. E ........... Harrison," Sinclair, G. W .......... Houston, Minn 
Foster, Chas. W .......... Elkhart, Ind Sinclair, B. W.......... " ." 
Freed, Nettie .............. Lowell, Ind Smith D. W .............. McHenry, Ill 
Gilbert, H. A .................. Lake, Ill Smith, Samuel ............. Madison, 0 
Gore J. P ............ Montgomery, " Smith, Flora B ............ Elkhart, Ind 
Green, F. D ............ Tuscarawas, 0 Smith A. D ............ Armstrong, Pa 
Gregory. F. F ............ Madi on,Ind Smith, Ed H ..... . ......... Barren, Ky 
Hand, Walter M ........ Marshall, Ind Steers, T. S ................ Pulaski, Ill 
Hankley, Lorin ......... Hamilton, Ind Stevens, Anna .......... Sangamon, " 
Harris, Thos ..... . .... Houghton, Mich Stin.g·P.ll, A. 0 ...................... . " 
Harris, Halleck ...... Sargent, N. Dak Storm, R. A ................. Linn, Wis 
Harvey, L. C .............. Oconto, Wis Tabako, J. E ........... Champaign, Ill 
Hawkins, Elmer .......... Benton, Ind Taylor, Chas. L ............. Miller, Mo 
Henry, Ella .............. LaPorte, Ind Taylor, H. C ................ Miller, Mo 
Huckried, Ed A .............. Clay, Ind Tobey, J. C .............. Kankakee, Ill 
Huson, Wm ................ . Lake, Ind Walsh, M. J ........... Manistee, Mich 
Irvin C. L .................. White, Ind Watson, Leroy ............. DeKalb, Ill 
Jackola C. 0 ......... Houghton, Mich Welfley, A. F .............. Adams, In.d 
Jacobson, C. C ............ Adams, Wis Wheeler, Clyde .............. White, Ill 
Johnson, Harry ........... Marion, In.d Wilson, C. B ............... Grant, Wis 
KoYar, J. B ................ Colfax, Neb Wilson, H. B ................. Stark. Ill 
Krug, W. D ................... Cook, Ill\ Wilson, Oscar ............ Marshall, Ill 
Larrabee, Chas .......... Sangamon., Ill 
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Adam , Guy J ..... . .......... Cook, Ill Colby, M. I. ........ .. .. ...... Lake, Ill 
Adam , Guy ... ......... Keno ha, Wis Cole , J . C .. .. ........ ... Maricopa, Ariz· 
Adolphson , C. J ........... Kossuth I a Collins, Wm. H ............ Starke, Ind 
Agneberg, L . N .... Trempealeau, Wi Collins, Wm. T ........... Newton, Ind 
Allen, Frank ......... .... . . Grant, Wis Colson, J . M ............ Whiteside, Ill 
Allenbrand Jo ............ Porte r , Ind Comer, J. W . ... .. Pottawattamie, Kas 
Alger, Thos ...... .......... Mercer, Ill Conerus, A .... ... ....... Livingston, Ill 
Ampach, Elmer ............. Ottawa, 0 Conerick, Cora .. ........ Marshall, Ind 
Applegate , F. N ..... ...... Warren, Ill Constalk H. C ............ Newton,Ind 
Askren, H. C .............. Marion, Ind Converse W. H . ..... K alamazoo, Mich 
Atkin, Hugh M .............. Lake, Ind Conway, Chas. E ........ Hamilton, Ind 
Atwood, A. E . . . . ...... St. Joseph, Ind Cm·boy, J. M .............. Highland, 0 
Augustine, H .............. Grundy Ill Cortlett, Ed ......... . . . .. ...... Will, Ill 
Bailey, John R ... ..... .. .. Laporte, Irtd Cornish, Frank . . ...... .... . P orter, Ind 
Bails. A. C .... ....... . .. ... Hancock, 0 Cook. F. S .. .. .. ......... .. . . . Ford, Ill 
Baker, C ............... Wyandotte 0 Coombs, Roy R ............ Do:fiance, 0 
Baker, C. E .. ...... . ........ Owen, Ind Cooney, Eugene ........... K endall , Ill 
Bartlett. H .. .... .. ......... Warren, Ill Cayne, George .. . .......... .. . Cook, " 
Baum, Ro e ...... . .. .. ..... Porter, Ind Crawford, Elmer ......... Cherokee, " 
Becker Lawrence ......... Park. Mont Cruzon, Emer y . .... . .. ... . Mattoon, " 
Beil, Frank ............... Steuben, Ind Darby, R. L ..... .. .. .. .. .. . . .. Lake, " 
Bell, Z. D .. .. . ... .. ......... J ersey, Ill Davi , Guy H ............ Ashland, Wi 
Benedict, C. M ........... Orange, N. Y Davis, Chas. E ......... . Marshall, Ind 
Berkey Orlando ........ Marshall, Ind Day, Floyd M . .. .. .... Fillmore , Minn 
Betts, Harry A ...... . .... Turner, S. D Delaney. H annah .. .. . . Meeker. Minn 
Betzer, Everett E ... . ........ Ceder, Ia Derain, Martin ... .. , .... Phoenix, Ariz 
Bielfeldt, John F ........ .... .. Will, Ill Dewane, J. H ......... Manitowoc, Wis 
Bohrnstedt, A ... ... Trempealeau, Wis Dinsmoor, Samuel ........... Athens, 0 
Bolton, Wm. S .... ..... . . Lapeer , Mich Dolman, Geo ........... LaGrange. Ind 
Bonin, R .. .. ... . ....... Brookings , . D Dooley, May . .............. Fayette, I a 
Bowers, A. W .. ....... Kingsbury S. D Dover, J. A . . ...... .. .. .. F ergus, Mont 
Bowman, E. T ..... . ........ Eewis, K y Drees, Anton .............. Auglaize, 0 
Boyd, Elbert ....... . ..... .. .. Lake. Ind Drury, Frank ................. Lake. Ill 
Braman, H. C. F ... ....... Eaton. Mich Ellefson, H . J ...... ... ...... Sauk. Wis 
Breeden, . D. L ....... . Harrison, Ind Elliott, John .. ... . ... . ........ Will, Ill 
Breeding. S. C ............. Mercer , K y Emerson, Walt .......... Stearns, :Minn 
Brown, Robert . . . . .. . ......... Cook, Ill Emery, H. E .............. Whitley, Ind 
Brown, Chas . ... ... .. ... ... Jasper, Ind Epperly, .James ............ M ercer, Ill 
Brown, Horace .......... Whiteside, Ill Erforth, Eddy . . . ..... .. . ... .. Cook, " 
Brusewitz, Emil ....... . Sheboygan, Ill Evan , Gaston B ....... . Calcasieu, La 
Buckingham, .......... M eagher, Mont Faherty, Wm . .......... Randolpn, Ind 
Buell, H. R ............. . ... Noble, Ind Fasig, W. F ................... Wool, 0 
Bunker, C. P .............. . . Macon, Ill Faust, Hauy ................. . Will , Ill 
Burdge, W. D ............... Mason, Ill Feltz, Wm .... ......... .. .... M ercer, 0 
Burgess , Cort M . ........ Harrison. Ind Ferguson, Fiando ..... Salt Lake, Utah 
Burgeher, Wm. W ...... Marshall, Ind Fife, J. A .............. Fillmore . Minn 
Burhans, B. M ........ ... ... Lake, Ind Finnegan, Wm. H .......... Grant, Wis 
Burkhart, A.M ......... Kankakee. Ill Finnegan, T. A . .. .. ....... Grant, Wi 
Burton, Wm. A .......... Johnson, Ind Fisher 0. L .... ..... ....... Miami, Ind 
Butler T .................. Newton, Ind Fisher, Thos ... ............ Porter. Ind 
Butler 0. E ............... Rock, Minn Fisher Fannie . ............ Noble , Ind 
Bagwin, C ................ Oneida, N. L Fisher, N. L ....... . ....... Porter, Ind 
Balder, David .. · ........ Livingston Ill Fling, C. C ........ . ... . ... Highland, 0 
Calkin Harry ........... Kankakee. Ill Foster, C. W .......... ... .. Porter, Ind 
Calvy, P eter, ..... ...... Fondulac, Wis Frantzen, J.P ...... ...... Dubnqu , Ia 
Card, J. A ............ GreenLake, Wi Freeman, Nellie C .......... Iowa, Wis 
Carr, Chas. L ......... . ....... Kane. Ill Freeze, Belle ................. Piatt, Ill 
Carter, M.S .......... Winnebago, Wis Fude, John ........... . Marinette , Wi 
Carter, W. W ............ Randolph. Ill Fude, Frank .......... . Marinette, Wi 
Chandler W. R ......... Robertson, Kv Funderwhite , Jennie . . .... Che ter. Pa 
Chatfield, Oscar .............. Boyd, Ky Fuqua, Alvan ........ . ........ Ford, Ill 
Clark, Haller H ....... Waukesha, Wis I Gardner, N. H ............ Wan-en, Ky 
Clayberg, Ernest ............ Fulton, Ill Ganety, Peter .......... Fondulac, Wis 
Clements, Emerson ............ Pike, 0 Garrison, E. P ........... Bradley, Ark 
Coffman, H. C ............... Union, Ky Gate , Dick .................... Will, Ill 
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Gettinger Ro coe .... Randolph, Ind Leever, John M .......... Madi ·on, Ind 
Gib on, G. H ................ Macon. Ill Lewis, Chas ......... Shiawa. ee, Mich 
Gifford, E. B ............ Branch, Mich Lindenberg, C. Yellow Medicine, Minn 
Gilbert, S. W ................ Logan, ill Linn J. F ................. Pulaski, Ind_. 
Gillick, E. P ........ Silver Bow, Mont Little Foret .............. Ionia Mich 
Gi s, Jacob P ................. Lake Ill Lockhart, Arthur ....... Delaware Ind 
Gleeson, W. A ................ Lake,." Longborke, Chas .......... Hancock, 0 
Goldsmith, Emma ............ Clark, Ia Loomis, A. 0 .......... Spokane, Wash 
Good, Oscar ............. Hamilton, Ind Lowenstine, Maurice R .... Porter, Ind 
Goodrich, Inez .......... Allogan, Mich Luby, Oswold ............. Oconto, Wi 
Gould, Frank ........... Calhoun, Mich McBane, Morris ......... Beaver, Pa 
Green, Walter .......... Marinette, Wis McClure, Alfred R .......... Knox, Ind 
Grossaint, Helena ......... Iroquois, Ill McCube, Henry M ..... Houston, l\1inn 
Grube, Clinton H ........ Marshall, Ind McCouley, Fred M ... Green Lake, Wis 
Guhr, E. C. 0 .......... Waukesha, Wis McCormick, P.M ....... Carver, Minn 
Gustafson John 0 ...... Gogebic, Mich McCorry, Clyde ........... Newton, Ind 
Gutterridge, S. E ........ Vermilion, Ill McCoy, Cha .......... Madison Mont 
Halman, John ................. Ford, " McCrea, William .... Montgomery, Ind 
Hanson S. Jay ............ Douglas, " McDirmid, Louis ........ Jack on, "\Vis 
Harrington, Peter ...... Living ton, " McDonald, R. J ......... Ashland, Wis 
Harrington, Tim .......... Benton, Incl McElroy, John ...... Stutsman, N. Dak 
Harrington, F. E ......... Dewton S. D McGee, Lola .............. Warren, Pa 
Harris, Thos .......... Houghton, Mich McKenna, John ........ Houston, Minn 
Hasting, A. D ........ Whitman, Wash McKevitt, Patrick ...... Gog·ebic, Mich 
Ha.rtz, Milton ............. Warren. Ind McKnight, Wm ............... Lake, Ill 
Hemple, Chas. T .............. Cook, Ill McMurray, B. C .......... Pula ki, Ind 
Hemley, W. H ............ Warren, Ind McNabney, D. K ..... Cumberland, Me 
Hibner, Henry ............ Laporte, Ind Mahan, Essie ................. Cook, Ill 
Hickey, Ella ................ Logan, Ill Madden, Thos ......... Marquette, Wis 
Hinton, Jodie ............ Simpson, Ky Maguire, Thos .......... Living ton, Ill 
Hoffman, J.P ............. Iroquois, Ill Mann W. A ................. Clarke Ia 
Hook, Louis ............. Delaware, Ind Mann, T. W ....... . .... Hou ton, Minn 
Hoover, C. W ................ Wayne, 0 Mar hall, M. H ........... St. Clair, Ill 
Hunter, W. Ardo .......... Jack on, Ia Martin, Earl W ............ Grundy, Ill 
Inclenrock, E. M ........ Madi on Ind Ma hino. John A ........ Kankakee Ill 
Ingalsbee, C. A ... Pottawattamie, Kas May, Arthur .. -. ..... Bartholomew, Ind 
Is ted, Thos .................. Green, Ill Maybee, Mate ............ Turner, S. D 
Jackson, Edwin ....... LaFayette, Wis Melville, J ............ Waukesha, Wis 
Jennings, Geo. T ...... LaFayette, Wis Mercer, E. H ................ Shelby, Ill 
Jervis, Harry .......... Champagin, Ill Meredith, C. D ......... Ko ciusko, Ind 
Johnson, Wm. . . ............. Knox, " :M:erriman, C. E ............. Sauk, Wis 
Johnson, J. L ..... City of St. Louis, Mo Michaelis, P. A ......... Waupaca, Wis 
Johnston, W. S ............ Dalla , Ala Miller, H ...... , ............. Wite, Ind 
Joos, W. E ................. Fairfield, 0 Miller, E. G ................ Porter, Ind 
Jorgenson, Andrew ............ Will, Ill Miller, Fred ............. LaPorte1-, Ind 
Joslyn, Harry ................. Cook,' " Miller, Chas ..... . ...... Douglas, Minn 
Keefe, Wm .................... Ford, " Mills, W. H .................. Day, S. D 
Keller, Frank ........... Marshall, Ind Moore, Morris ............. Doug· las, Ill 
Kelly, Wm. M .......... Kenosha, Wis Mo smarr, Bert .............. Greene, Il 
Kelly, W. S ................ Guthrie, Ia Mullaney, C. H ........... Newton, Ind 
Kendall, W. A ........... Jefferson, Ky Mullin, Geo ................ Rice, Minn 
Kendall, Maurice .... Tippecanoe, Ind Mumbrue L. C ......... Waupaca, Wis 
Kent, John .................. White, Ind Mung·er, Iva .......... Tippecanoe. Ind 
Kerrick, Frank ........... Jefferson, Ia Nachant, J. R .............. Spink, S. D 
King bury, A. R ....... Winneshiek, Ia N ff. Cal. ................. Elkhart, Ind 
Kingsbury, Chas ........ A ppanoose, Ia Neff, E. T ................ Elkhart, Ind 
Kitchen. F. L ............... Elliott, Ky O'Neil, Ada ............... Eaton, Mich 
Klatt, Ryan ................ Porter, Ind O'Neil, Elmer ............. Eaton, Mich 
Klehm, Geo ................... Ford, Ill Outhouse, R. 0 ............. Clinton, Ill 
Klinger, Ellis .................... Ill, " Packard, S. D .............. Miami Ind 
Knetzger, Chas ...... Washington, Wis Paddock Geo. M ........ Kenosha Wis 
Knowlton Charley .... Tippecanoe Ind Parker, Merton ........... Iroquois, Ill 
Kutzra, A. T ........... Kewa.unee Wis Pequignot, F ................ Allen, Ind 
Lafferty, W. H ........ Washington, Pa Perry, Wm ................. Newton, " 
LaRue, Lewis ....... Su quehanna, Pa Peterson Atley ........ Crawford, Wis 
Leach, Maude .............. Jackson, 0 J Phillips, Pearl. .............. Lake, Ind 
Lee, Isaac ................... Lane. Wis Piper, H. W ............. Kankakee; Ill 
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Plo ker, F. M ........ King bury, S. D I Steers, Martin ............. Pulaski, Ill 
Plubell, Mary ........... Clearfield, Pa Stevens, H. E ............ Vermilion, " 
Pollock, Robert A ............ Stark, 0 Stewart, Clayton .............. Lake, " 
Popenbuck, H ................ Scott, Ia Stockberger, Ollie .......... Carroll, " 
Porter, Robt .............. Oconto, Wis Storm, Fred C ............. Jackson, Ia 
Pow 11, Clara . .......... Lawrence, Ky Storm, Cha ~ ............... " " 
Propp,Theo ... Yellow Medicine, Minn Strawhecker,Rena ...... Marshall. Ind 
Proudfit, Loui ......... St. Jo ph Incl Stuart Olin ............ Chemung, N. Y 
Pullius, Frank. ........... Pulaski, " Sullivan, J rry ....... Houghton, Mich 
Putnam, N. C ........ Muhlenburg, Ky Syverson, Alfred ............. Cook, Ill 
Pymn Irwin .......... Outagamie, Wis Tabaka, J. E ........... Champaign, " 
Quam. John ............... Adam , " Taylor, I abella ......... Plymouth, Ia 
Quinlan, Phillip... . . . . . . anilac, Mich Tersedre, Adrien ........ Kankakee, Ill 
Quisenberry, A .............. Logan, Ill Theobald, A. D ........ Cortland, N. Y 
Ramsey, Frank D ......... Williams, 0 Thielman, C. J ........ Houghton, Mich 
Ramsa~, H. C ........... Livingst?n, Ill Thomas John I. ...... Montgo~ery, Ill 
Reeb, Chas ......... . ...... Pauldmg, 0 Thomas, J. E ............ Mad1son, Ind 
R ed, W. J ................. Jasper, Ind Thompson, H. A ....... Lafayette, Wis 
Renter, E. E ............ Lawrence, " Thompson, W. H. C ..... Lawrence, Ky 
Renziehauser, Mary L ..... Clayton, !a Thompson, Wilb r .... Dickinson, Mich 
Reynold , Ve tal. .......... Grant Ind Tippy, Fred ............ St. Joseph, Ind 
Rhode , Nellie ............ Racine, Wis Tobey, W. P ............ Kankakee, Ill 
Rhodes, Laura............ " " Tobey, J. C.............. " " 
Rietz, Chas F ............ Carver, Minn Toomey, John .......... Renville, Minn 
Rigdon Ira ............ Champaign, Ill Tousley, W. H ............. Pierce, Wis 
Ritchey, J. V .......... Waukesha, Wis Tripp, Ellvin ......... Kalkaska, Mich 
Roch, John . . ........... Fondulac, " I Trisler, Cush ............ Vermilion, Ill 
Robinson, Warren C .... Bayfield, " Trotter, Geo. S .............. Knox, Ind 
Roe, R. E .................. Porter, Ind I Tyler. V. M ............. Rockwall Tex 
Rolfe, E ................ Fillmore, Minn Uhl, C. H ................... Fairfield 0 
Rolfe, Rial. ........... Wauke ha, Wis Ulery. L. V .................. :Clark, rp 
Roper, Arthur H ............. Lake, Ind Vann, J. W ................ P1erce, W1 
Ro Archie .......... Kingsbury, S. D Vansickle, Alpha ....... Morrison, Ind 
Row, Isaa · ................ McLean, Ill Vatne, Gabriel ............ Traill, N. D 
Row , Melvin, ......... LaGrange, Ind Verrill, E tella .............. Lake, Ind 
Ruge, Marx ................ Porter, " Vinz, A. E .. . ........ Green Lake, Wis 
Russell, Frank ........... Labette, Kss Vreeland, John M ............ Ford, Ill 
Ryder, John Z ........... Orange, N. Y Wakefield, L. W .............. Lake, " 
Sandbeck, Kame1i ....... Gogebic, Mich Wakefield, Landie ............ LakE>, " 
Sanders, Walter ............. Lake Ind Walz, Maggie ........ Houghton, Mich 
S hoene, Benj ............. St. Clair, Ill Wark. John ................ Porter, Ind 
Schottler, John ...... Washington, Wis Watts, Elmer ......... Multnomah, Ore 
Schug·ar , K. C ........... Jefferson, Pa Weaver, W. F ................. Jay, Ind 
Scroggs, J . A .............. White, Ind Webb, H .................... Sauk, Wi 
Seaman, M. M ........ Newaygo, Mich Wesenberg, Charles ....... Pulaski, Ill 
Seeman, Carl. ............. Jackson, Ia Wetli, John ................ Benton, Ind 
Shaw, Lamont .............. Osceola, " Weyer, S.D ................ Porter " 
Short, Carl. . ............ Lawrence, Ind Wheeler, Leon E . . . . . . . . . . " " 
Shultz, J . S..... . ..... Champaign, 0 Whitney, F. W ....... Trepealeau, Wis 
Simpson, Frank ............... Cass, Ia Wiberg, Ellis J ......... Chisago, Minn 
Simpson, Wm. J ........... Porter, !nell Wiley, D. L ............... Carlisle, Ky 
Sisson, J. E ............ Lafayette, Wi Wilhelm, John .......... Marshall, Ind 
Sitte, A,lbert ............ Lincoln, Minn William , Otis ............ Pula ki, " 
Slotlengun, Herbert .... Chisago, " William , W. W ...... Milwaukee, Wi 
Smackels, Edward ............ Cook, Ill Willit ·,Paul. .......... Sheridan, Wyo 
Smith Orville ........ Randolph, Minn Wilson, W ................. Iroquoi Ill 
Smith, Maurice....... " " Withers James S ............ Hart, Ky 
Smith Willie D ........... Racine, Wis Wood, C. A ................ Porter, Ind 
Smith, Frank D ......... Richland, " Wookey, Benj. L ............ Peoria, Ill 
Snyder, Guy ............. Clearfield, Pa Wookey, Murray A......... " " 
nyder, Rose ............... Noble Ind Worley, Adam .............. Owen, Ind 
pencer, C. A ................ Huron 0 I Wright, S. V ............. Wayne, Mich 
Springer, S. N ............. Marion, Ind Zoch, Anna E ................. Luca , 0 
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LAW DEPARTMENT. 
GRADUATES OF 1893. 
Allen, Clayton R ... Ticonderoga, N. Y Loring, Hannibal H... '' " 
Austin, H. B ............ . Glasgow, Ky Lyman, }<'red R ......... Stanhope, Que 
Bates, Demas D ...... South Bend, Ind :May, James A ........... Linwood, Ind 
Brinegar, Thomas P ....... Salem, Neb :McConnell, Wm. D ......... idney, " 
Costello, John W ....... Kenosha, Wis :McEnerney, :Michael C ... Napoleon, 0 
Childs, Wm. H .......... Low :Moor, Ia :Miller, JosephS .......... Topeka, Kas 
Chilgren, Albert ..... Norseland, 1\finn Orvi , Clarence .......... Richmond, Ill 
Duncan, Alvah .............. Odel, Ind Purkhiser, Edward G ........ Laurel, 0 
Godfrey, Wm. D . ....... :Marceline, Mo Spink, Hugh L ......... Valparaiso, Ind 
Raga, A. 0 ............. Luverne, Minn Stott, N. C ............... Burrton. Kas 
Heath, Robert H ...... 1\fcKeysport, Pa Wallace, Harry S ........ Shelburn, Ind 
Hoffman, M.G ............ Merrill, Wis Wright, Herbert A ...... Valparai o, " 
Lawley, D. Frank ..... Valparaiso. Ind 
CLASS OF 1892-93. 
JUNIOR". ::J 
Barce, Elmore ............. Benton, Ind :McClune, J. C ............ .. K eokuk, Ia 
Butt, Clarence ........... Columbia, Pa Myles, Wm. P .............. Porter, Ind 
Cade, A . N .................... Pike, Ill Marony, P. H ................ Huron, 0 
Clark, Geo. W .......... Lincoln, Mich Pence, Hugh W ........ I;ivingston, Ill 
Casper. 1\1. D ............... Perry, Ind Ray, Edward H .............. Lucas, 0 
Cordill, W. E . . . ............. Porter, " Rees, Robert B .......... Lemhi, Idaho 
Culbertson, J.P ........ Armstrong, Pa Riggs, Eames J ........ Ft. Bowie, Ariz 
Dando, Geo. H ............ Steuben, Ind Schrieder, Wm ............... Cook, Ill 
Edwards, A. J ........ Edgecomb, N. C Sigler, Minnie ............... . Coles, " 
Emsbwiller, A. G ...... Blackford, Ind Sill, W. L .............. Winnebago," 
Harrington , J. L ............ Benton, " Snyder, Wallace .......... Benton, Ind 
Herring, Marrero ...... Limestone , Tex Strayer, W. H .......... Winneshiek, Ia 
Hoffman, Max .......... Shawano, Wis Sumner, E. C .............. Iroquoi , Ill 
Johnson, H. F ........ Fond duLac," Turner. C. W ........ Humphrey, Tenn 
1\fcC<;>Y: R. L .............. Spencer, Ind I Ulmer, Geo. F ............ . St. Clair, Ill 
McGmity , J. W ......... Pendleton, Ky 
DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY. 
A~lan, G. W ............... Simcoe, O~t I Ne.well, ~rainard L, ...... Racine, Wis 
·Biglow, Edna ......... . .... Green, Wis Pnce, Willard ....... . .... Elkhart, Ind 
Eikenberry, B. F .......... Miami, Ind Rouse, W. L ................ Butler, Pa 
Funk, Russell . . ..... Montgomery, Mo Schrader, Frank .......... Wabash, Ill 
F erneau. Frank D ............. Ross, 0 Stroup, And. L ............. Placer, Cal 
Grady, M. J ........... Brookings, S. D Stauffer, Chas. F ...•...... Paulding, 0 
Headrick, Frank S ...... Johnson, Neb Suits, Chas. G ............. Taylor, Wis 
Jenson, Neil ................ Mercer, Ill Westcot, Edward R ....... Oconto, Wis 
Klussman, Fred ............. Ottawa, 0 Wittwer, W. F .....•. Richardson, Neb 
Mystrom, Oscar ........... Taylor, Wis 
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MUSICAL DEPARTMENT. 
GOLD MEDAL. 
Baum E:'"a·: .. .. ..... ...... Porter ~nd I Stauffer, Nellie ........... Elkhart, Ind 
Prout, Mmn1e H ..... St. Joseph, Mwh Wertman: Mary ............ Fulton, Ill 
Ruegg, Lily C ........ Washington, Wis · 
DIPLOMA. 
Barnard. Lola ............ LaPorte Ind McCree, Eva ................ Porter, " 
Bursk, Ella ................ LaSalle, Ill Prout, Minnie H ..... St. Joseph, Mich 
Bruce, Harriet ...... ...... Pulaski, Ind Robb, Lona ............... Warren, Ind 
Frazier, Edith .............. Marion, Ill Rogers, E. F ................ Hardin, Ia 
Hildreth, Gertrude ......... Porter, Ind Starkoy, Marie ............ McLean, Ill 
Johnston, Dora ............ Greene, Ill Stauffer, Nellie ........... Elkhart, Ind 
McAlister, Vertie ....... Delaware, Ind Vest, Lyman A ......... Musldngum, 0 
TEACHFRS' CERTIFICATE. 
Baker, Edward ............ LaSalle, Ill 
Barnard, Lola ............ LaPorte, Ind 
Robb, Lona ............... Warren, Ind 
Smith, Ag·nes ............... Adair, Ky 
Bursk, Ella ................ LaSalle, Ill Smith. Ada .............. Marshall, Ind 
Coleman, Emma ..... ..... . Porter, Ind 
Johnston, Dora ............. Greene1 Ill 
Miller, Grace ............... Fulton, " 
Starkey, Marie ............ McLean, Ill 
Vest, Lyman A ......... Musking·um, 0 
Whitney, Nora .......... Marshall, Ind 
lJLASS OF 1892-93. 
Adams, Maxwell ... St. George, W. Va 
Adams, Millie ................ Cook, Ill 
Adams, Maude ........ Champaign, " 
Adams, Mary ................. Burt, Neo 
Allen, C. R ........... · ..... Essex, N. Y 
Allen, Rose . . . . ........... McKean, Pa 
Allen, Florence .......... McHenry, Ill 
Allen, Everett .............. Jasper, Ia 
Allman, Florence ......... Williams, 0 
Applegate, U. S ............. Logan, Ill 
Arnold, Emma ............. Henry, Mo 
Asche, Olara. . ........ Marinette, Wis 
Auer, Mrs. Mattie.... .Calhoun, Ill 
Bacon, Ruby ................ Lake, Ind 
Baltzell, Estella ....... Champaign, Ill 
Barnum, J. A ............... Logan, " 
Bartholomew, Maria ....... Porter, Ind 
Bartlit, May.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. Mercer, Ill 
Beeson, 0. L .............. Marshall, I a 
Beeson, Alice ............. · " " 
Benson, Lucy .............. McL~an, Ill 
Bennett, Zelia ............ Whitley, Ind 
Bennett, Pearle .............. Holt, Mo 
Bentley, Frances .............. Pike, Ill 
Bidwell, Ella ........ ........ Dallas, Ia 
Blumhoff, Minni.e ........ LaPorte, Ind 
Bodine, Katie .......... . Fountain, Ind 
Bordner, Dessie .......... Williams, 0 
Bosworth, Della ........... Grant, Wis 
Boye, Amanda ............. Porter, Ind 
Brandt, Joseph .............. Otoe, Neb 
Brannan, Cell ............. Williams, 0 
Bratton, Ella .........•. Berrien, Mich 
Bricker, D. U ....•.••....... Macon, Ill 
Briggs, Inez ........ ; ...... Ionia, Mich 
Bright, C. R ............ .. Warren, Ind 
Brinegar, Blanche ..... LaFayette, Wis 
Brinkman, E. A ......... ... Grant, " 
Brooks, Mrs. E. B ......... Douglas, Ill 
Brown, Zoa I. ............ Elkhart, Ind 
Brown, Carrie ........... Humboldt, Ia 
Bruce, Harriet ........... Pulaski, Ind 
Bruner, Anna ............. Wabosh," 
Bunn, Virg·inia ................ Polk, Ill 
Burdette, Pe~rl. ............ Platte, Mo 
Bushyager, Lucia ....... Franklin, " 
Campbell, J. R. ............ Warren, Ill 
Carpenter, Frances .. Green Lake, Wis 
Carson, Hattie ........ Washington, Ill 
Childs, Stella ............... Clinton, Ia 
Christen, AnnaS .. ..... Stearns, Minn 
Christie, Lizzie ..... . ....... Marion, Ill 
Clark, Etta .. ................ Lake, Ind 
Clark, G. E .......... Green Lake, Wis 
Cloidt, Theresa ......... Kankakee, Ill 
Coleman, Emma ........... Porter, Ind 
Collins, Flora ............ Marshall, " 
Collins, Mildred ............ Starke, " 
Conover, Robert L ........... Stark, Ill 
Corboy, Elizabeth W ...... Highland, 0 
Cornell, Carroll ............ Porter, Ind . 
Cowen, Cappie ............ Franklin," 
Crysler, Mrs. Emma .... Lambton, Ont 
Curtis, Wm. B ............... Edgar, Ill 
Curtis, Rachel. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. " " 
Cusick, F. C ... ......... Livingston, " 
~vidson, Lottie .. .... Redwood, Minn 
Davis , .3essie .............. Starke, Ind 
Davis, T. E ................ Jackson, Ia 
Davison, J. E ............... Logan, ill 
Day, Flora ............... Monre, Mich 
Day, Minnie, .......... Henderson, Ky 
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Denison, Aggie .......... LaPorte, Ind 
Denison, Essie. . . . . . . . . . . " " 
D~cus, A. G ................ La~,alle, ~? 
Dicus, W. 0 ............... . 
Divet, Lorena ....... Richland, N. Dak 
D~on, C. W ............. Clea~field, ~a 
Duon, Rose ...•......... 
Dodge, George ............ Porter, Ind 
Dodge, Annis .......... Columbia, Wis 
Drago, Daisy .............. Porter, Ind 
Droesch, Harvey ............ Mercer, 0 
Duffield, Cora ................ Preble, 0 
Earl, E. V ................. LaSalle, Ill 
Ebersold, Belle ............ Porter, Ind 
Eby, J. M ............. Sheboygan, Wis 
Elwood, Anna ............. Jackson, I a 
Ewert, D. J ................. Allen, Ind 
Failing, H. J .......... Rock Island, Ill 
Farrington, A una ........ Buffalo, Wis 
Fetterling, Ella .. · ........ Warren, Ind 
Fisher, Ada .............. Marshall, ~ 
Fisher, Will G .............. Porter, 
Fisher, Alma G ......... Berrien, Mich 
Fortier, N. J .................. Ford, Ill 
Foster, Etta ............. Macoupin, " 
Frantz, John ......... Houghton, Mich 
Fraz~er, Edith: ............ Ma:;ion, ~~l 
Fraz1er, Allegro ........... . 
Fredrickson, Amanda, Houghton,Mich 
Fulton, Martha .............. Cass. Ia 
Gaffney, Nellie ....... Winnebago, Wis 
Gaines, Myra ................ Knox, Ill 
Gaither Harry D ....... Yam Hill, Ore 
Galbreath, Ava ............ Porter, Ind 
Gant, P. A .................. Jasper, " 
Gardner, Octave ...... Houghton, Mich 
Gardner, Pearl. .......... LaPorte, Ind 
Gaylord, Lois .............. Carroll, Ill 
Geiselman, Lillie ........... Elko, N ev 
Gervais, J. J ........... Marinette, Wis 
Gill, Mrs. Samuel. ..... St. Joseph, Ind 
Gilmore, Mary R ............ Knox, " 
Goddard, Anna ............ Newton, " 
Gogan, Charley ............. Porter, " 
Goldsworthy, Jennie ..... Racine, Wis 
Graham, Emma ............ White, Ind 
Graham, Blanche.. . . . . . . . . . " " 
Gray, Mamie ... Grand Traverse, Mich 
Greene, J. M ............... Porter. Ind 
Groves, Otto ................ Macon Ill 
Guion, Mattie .............. Miami, Ind 
Halsmith, Lela ........... Hinds, Miss 
. Hames, Mattie ......... Allegan, Mich 
Hammaker, Mrs. A. C .. Arapahoe, Col 
Hammond, Laura H. Van Buren, Mich 
Harker, Laura ................ Jay, Ind 
Harsh, Edna ................. Allen, " 
Haselwood, Alice ..•.. Waukesha, Wis 
Hayward, Bessie ........••.•. Tama, Ia 
Hayward, John ...... , ...... Benton, Ia 
Hazard, A. B ................ Peoria, Ill 
Heath, Bessie ................. Piatt, " 
Heinmiller, M. R ....... Howard, Minn 
Heinmiller, Mrs. Maude .. Howard, Ind 
Hess, Mattie .............. LaPorte, " 
Hess, Adella ••••........ Kankakee, Ill 
Hiatt, Laura .................. Jay 1 Ind 
Hibbard, Mrs. H. V ......... Porter, " 
Hill, Bessie ................... Cook, Ill 
Hipsher, E, E ............... Marion, 0 
Hislop, Isaac N ........... Iroquois, Ill 
Howe, Anna .................. Piatt, " 
Hoyt, Hattie . ..........•... Acadia, La 
Hughes, F. E .............. Sny,~ler, ~,a 
Hughes, Rosa ............. . 
Hummel, Wm .......... Jefferson, Wis 
Hutt, Flossie ................. Cook, Ill 
Ungram, G. W ............. Porter, Ind 
Irehind, Luella ............ Clermont, 0 
J a,ck, Harry .................. Cook, Ill 
Jenkins, Emma ......... Vermillion, " 
Jenkins, William ........ Sangamon " 
Jenkins, James .......... Plymouth Ia 
Joel, Bertha ................ Porter, Ind 
J ohnso'n, Charles ........... Carroll, " 
Johnson, Laura............. " " 
Johnston, Mary E ........... Logan, Ill 
Johnston, Josephine LaFayette, Wis 
Johnson, Hilda ....... Houghton, Mich 
Johnston, Wm ............ Panola, Tex 
Jones, Hattie . .' ............... Jay Ind 
Jorgenson, Belle .............. Will, Ill 
Kattman, Emma ..•.......... Clay, Ind 
Kemp, Margaret ....... St. Joseph, Ind 
Kimbell, Anna .......... Hickman, Ky 
Kinnific; Kathleen ... Dickinson, Mich 
Klehm, Amelia ............... Cook, Ill 
Knight, Agnes ......... Sedgwick, Kas 
Koepke, Edward ......... . .... Cook, Ill 
Krell, Mabel. ............ Sumner, Kas 
Krug, W. D ................ Fayette, Ill 
Landis, Edna .............. Porter, Ind 
Landis, Myrtle:............ " " 
Lange, Bernhardt.......... " " 
Lattimore, Mattie ....... Randolyh, Ill 
LeffingwelL G. C ............ Louisa, Ia 
Leonard, Eva .............. Porter, Ind 
Lepper, Pearl., ... . .......... Noble, " 
Levengood, F. E ........... Carroll, Ill 
Lewis, Bertha .............. Porter, Ind 
Little, F. P ................. Fulton, Ill 
Long·, Mrs. Mary E ........ Porter, Ind 
Lopshire, L. A ............... Allen, " 
Lowell, Mrs. F. A •..... Waupaca, Wis 
Lunbeck, Nellie ............ Saline, Mo 
McAlister, Vertie ...... Delaware, Ind 
McCleary, Laura ......... Jefferson, Ia 
McClure, Page Anna ....... Pettis, Mo 
McConnell, Lillie ...... Kosciusko, Ind 
McDonald, Elnora .......... Logan, Ill 
McElwee, Emma .......... Miami, Ind 
McGrath, Ella ............... Gallia, 0 
McGraw, Anna ......... Livingston, Ill 
Mcintyre, Agnes ..... Dickinson, Mich 
KcKinley, Harry ....... Allamakee, Ia 
McKinstry. Clara .. . .... Kankakee, Ill 
McLellan, Mattie .......... Porter, Ind 
Malone, Kittie. . . . . . . . . . . . . :: :: 
Marcy, Gussie ............ . 
Marquardt, Kate . . . . . . . . . . " " 
Martin, Mrs. G. N ...... Woodbury, Ia 
Matott, Miss S. V .•. . ...... Porter, Ind 
Mayne, H. W ............... Dallas, Ia 
Meader, Vesta ........... . . Porter, Ind 
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Merriman, Viola........... ,~. Scothorn, Ira ............. Picka,vay, 0 
Merry, Grace ........... Waupaca, Wis Sekinger, Jo ............... Fayette, Ill 
Merwin, Hattie ............ Porter Ind Sekinger Anna............ " " 
Messimore, Floren~e .... Ko ciu ku, " Sexauer, Emil ............ Buffalo, Wis 
Meyer, Mary ................. Lake. Ill Sharp, Mr . Mattia ..... Chickasaw Ia 
Middlemi , Walter .. Houghton. Mich Shepard, Lyle ............. Wabash, Ill 
Miexsell, J. W ........... ~~mner, Kas Sheuerman, Edith ....... Marshall, Ind 
Miller, Grace ............... Fulton, Ill Shonkwiler, Maggie ........ Benton, " 
Milliken, W. P ............... Polk Mo Showalter. Mrs. Kittie ...... Porter," 
Moore, Minnie ......... Genesee, Mich Simcoke, Laura .............. Dallas, Ia 
Mullin, W. M ................. Iowa, Ia Skinner, Frances .......... Porter, Ind 
Mumaw, Andrew ......... Elkhart, Ind Skinner. Samuel...... . . . . . " " 
Nelson, Annabel .......... Kendall, Ill Smith, Flora B. ............ Elkhart, " 
Nicholls, Edna ......... Decatur, Tenn Smith Georg·e............. " " 
Noble, Clara ............... Porter, Ind Smith Ada ............... Marshall, " 
Norri , Alice .............. Whitley," Smith, L.A ................ Massac, Ill 
O'Connell, Ella ........... Fountain. " Snively, Ada ............. Elkhart, Ind 
O'Connor, Stasia ....... Le Seur, Minn Snyder, Florence ............. Cook, Ill 
O'Keeffe Mrs. Marie .... St. Louis, Mo Spencer, Louise ........... Pulaski Ind 
Oliphant, Cora .......... Edwards, Kan Staebler. Louise ............. Porter, " 
Oliver, Mrs. Agnes ........... Cook. Ill Stafford, John .............. Fayette, Ill 
Opda1e, Charlotte ......... Racine, Wis Stair, Effie ............ Tippecanoe, Ind 
Opheim, M. L .......... Fillmore, Minn Stalker, J. W ............ Jackson, Kas 
Osborn, Nellie G ......... Hopkins, Ky Stapp, Elva ................ Platte, Mo 
Osgood, G. W ............... Lewis, Mo Stewart, Nellie Irene ..... Warren, Ind 
Pankey, Chas .......... Madison, Mont Stockman, Bertha ........... Porter, " 
Pankey, Lulu.......... " " Stroeter, E. H ............ · .... Clay, Mo 
Parker, A. B ................. Lake, Ill Sumner A. T ............. Iroquois, Ill 
Parker, Carrie .......... Kankakee, " Suprise. Jessie ....... Dickinson, Mich 
Parker, Anna............ " " Suprise, Della........ " " 
Pearce, A. M .............. Iroquois, " Swan, Richard .......... Allegan, Mich 
Peterson, Sophia ........ Jack on. Wis Swan, W. A............ " " 
Pierce, Mrs. Belle A ....... Porter, Ind Sweeney, Sadie ............ P9rter. Ind 
Pinney, Myra.............. " " Swihart, Simpson ............. Will, Ill 
Place, Jennie ............ St. Joseph. " Swihart. J. W ................. " " 
Prather. Lillie ........ Montgomery, Ill Taber, Myrtie ........... Berrien Mich 
Quick, J. M ............. Delaw.are. Ind Talbott, K G .............. Porter, Ind 
Reagan, Bessie ............ Cass, Mich Talbott. Ruth.............. " " 
Reed, Effie M. C .•............ Piatt, Ill Terry. Minnie .............. DeWitt. Ill 
Reinhard, D. G ......... Shawano, Wis Terwilliger. E. H ...... Goodhue, Minn 
Rhodes, W. T ............... Emmet, Ia Thaldorf, Florence ..... Berrien, Mich 
Richey Bessie ........... Venango, Pa Thoma , Elma ............. Starke, Ind 
Rickman, Frank E ....... Tazewell, Ill Thompson, Grace ........... Porter," 
Rifenberg, Myra ........... Ca s, Mich Tomlinson. Walter .......... Logan, Ill 
Riggs, Raymond ...•.......... Ford, Ill Toughill, James .... Deer Lodge. Mont 
Robb, ~ona ............. . . Warren, Ind Trim bell. Bertha .... Green Lake, Wis 
Robbins Delia .............. Miami, " Turner, J. M ............... Porter, Ind 
Robbin , Jo eph ............. Porter, " Twitt. Mrs. Jane ............. Lake, " 
Robbins, Grace.............. " " Uhl, Minnie ............... Vanderg, " 
Robin on, SarahJ ............. Will, Ill Ulrey, Nora ............... Elkhart," 
Robinson, J. M ....... Winnebago, Wis Vandu en, Charle ........ Grundy, Ill 
Robinson, Ella ........ St. Louis. Minn Van Gelder. L. G ........... Rock, Wi 
Rock troh, M:innie .. Vanderburgh, Ind Vazaka, Eugenia,Monastir,Macedonia 
Rogers, H. A ............... Hardin, I a V olkee, Rebekah ........... Porter. Ind 
Rognlie, Severn ....... . ... Traill, N. D Wagoner, Leona ........ Branch, Mich 
Rorer, Maude ............. Jackson, Ill Walter , Conrad E .... Stutsman, N. D 
Ruge. Clara ................ Porter, Ind Ward, Anna ............... Porter, Ind 
Ruggles, Maude ....••. . .. Barry, 1\'Iich Warner, Lizzie ........... LaPorte, " 
Runyan, Maude ........... Miami, Ind Watkin , Millie .............. Gallia, 0 
Ruple, Carrie .............. Elkhart, " Webb, Florence ......... Marshall, Ind 
Sackett, Hallie ........... Barry. Mich Webb, Eva......... .. . . " " 
Salyer, Dede ..........•..... Porter, " Webb, Nellie English .. t. Charle , Mo 
Sawyer, Lizzie.............. " " Welch, Jonn ............ Kankakee, Ill 
Schaffer, Lizzie ..•... . .. . ..... Cass, Ill White, Nellie .............. Porter, Ind 
Schilling, Albert ...•.......... Iowa, Ia I White, Lulu................ " " 
Schrier, Mamie .......•.•...... Will, Ia Whitney, Mr . Nora .......... Cook, Ill 
Schuldt, Miss A. C . . , ...... Porter, Ind Whitten, Elta ......... Montgomery. " 
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Wickey B. B ................. Lake. " 
Wiggs, Ella .......... . ..... Union, Ind 
Wilh lm, A. J ......... Traver , Minn 
Wilhoyte Carrie .......... Davi s , Ky 
Wil y, tella .............. Williams, 0 
William faude ............. Lake Ill 
William. , B. F.. . . . . . . . . . . linton, Mo 
Wilson, Murra,y H . ........ Boone, Ind 
Win low, t lla ............. Porter, ·" 
Wit palek, Mr . F. M.K waun Wi 
Wolcott Myra ........ .. .... Logan, Ill 
Woodworth, G. W ......... Ko nth Ia 
William Carrie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " " 
DEPARTMENT OF ELOCUTION AND ORATORY. 
GRADUATES OF 1892. 
Davis, Minnie .......... Living ·ton, Ill Mil 'tead, Florence. . . . . . . . . . . a , Ill 
Ely Clara ............. Valparai o, Ind Pitts Edith I ............ Columbia, Pa 
Freeman, Grace E ............ Cass Ill Sathr , J. C .............. Mower, Minn 
Hart, Amanda Vere ........ Porter, Ind Te t M. L .................. Brown Ill 
H ath Florence May .. Beadle, . Dak Walk r, Fanny ............... lay Mo 
Honn, Lottie I ................ Page, Ia Wol ott, Nelli .............. Logan, Ill 
Lium, I. ............. Richland, N. Dak 
CLASS OF 1892-3. 
Abbot G. H .......... Winnebag·o, Wis 
Ayr , Ella ................... Pike, Mo 
Barr tt, Abbie .............. Peoria, Ill 
Bate , D. D ............ St. Jo eph, Ind 
Blue, G o. C ................. Wells, " 
Blue, C. L.................... " " 
Bondy, Eva M ............. Porter Ind 
Bonney, Vona ................ Clark, Ia 
Brinegar, T. P ....... Richardson Neb 
Bryant, ~rs. A.M ....... El Pa o, Tex 
Bu enburg, E. 0 ........... Fulton Ind 
Cb ristie, Lizzie ............ Fayette Ill 
· Clifford, Nellie ................ Cass " 
Cline, El ie ........... Huntington, Ind 
Cloud J. H ................. DeWitt, Ill 
Connell, Agg·ie ................ Ford, " 
Davis, T. E ................ Jackson, Ia 
Dunn, Wm. J .............. LaSalle, Ill 
Eddelman, John F ....... Decatur, Ind 
Elwood, Anna M .......... Jack on, Ia 
Especeth, 0. K ............. Pelk Minn 
Fisher, Saylor ............... B rks, Pa 
Frantz n, J. P ............ Dubuque, I a 
Fulton, Mnry B ............... Cass, Ia 
Fyke, Maude ...... , ....... Penola, Tex 
Galb1·aith, Jame I. ..... Sanilac, Mich 
Garland, W. H ........... Wayne Tenn 
Gla sel, G. C .............. Mitchell, Ia 
Gunnerson, Wm. C ...... Kankakee, Ill 
Hakmitte, Lulu .. ......... Hinds, Mass 
Harris, Grace ........... Ransom, N. D 
Hooker, J. Eva ............ Jackson, Ill 
Hughes, Rosa .............. Snyder Pa 
Ingram, G. W .... .......... Porter, Ind 
Johnson, Anna C ........ 0 -c ola, Mich 
Johnson, W. H ........... Jack on Mo 
Jones, Verna ............. Columbia, Pa 
K en , W. A ..... ......... King, Wash 
Lattimor , Mattie ........ Randolph, Ill 
Lee, ylvia ................ Highland, 0 
Leech Varrie ........... Dickson, Tenn 
Loftfield, Gabri l. .... Hennepin · Minn 
Lynch, Della Manning ........ Cook, Ill 
McCann, Ella. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . larke, I a 
Mathews. Christina ....... McLean, Ill 
Mickey, Laura ............ . Mercer, " 
M1ll r, H. G.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . edar, Ia 
Miller, J. . ............ . hawnee, Kas 
Miller Ellen l\1 ......... Larami , Wyo 
Mullendore, . C ........... Platte, Mo 
Myer , J. C .................. Logan, Ill 
Nihart, Clara ............. Elkhart, Ind 
O'Laughlin, A. . .......... LaSalle, Ill 
01 on, Louise ......... Henn pin, Minn 
Opheim, Martin L ..... Fillmore " 
Orvis, . C ............... McHenry, Ill 
0 born, ~lorence .......... Pula ki, " 
Owen, Helen .............. arter, Tenn 
Palmer, Ella.... . .. Shiawassee, Mich 
Reed, Effie ............ ........ Piatt, Ill 
Rick , J. M . ... ............. Petti , Mo 
Ritch y, Maye ....... Tippecanoe, Ind 
Root, Florence J ......... Benzie, l\iich 
Rorer M. Maud ........... Jackson, Ill 
Sathre, J. C ... . ......... Mower, Minn 
Schilling, N. . ......... Chickasaw, Ia 
Sinclair, B. W ......... . Houston, Minn 
Shepard, Lyl ........... . Wabash, Ind 
Shiv ly, Lydia .............. Well Ind 
Smith, Vickie .. ............ Barren, Ky 
Smith, N annie ........ W'B hing·ton, Mo 
Snyder, H. A ........... .... Portage, 0 
Stalker, J. W ............ Jackson, Kas 
Stark y, Eliza .......... Arkansas, Ark 
Stephens Edna ........ Henderson, Ky 
Titu C. l\1. ......... . ..... Brown, S. D 
Volkee, R. Bessie .......... Porter Ind 
Waite. C. H ............ Waukesha, Wi 
Wallace, Harry. . . . . . . . . . ullivan, Ind 
Warrick, Maggie .......... Iroquois, Ill 
Wehile, Adel ............ Maha ka, Ia 
Wh eler, Hurburt W ....... Kent, Mich 
WhitaCl·e, Mertie B .......... Logan, Ill 
Whitaker, Lelia E ............. Ogle, Ill 
Wil y, tella ........ ...... DeKalb , Ind 
William. , Maud ...... , ....... Lake, Ill 
' I 
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Williams, G. R ................ Iowa, Ia /Wood, Elizabeth .............. Cook, Ill 
Wilson, Nellie ... ... ....... Jack on, Ill W ooderson Carrie E .... Harfison, Mo 
Wines, Eva ............. Calhoun, Mic.h ! 'Wright, Mr. Mary F ...... Porter, Ind 
PHONOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT. 
GRADUATES OF 1892. 
Ahern, Erminie ......... Livingston, Ill 
Bricker, Mel bern ........... Macon. Ill 
Orr, Wm ..................... Clay, Ind 
Potter, U. G ............... Brown Kas 
Brown Kate ........ ..... . Juneau, Wi Rayner, . B ............. Lewis, Wash 
Bunker, S. E ........... ... Iroquois, Ill 
Dunten, S. M ............... Allen, Ind 
Kreider, Jerry ............. Miami, Ind 
Moore, Orin ............. Berrien, Mich 
Olinger, Bertha ......... Effingham Ill 
Stonehouse Frank .......... Scott, Ind 
Thompson, FrankL ........ Grant,· Wis 
Whittle, Wm. H ...... Houghton, Mich 
Wil on, C. B ................ Grant~ Wis 
CLASS OF 1892-3. 
Adams, Mrs. May ............ Cook, Ill 
Anderson, Ed ............. Morgan, Ind 
Angle, Emma ................ Porter, " 
Arnold, L. A ............... Putnam, " 
Garde, Carrie ........... Waupaca, Wis 
Gardner, Ray .............. Porter, Ind 
Gemberling, M. S.......... " " 
Gott, B. F .................... Lorain, 0 
Baker, .Lizzie ................ Ottawa, 0 Gray. Cecil ................ Iroquois, Ill 
Bohn. Alvina ................ Sauk, Wi Green Calvin ............... Shelby, " 
BonDurant W. W ........ Tazewell, Ill 
BonDurant, Edgar. . . . . . . . " " 
Bowers. J. M ............. Reynolds, Ia 
Grange' L. H .............. DuPag·e, " 
Hanna, Laura .............. Wapello, Ia 
Harken, Hattie .............. Clarke, Ia 
Brockway, Flora .......... Iroquois , Ill 
Brunk, Cora ................ LaSalle, " 
Hazelgreen, E. F ....... ..... Lake, Ind 
Hazleton, Nellie ............ Gibson, " 
Bunn, Virginia ................ Pope, Ill Hess Orale .................. Porter, " 
Burke, Rickard ............. Boone, Ind 
Burns Katie .............. Clermont, 0 
Carlton, Cora ............. Eaton, Mich 
Hixon, W. N ......... . ..... LaPorte, " 
Hopping, Ida ................ ~ason, Ill 
Hosier, John E ......... Kosciusko, Ind 
Chamberlain, Lottie ..... Ingham, " 
Chestnut Maude ........ Branch, " 
Childress, H. M. · ........... Barren Ky 
Cliff, E. P ............. Houghton. Mich 
Clyde, W. N .......... . .... Fayette, Ia 
Collins, Flora ........... Marshall , Ind 
Cover, J. W ................ Carroll, Md 
Cowsert, J.P ............ Holmes, Miss 
Crider, Etta ........ . ...... DeKalb, Ind 
Cronican, P.· W ............ Porter, Ind 
Dale, Anna May .............. Cook, Ill 
DeLasaux, Blanche. . . . . . . . . . . " " 
Diehl, Pauline ............ DeKalb, Ind 
Diehl, Lena. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " " 
Dixon, Rosa A ........... Clearfield, Pa 
· Donohue, Margaret ........ Porter, Ind 
Donohue, Mary. . . . . . . . . . . . " " 
Darrow, James ......... Gog·ebic, Mich 
Duffie, Laura .......... McDonough , Ill 
Dunks, Anna L .......... Branch, Mich 
Duquet, S .................... Lake, Ind 
Edwards, Mrs. A. J .. Edgecombe, N. 
Eldredge RobertS ..... Livingston, Ill 
Emmois, Darwin ........... Cass. Mich 
Erwin Anna ............... Jasper, Ind 
Evans, Jennie ................. Will, Ill 
Ewing· Mrs. M. L .......... Putnam, 0 
Failing, H. J ....... ~ .. Rock Island Ill 
Fermier, Richard ....... Dearborn Ind 
Fisher Nellie ............. Johnson, " 
Fisher, Fannie ............... Noble, " 
Frash, Charles ............ Marshall, " 
Garber, D. B .............. Carroll, Md 
Howard, Edward ............ Porter, " 
Hoy, Frank A ... , ...... Champaign, Ill 
Huber, Alice . .............. Fulton, Ind 
Hunt, Willie ................. Porter, " 
Johnson, Chas. M .......... Butler, Mo 
Kavanaugh, Mary .. .... Long·lade, Wis 
K emp, Geo. H .......... St. Joseph, Ind 
King" berry Alfred .... Winneshiek, Ia 
Kitt, C. W .................. Noble, Ind 
Knight, N. K ................. Cedar, Ia 
Krug, W. D . ..... ....... .. .... Cook, Ill 
Brash, Charles .......... Marshall, Ind 
Lahann, C. H ............... Porter, " 
Laug·g·uth Sarah ....... Genesee, Mich 
Larson, Amelia ...... . Winnebago Wis 
Lewis, Jennie G ............ Racine, " 
Lewis Edith. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " " 
Lindley, L. E .............. Porter, Ind 
Lockand, 0. C .. .. .......... Dane, Wis 
Long, Joe H .................. Miami, 0 
Lu bstrom, --................ Cook, Ill 
Luehrman, Anna .... .. ....... Lynn, Ia 
Ludstram, E ... ......... ...... Cook, Ill 
Lynn, C. J.Vl .....•.•• W a hington Minn 
McBride Etta ............. Wyan.dot, 0 
McCann, Ella ................ Clark, Ill 
McFadden, Sara ............ Butler, Pa 
Mcintyre, Agnes ..... Dickinson, Mich 
McKay, A. T .............. Harper, Kas 
McNair, Fannie ............ Grant, Ind 
Mack, Gertie .............. LaPorte, " 
Mahoney Mary ............. Porter, " 
Manley, E. A .... Lac-qui-Parle, Minn 
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Manville, Earl. ..... .... .... . Butler, Ia 
Marsh, Ro e ...... .. ...... .. Grant, Ina 
Mason, Chas ...... .. ... . .. Gibson, Ind 
Maxwell, Jennie ...... McDonough , Ill 
May, Ina ..... ... ...... . .. Christian, Ill 
Mayhall, G . 0 ............. Gibson, Ind 
Mellor Polly ................ Iowa, Wis 
Nelson, Matie ........ Tippecanoe, Ind 
Nickel, Mattie .......... Waupaca, Wis 
Olmsted, A. L ....... .... Vermillion, Ill 
Oleon, Louie C . ... .... Wauke ha, Wis 
O'Neil, Ada ....... ........ Eaton, Mich 
Ort, John C ................... York, Pa 
Overmyer, F. F .... ... .. . Marshall, Ind 
Parker, Ella ............. St. Joseph, " 
Parker, Mamie ......... Chippewa, Wis 
Parks, Julia .......... Winnebago, Wis 
Parsy, Minnie .............. Wells, Ind 
Peck, Grace . ........ Winnebago, Mich 
Pendleton, Buelah .. ... .. . . Macon, Mo 
Pitcher, Ida .. .. ........ Waukesha, Wis 
Power, Katie ............... Porter, Ind 
Strodridge, E. L ........... Jasper, Ind 
Shroyer, 0. J .. .. . . . .... Kosciusko, Ind 
Smith, Maggie . ............ Gibson, Ind 
Smith, E. R ..... ...... ... .. . ... Jay, Ind 
Smith, Georg·e ... .. . ... . . . Elkhart, Ind 
Smith, Ed H ....... .. . ...... Barren, Ky 
Smith, Vickie.. . . . . . . . . . . . . " " 
Snader, Hamil ton .......... Carroll, Ind 
Stephens, Anna ......... Sangamon, Ill 
Sterling, Samuel. ......... Van W ert, 0 
Syfert, Edw ........ ......... Shelby. Ill 
Taylor, Emmet .. . .. ..... Crawford, Ind 
Taylor, J. E ... ........ Clarborne, Miss 
T emplon, J as. V ...... . . .. Howard, Ind 
Terry. Anna ............... Morgan, Ill 
Thomas , H. L .......... Kosciusko, Ind 
Thompson, Hattie ..... Livingston, Mo 
Thornburg, W. W ....... Marshall, Ind 
Tubbs, Alfred S ....... .. .. ... Henry, 0 
Turner, Alfred M ..... .. .. . Porter, Ind 
Turner, W . B ....... Humphreys, Tenn 
Uhlam, Minnie ............ DeKalb, Ind 
Rathburn, Lillian .. .... .. ..... Pike, Ill V ories, Bert . . .... ... ... . . Marshall, " 
Retz , Winnie . ... .. ...... Waupaca, Wis Walsh, Tollie T ... ... Montgomery, Mo 
Rosser, Jennie ................ Jay, Ind 
Rowe, Melvin .......... LaGrange, Ind 
Sawer, Ella ........... Shiawasso, Mich 
Schap1, Laura ..... ....... DeKalb, Ind 
Schmidt, Coni<} . ..... . Fon du Lac, Wis 
Watson, J . A .............. Miami, Kas 
Williston, Bertha .... Sbiawassee, Mich 
Winans , J. W ......... Haldimond, Out 
Wood, C. H ............. Columbia, Wis 
Woodruff, Elmer ...... . .. . Iroquois, Ill 
Sharp, Mattie .............. Henry, Ind Yager, Lucie M .. .... . ... Jefferson , Ky 
Sheaks, A. L ............ Marshall, Ind Ztegler, Chas. H ...... St. Joseph. Micb 
TELEGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT. 
GRADUATES OF 1892. 
Bannister, Byron ...... Walworth, Wis !Lindemeyer, Otto ......... Iroquois , Ill 
Dobbins, J. W .............. White, Ind Miller, B. L . . ........... . .. Rorte r. Ind 
Gie e, Conrad ....... ... ... Iroquois, Ill Ribelin, G eo ........... Washington, " 
Kelly, J.P ........ ..... .. .. .. Green, Ill West, E. E ............... Franklin , Pa 
CLASS OF 1892-3 . 
Anspack, J. S . . ....... .. .. Dubois, Ind Kein, J. S .................. ~iami, Ind 
Bangs, L. G .................. Lake, Ill K elly, J. P : .. . ........ . . . .. Green e, Ill 
Bannister, Byron ...... Walworth, Wis Kline, C. T ..... . ... . ... . . . . ... Cool{, Ill 
Beattie, Robert . .. ... ... ... Delta, Mich Lewis , A.M . .. . ......... Fleming·, K y 
Birt, C. L .. . . . ..... . . . ... Marshall, Ind McFadden, Sara .......... Buckley, Pa 
Board , Clarence ..... Breckenridge, Ky McGuire, W . F ............ Clinton, Mo 
Brasich, C. W ............ LaPorte, Ind Mercer, Arthur E ......... DeKalb , Ind 
Case, H . F . . . .... ... . ...... Franklin. 0 Meridith, Chas. B ....... Kosciusco, " 
Claycomb, Cha ... .. Breckenridge. Ky Miller, B. L ............ ..... Porter , " 
Clinton, Geo ...... . .......... Link, Ind Ray, .Tames H ........... . .... Grant, " 
Davis, Thomas ......... Lawrence, S. D Ribdin, Geo ........... Washing·ton, " 
Dermody, Wm .......... Livingston, Ill Rorer, Maude ............. Jackson. Ill 
Dobbins, J . W .... .. ..... ... White, Ind Rous-e, W. L . . ..... . ... . . ... Butler. Pa 
Dyer, L . B . . . ..... . . ......... Owen, Ill Smith, J. H ........ Pottawatomie, Kas 
Eldredge, Robert S . . ... Livingston , " Sparks, Edward ............ Starke. Ind 
Ehlars, F . J ................... Will, " Stolts, W. H ....... .. . ..... LaPorte, " 
Ehlars, H .... .. . .. .......... ... " " Sterling, Samuel. .... ..... V:-tn W ert , 0 
Ernst, H. D .................. Cole , " Stickney, Roy ........... ... Porter. Ind 
Fenton, W . M ........... Calcasieu, La Summers. A. T .. .. !" .....•• IroquoiR. Ill 
Finn, John . ................ Porter, Ind Sweet, Ross . ..... ... . St. Joseph, Mich 
Gage, C. H ........... .... . Adams. Ind Vanorsdale, M . A ..... Morgan, W. Va 
Hamilton, James ..... .... .. White, Ind Wepprecht, John ........ Kankakee, Ill 
Hammocker, Mrs. A. P .. Dauphin, Pa, l West, E. E .... ... . ..... ... Franklin, Pa 
Holmes C. K ............. LaPorte, Ind White. Arthur ................ Bond, Ill 
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OUTLINE OF THE WORK FOR A TERM. 
During the present ses ion there are 115 daily recitations. This number does 
not include any of the special branches. If these were included the number 
would exceed 200. 
ARITHMETIC.-There are ten classes in Arithmetic. These are arranged 
in four grades. One beginning the work, designed for those who have never 
studied the subject. Two intermediate classes, beginning with compound 
numbers. Two beginning with fractions. Four review classes; in these the 
t!ntire subject is thoroughly reviewed; they are especially designed to meet 
the want of teachers, and those who are quite thorough in the subject. An 
analytical class, beginning with percentage, and discussing all the more diffi-
cult points; besides all of these, there is a class iii Commercial Arithmetic, 
designed especially to give short practical forms for all bu iness computations. 
Careful attention will be given to Mental .Arithmetic. The plan as used here in the 
investigation of these subjects differs from that of any other school. It has 
been mo t carefully and succe sfully tested in many of our common and high 
schools, which confirms our belief that it is just what is needed. The student 
is not only thoroughly drilled in the subject as presented in the text book, but 
also in numerous practical examples found in every day life. When he has 
completed the work he will be master of the subject, and can use his knowledge 
independent of books. 
ALGEBRA.-There are eight classes in Algebra. These are arranged in 
four grades. Two beginning the work; two review clas es, commencing the 
work and completing the elementary; three beginning the work; and one com-
mencing with "Radicals," and completing the work. 
GEOMETRY, TRIGONOMETRY, ASTRONOMY, SURVEYING AND 
ENGINEERING.-There are two classes in Geometry, one in Trigonometry, 
one in Astronomy, one in Surveying and Engineering. -
COMMERCIAL DEP ARTMENT.-All the classes in this department are 
in active work. 
GRAMMAR-There are four classes in Grammar. One for those who desire 
to begin the work; also, for those who have given but little attention to the 
ubject. The others are advanced and review classe , designed for those who 
are somewhat familiar with the ubject. In these clas es all of the different 
parts of speech are taken into consideration, but E PECIAL attention is given 
to the difficult points, such as Relative Pronouns, Infinitives and Participles, and the 
.Active and Passive Voices of the Verbs. In connection with these classes, Analy is 
is so clearly taught as to render those who have never studied the ubject 
thoroughly acquainted with it principle, and to enable them to analyze any sen-
tence that may 1Je presented. So popular are the methods used in these classes 
that many come here to take the course in Grammar alone. 
RHETORIC.-There are five classes in Rhetoric designed for those who are 
familiar with the subject of Grammar and desire to make a practical applica-
tion of it-three beginning and two advanced, d igned for such as wish to 
continue rhetorical work. In these classes especial study is given to the finer 
graces of writing, and to the delivery of essays and orations. 
COMPOSITION AND LETTERS.-There are regular classes in Compo ition 
and Letter Writing. The e are de. igned for all who wi h to a<'quire a know-
ledge of business and ordinary forms of epi tolary writing. 
GREEK AND LATIN.-There is one clas in Greek and seven clas es in 
Latin. Two of these are beginning· in the Grammar and Reader, and are de-
signed for tho e wishing to commence the tudy. The other classes are read-
ing the various author -Cresar, Virgil, Tacitus, etc. Beginning cla es in 
Greek are organized at the beginning of the year. Beginning classes in Latin 
every term. 
Classes in Phsychowgy, Logic, Ethics, and Constitutional Government, Political 
Economy, Literature, Literary Criticism, Hi..'ltory of Philo ophy, International Law, 
Philosophy of History, .1Est11etics and History of .Art, Literatu1·e and .Ancient Hist11ry, 
will occur in the order given in catalogue. 
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GERMAN.-This 1mportant bra,nch is taught without extra charge. We 
have a instructor, Mr. John Roessler, whos ability as a teacher needs no 
comment . The advantag of this class alone is well worth the entire tuition 
fee. 
GEOGRAPHY.-There are tour cLasses in Geography. In the e A tronomical 
and Physical Geography re eive a considerable degree of attention. In con-
nection with Descriptive Geography, Map Drawing, Map ketching and Draft-
ing are taught by method particularly our own. 'l'he ntire subject i taught 
after the mo t approved methods. There is no other school with which we are 
acquaint d, in which these subjects are pre ented in so attractive a manner as 
at the Normal. It is one of the mo t pleasing and in tructive clas es in chool. 
It is not simply the learning of questions and reciting by rote, but the acquir-
ing of useful mwwledge so arranged as to be retained by the student. Thi is a 
profitable class for all especially for Teachers, as it affords them many means 
for interesting their pupils whenever everything else fa;iLs. 
PHYSIOLOGY AND AN ATOMY.-There are thr·ee classes in Physiology. 
In the e every ubject i thoroughly discussed and fully illustrated by the use 
of skeletons, ma,nikins, etc. 
U. S. HISTORY AND CIVIL GOVERNMENT.-There are fottT classes in 
U. S. Hi tory and one in Civil Government. They are so taught as to give the 
student a definite plan whereby he may r tain those points which are u ually 
considered so difficult to remember. 
BOTANY, GEOLOGY, AND ZOOLOGY.-There will be classes in ea,ch 
of the branches. These are useful subject for the teacher. There are no 
means by which the little child can be so interested as in the analysi of flow~ 
ers, or a description of the earth, its forma,tion, its myriads of inhabitant , etc. 
These occur in the order indicated in the c::Ltalogue. 
PHILOSOPHY AND CHEMISTRY.-Two classes are sustained in Phil-
osophy, two in Chemi try, in each of which the student will have free access 
to all the apparatus necessary for the thorough elucidation of any subject; be 
performs many experiments for which he will manufacture his own apparatus, 
and thus be enabled to repeat the 'e experiments in his classes, or make u e of 
them in whatever profe sion he may eng·age. 
We have erected a new building for a Laboratory. Our course in Sciences 
is unsurpassed. 
PENMANSHIP.-A full course in Penmanship free. It embrace Plain 
and Ornamental Penmanship. This is an advantage found at no other school. 
ELOCUTION.-A course in Elocution, which at other schools would cost 
$535.00-here without extra charge. M. E. Bogarte, an experienced teacher 
and a graduate of the Boston School of Oratory, has charge of this department. 
VOCAL MUSIC.-Ther~ are three dasses in Vocal Music-Beginning, Inter-
mediate and Advanced. The e are taug·ht in such a manner as to give a com-
prehensive view of the theory and rudiments of Music. 
LITERARY EXERCISES.-There are in the School three permanent Liter-
ary Societies . The e are doing a fine work Besides there are Debating and 
Literary Societies. These are so arranged as to g·ive all an opportunity of 
participating. During the past year the exercises have been in charge of S. R. 
Lambdin, and such an interest has been created that now there are but few 
in the School who are not engaged in literary work. 
TEACHERS' TRAINING CLASS.-Besides all these classes there is a 
Teachers' Training Clas in which all the common branches are reviewed 
and the best plans for presenting them are given. The fact that the teachers 
who have been trained in this School have g·iven such universal satisfaction, 
indicates that the plans and methods adopted here are just what are needed in 
common and high schools. Much attention is given to School Government. 
In fact, all the work in the Teachers' department will be presented. 
PHONOGRAPHY is taught after the mo t approved methods. 
DIPLOMAS.-To those who complete any of the Course , diplomas will be 
given and appropriate degrees conferred. 
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GENERAL OBSERVATION. 
Many years of careful study have been g·iven to the organization, classifi-
cation, and furnishing of every department of the Normal. The constant aim 
has been to establish a School supplied· with every convenience necessary for 
the acquirement of a first-class education, and yet place the expenses within 
the reach of all. Nothing that could be done has been left undone, in order 
that our purpose might· be accomplished. Every want has been supplied. We 
are confident that now the Normal offers to those desiring an education, ad-
vantages superior to those of any other similar institution, as will be learned 
by the careful reading of this catalogue, or by visiting the School itself. 
FEATURES OFJTE;EDSCHOOL. 
I. The Institution is self-governing in its character. 
1:::. A true education is accomplished more fully by the co-operation of 
the sexes. 
III. Education is noli merely the acquisition of knowledge, but the ac-
cumulation of physical, mental and moraL power·. 
IV. It is a School where an education is made accessible to all. Rich and 
poor alike may receive a thorough, practical education. Wor·k is the standard, 
not wealth. 
V. The Institution has no endowment therefore must depend upon its 
own merits for its patronage and support; thus causing its teachers to exert 
all their energies in order that entire satisfaction may be given. 
VI. The teachers are all thoroughly tr&ined and prepared for their work. 
VII. In a three years' course in this Institution the student will receive 
an education equivalent to a six years' course in many of our Colleges, thus 
making it the cheapest and most profitable School in the west. 
VIII. The moral and religious interests of each student are carefully 
guarded, vet no Sectarian principles are inculcated. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES. 
Regular debating societies are sustained during the year. Besides these, 
new societies are formed at the opening of each term; thus affor;ding an 
opportunity for students to become proficient in this much neglected art. 
Composition exer<:".ises and Letter Writing a.re so conducted as will enable the 
student to write and properly punctuate letter::; of all kind , and prepare with 
ease an essay on any subject that may be assigned. 
Lll3R.A.RY. 
Students have. free access to a good Library, containing Encyclopedias, 
Histories, Choice Literature, etc. A larg·e addition to this has been made dur-
ing the past year. It is earnestly desired that each one who attends the School 
will make good use of these books, and, if possible, take a thorough course in 
reading. It will aiel him more than anything else in his life-work. Too much 
attention cannot be given to the careful reading of good books. 
APPARATUS AND C.A.l3INET. 
The School is in possession of a full supply of Anatomical and Geographi-
cal :Maps and Charts, Philosophical Astronomical, and Chemical apparatus, 
and a fine Geological Cabinet. Though circumstances, over which we have 
no control, caused some delay in the furnishing of the department, yet we are 
now prepared to offer as fine advantages, a,nd as good apparatus as can possi-
bly be had at any of our higher institutions of learning. 
A Natural and an Artificial skeleton are used by the class in the study of 
Physiology, thus affording superior advantages for the investigation of this 
science. Students will have a thorough drill in the use of apparatus in illus-
trating every subject. 
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WHY V.A.LPA.R.A.ISO WAS SELECTED AS .A. SUITABLE PLACE .A.T WHICH TO LOC.A.TE THE 
SCHOOL. 
The city being located on one of the highest points of land in Indiana, and 
within the limit of the lake breezes, is freed from all miasmatic poisons, 
therefore is one of the most healthful places in the Northwest. 
C.A.RE FOR STUDENTS IN C.A.SE OF SICKNESS. 
In case a student becomes sick while attending the School, he has personal 
care not only of the Principal, but also that of two nurses, a lady and a gentle-
man. These are always in readiness, and, when necessary, will give their 
entire time to the patient. Every want will be supplied. In case of protracted 
sickness, the parents or guardians will each day, at our expense, receive 
word, either by letter or telegram; so that no fears need be entertained that 
the student will be uncared for, or that his sickness will be kept a secret. A 
small charge is made for the attention given by the nurses; thus in many 
instances, a doctor's bill is avoided. 
WHAT .2 STUDENTS SHOULD DO ON ARRIVING AT VALPARAISO. 
On reaching the city come directly to the Principal's office, which will be 
found in the School building. Here all necessary information will be given 
with reference to studies, classes, rooms, boarding, etc., etc. 
CAPACITY OF SCHOOL BUILDINGS. 
The College building is a large and commodious one. Besides containing 
two Society Halls, and an Audience Room that will seat one thousand persons, 
it has an abundance of large and comfortable recitation rooms. 
TEACHERS EMPLOYED. 
During the past year thirty three teachers have been employed, each 
b aving charge of his or her especial department. Much care has been taken 
in the selection of instructors, and such general satisfaction has been given, 
that althoug·h additions to the f!Lculty ha.ve been made, yet none of the older 
teachers have left the ranks. Observation has taught us that a continued 
chang·e of teachers is detrimental to a school. Experience adds much to 
proficiency 
CJTIME SCHOOL IS IN SESSION. 
The school year consists of four terms of ten weeks each, and a review 
term of ten weeks. School is in session from 6:30 a. m. to 8:00 p. m. Students 
come to the School building to recite only. The studying is done in their own 
rooms, hence they are not confined in the School the entire day, but during 
their hours of recitation only. Those who prefer to room at some distance 
from the College building are provided with a study room, which is cared for 
at our expense. By availing themselves of this they will save their fuel. 
The School is open to visitors at all times, and a most cordial invitation is 
extended to parents, teachers and all interested in the cause of education, to 
visit th chool and see how it is managed. 
NEW LIBRARY. 
Th~ former Commercial room, 40x60 feet, is now used for a Library. Thus 
far it has taken all of the surplus means to provide buildings for the accom-
modation of the students. With the buildings we now have and those being 
erected by other parties, we feel that it will be unnecessary to expend any 
t;nore money in this direction. Consequently, we are now able to build up the 
Library. We will make it so complete that parties will come to Valparaiso for 
the advantages of this alone. 
When it i remembered that this Institution has no endowment, nor any 
State appropriations, but depends wholly upon its work for its patronage and 
support, it is evident to all that the work must be superior. All who visit this 
Institution and see the earnest work of the teachers. we are convinced that 
the School has honorably won its present enviable reputation. 
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STATEMENT OF THE COMMITTEE 
APPOINTED TO PREPARE A REPORT OF THE 
=====AND===== 
BUSINESS INSTITUTE. 
VALPARAISO, IND., March 15, 1878. 
The fact that the Northern-Indiana Normal School has been in existence 
less than five years, and that it now ranks first among the educational insti-
tutions of the land, has caused a conjecture in the minds of some, as to how 
so much could be done in so short a time, and whether everything really is as 
set forth in the catalogue and circulars. 
To satisfy all, it was suggested that a Committee be appointed to investi-
gate everything connected with the School, anft make a public statement of 
the result. 
Accordingly, without any directions by the Principal, or any member of 
the faculty, a Committee was appointed, and, after three weeks' investigation, 
reported as follows: 
TO THE PUBLIC : 
Having thoroughly and impartially examined everything connected with 
the Northern-Indiana Normal School and Business Institute, we beg leave to 
submit the following report: 
Being notified of our appointment to act as a Committee to investigate the 
condition of the Normal School, a meeting was called, at which A. B. Lamport 
was chosen Chairman and 0. T. Dwinell, Secretary. At this meeting the class 
registers, names of students enrolled present term, records, and all books that 
were in any way connected with the School, were by the Principal placed in 
our hands, with instructions to examine criticalLy and impartially. 
These documents were examined in detail, and lest it might appear that 
our statements were copied, we resolved ourselves into committees, one to vi it 
each building, determine its cost, number of rooms, number of students, and 
accommodations for boarding; another to examine the library and laboratory; 
another, the different departments of the School, etc. 
The result of this special investigation is here given: 
DEPARTME N TS. 
Preparatory, Teachers', Business, Collegiate, Engineering, Musical, Fine 
Art, Phonographic. (Since the report was prepared the following have been 
added: Penmanship, Elocutionary, Law, Medical, and Review.) 
Enrollment, Third Term, to fifth week, 1,117. This has now ic.crea ed to 
2,000. 
N urn ber of Instructors, 15-now 35. 
Number of daily recitations, not including those in the extra branches, 5 
-now 115. 
Average number of students in each class, 44---now 40. 
Number of Literary and Debating Societies, 26-now more than 50. 
The work in these Societies is especially beneficial, as the improvement of 
the number indicates. 
The 'Star" and the "Crescent" Literaries, the permanent Societie of the 
School, have, during the present year, at an expense of $1,000, refitted their 
halls. These, for beauty and convenience, are not surpassed by any other 
literary society halls in the State. 
The Societies are rapidly improving, and are doing an independent, orig-
inal literary work, truly meritorious. 
Co t of Apparatus and Library, $4,955. During the past year this ha been 
increased at an expense of at least $3;500. This is all new and of the best 
quality. 
Number of volumes in School Library (including only standard work ) , 
1,205-now more than 5,000. · 
School reports, Magazines and Congress10nal reports, 1,100. 
Number of volumes in private libraries, accessible to students, 1,525. 
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BUILDINGS. 
Cost of College buildings and grounds, $40,000. To these additions and 
improvement have been made at a cost exceeding 20,000. 
Cost of furnishing·, $4,500. Additional furniture 1,200. 
The Chapel Hall occupie the first floor of the main building. There are 
ten large, well ventilated Recitation Rooms on the econd floor of the main 
building, and in the W t wing. The Book Store a,nd Normal Printing O:f¥ce 
are al o on the econd floor of the main building. On the third floor are the 
Society Halls, each with a seating capacity of three hundred. 
In the East wing· are found the Offices and the T achers' rooms. 
On the first floor of the West wing i the Commercial room, one of the most 
completely furnished rooms in the land. 
On the third floor of the West wing is the Fine Art Hall. 
Cost of East Hall and furniture, '13,31 .24. 
It has recently been refitted at a cost of , 2,000, and contains thirty-five 
suites of rooms . Cost of additional furniture, $925:00. 
Total value of building· and furniture, '16,243.24. 
New Dining Hall and furniture , $6,000. 
Co t of Flint's Hall and furniture, $13,500.00. 
For a Yard the lot north of this building have been purchased at a co t 
of ''950.00. 
Total value of Flint' Hall and grounds, $14,450.00. 
Cost of Garrison's Hall, :$5,500.00. . 
Cost 9f two smaller buildings, erected for self-boarding, $2,100.00. 
Total value of buildings, controlled by the Principal, $82 793.24--now $200,000. 
EXPENSES. 
Salaries of Teachers .................................. $13,000.00-now $25,000 00 
Sala,ries of Clerks ..................... . .......................... . ..... . . 1,200 00 
Salaries of Nurses ..................... . ..... . .............. . ........... 1,014 00 
Salaries of J a,nitor a,nd other necessary hel-p ........................ . ... 1,064 00 
Amount paid for repairs, r construction of buildings, and additional 
accommodations for tudents, the past year ........ · ........ . . .. . .. .. 3 00 00 
Actual supplies for School, including books, appa,ratus, etc ............ 1114 25 
The books as well as other facts, show that these expenses have been 
even greater during preceding years. 
I ncidental expenses, postage and advertising ...... . ........ . ............ 2,364: 50 
Total expen:ses for one year ..... . ......... ... .. . . ·, .. $32,757 07 
Now these expenses are much greater. 
EXPENSE TO EACH STUDENT. 
From the memoranda of several students, the following is the average 
yearly bill : 
Board, tuition, and room rent, per yea,r, if paid in advance, '125-now $95. 
The rooms are well furnished with everything a found itemized in the 
catalogue: Bed-clothing washed, rooms eared for, etc. The student has the 
privilege of boarding at any of the many boarding halls of selecting his own 
room, and of changing ither or both at any time. 
Amount paid by tnd nt for light fuel and washing· , 1 .75. 
Absolute nece ary expen e for one year, .'143.75-now $113.75, or $91.00. 
The latter when the student boards in a club. 
The fact that the School possesses the entire confidence of the public is 
clearly hown by the number of buildings erected by private individuals, .for 
the accommodation of the students. 
Among the most prominent are the follov>'ing·: 
Mrs. L ightfoot has a new and very plea antly situated building, containing 
thirteen la,rge and neatly furnished rooms ; co t 2,500. 
Sefton s Hall, a brick st1·ucture, situated a short distance we t of the 
College building. This Hall contains eighteen commodious and well furnished 
rooms. Cost of building and furnishing, $3.000. efton' New Hall has been 
erected and furnished during the past summer, at a cost of 84,000. 
Dodges Hall, a new wooden structure, containing twelve rooms, erected 
and furnished at a co t of $2,500. 
Lem pster's Hall, a brick structure, containing twelve rooms, erected and 
furnish ed at a cost of $2 500. 
Many other equally good buildings have been erected since this report was 
m ade. 
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PRIVATE ACCOMMODATIONS. 
Aside from the accommodations 3ifforded by the various halls and other-
buildings in connection with the School, anQ. under its immediate supervision, 
for all of those who prefer private rooms, ample provision is made by the citi-
zens of the larg·e and pleasant village which has grown up around the College. 
These people are as self-sacrificing and obliging as any with whom it has 
ever been our lot to associate. Their houses have been constructed with a 
view to the especial accommodation of students and no pains are spared to 
make everything 'Convenient and pleasant. Between fowr and jive hundred com-
modious and well furnished rooms are provided for our use. 
BOARDING. 
Board which is in every respect satisfactory can be obtained n:om $1. 0 to 
$2.00 per week-now $1.00, $140, or $1.80. 
Aside from that portion of this department which is under the immediate 
control of the Principal, there are eighteen independent halls, between which 
and those of the Principal there is such a lively competiti<m that the board 
furnished is as good as can be obtained for the money. The advantages thus 
afforded are truly superior. -
SCHOOL WORK. 
It is unnecessa.ry to call attention to the work in the class room. it is 
thorough, systematic, and practical. That it is satisfactory, is proven in the 
fact that the larg·e majority of those entering at the beginning of the year, 
remain until its close. There are many in attendance who began i~ the Pre-
paratory department, and will remain in the School until they complete its full 
course-the best recommendation am.y schooL can have. ' 
W e desire, however, to call attention to the fact that the classes are not so 
large as is g·enerally supposed, the average number being· forty-four to each 
c lass. Now forty. 
. We wish to express our thanks, to both citizens and students: for their 
kindness in aiding us to make this report. We, the committ.ee, having bad free 
access to all the books, records, and such other information as was necessary 
to complete this report, have impartially and unprejudicedly presented the 
facts, not as favoring a friend , but as they are found really to exist. 
We hold ourselves accountable for everything contained in this report. 
A. L. LAMPORT, Bristol, Ind. J. W. ADAMS, Columbia City, Ind. 
JESSE SUMMERS, Thorntown, Ind. W. 0. GEORGE, Noblesville, Ind. 
0. T. D WI:Nl!ELL, Marshfield, Vt. THEO. MENGES, Bristol, Ind. 
M.A. Mo~, Crawfordsville, Ind. CHARLES DAVISSON, Sheridan, Ind. 
JA.MES H. OJ-ARK, Edingburgh Ind. P. T. LEWELLEN, Sheldon, Ill. 
Since the above report more than 30 large buildings and numerous maller 
ones have been erected, so that now ample accommodations are at the com-
mand of all who enter the School. 
Seventy-five thousand dollars have been expended in improvements during 
the past year. 
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ROW ALL ff\A Y BE ACCOff\ff\ODA TED 
-WITH-
JUST SUCH CLASSE~ AS THEY MAY DESIRE. 
There are Beginning, Advanced, Review and Regular Classes at the Normal each 
term. The Tegular classes are designed for those who can remain in the School 
during the three· years required for the completion of the course. It is not 
necessary that they remain three consecutive years, as the classes are so 
arranged that the student may drop out and teach a term, then return and take 
up his studies just where he left off, without any inconvenience whatever. 
It is a well-known fact, however, that a very few, comparatively, ever take a 
regular course at any of the higher institutions of learning. There are THOUSANDS 
of young people who have but a short time to remain in school, and desire to 
REVIEW THEIR STUDIES, or study certain branches in order to prepare themselves 
for a certain work. To accommodate this most numerous class, we have 
established Beginning, Advanced and Review classes, which are organized every 
term in each of the branches. The classes are so arranged that 
STUDENTS CAN ENTER AT ANY TIME, 
and find classe.s suited to their wants. This makes it a verv convenient School 
for TEACHERS. No matter when their schools may close, they can come to the 
Normal and BE ACCOMMODATED. All who enter the School have the privilege to 
SELECT THEIR OWN STUDIES AND ADVANCE AS RAPIDLY AS THEY MAY DESIRE. 
No one need fear that he will not be accommodated at any time. 
ARE NOT CLASSES NECESSARILY LARGE~ 
This is a question which frequently comes to us. We reply that we have 
an abundance of room. The teaching force is increased in proportion to the 
number in atte.ndance. With the exception of the Grammar classes, 
NO CLASS EXCEEDS SIXTY IN NUMBER, 
which is considerd by a majority of educators the proper number for one 
teacher. Many of the classes, however, have a smaller number than thsi. 
The Grammar classes are so conducted that the larger they are, the better the 
work accomplished. 
''BACKWARD OR TIMID STUDENTS.'' 
Many suppose that "Backward Students" will not have equal opportuni-
ties with those who are more "Forward," or have more "Confidence" in them-
selves. At the Normal this difficulty is carefully guarded. Those who are 
"Timid" receive the most careful attention. They are called upon to recite 
often, and by this means usually become first in their classes. 
The School has stood the test of criticism, and now the only obj'tction urged 
against it is that ''The attendance is so large that each student cannot receive 
proper attention." This comes from those unacquainted with the management 
of the Schoel. It is true that were the same number of teachers employed; the 
same amount of help to care for students retained; the amount of room used, 
when the attendance is large as when it is small, then the objection would be 
valid. But where the teaching force is increased in proportion to the number 
of students in attendance, reliable help procured for each department, and an 
abundance of room supplied, it is plain to be seen that a School of one thous-
and students can be as easily managed as one of five hundred, with as good 
results, and we believe better. Experience has proven that a large attendance, 
instead of being detrimental to a School, affords many advantages that cannot 
be e-njoyed wheTe the attendance is small. A few of these advantages are here given: 
I. It gives a means of making the expenses much less than they could 
possibly be made in any other way. 
II. It enables the officers of the School to supply more teachers and those 
better qualified. Instructors of ability are always anxious to secure positions 
in prosperous institutions. · 
III. It gives a greater range of studies, hence students can be accommo-
dated with just such branches as they may desire. 
IV. It affords facilities for securing better positions for students. 
V. It places the school on a firmer financial basis, furnishes money with 
which to supply apparatus, books, etc. In fact, a large attendance gives 
strength and vigor, encouragement and cheer, and thus causes general growth 
and prosperity. 
Besides all these, it is a sure indication that the work is satisfactory. The 
growth of a School is an almost certain index of what it is accomplishing. 
W hen students return term after term, and, in almost every case bring some of 
th eir friends with them, it proves conclusively that satisfaction is being given. 
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PROGRESS OF THE INSTITUTION. 
In July, 1873, arrangements were made with the Trustees of the Valparaiso 
Male and Female College, for the use of their buildings for the establishment 
of a N ormal School. 
September 16th, of the same year, the School was opened with 35 students 
in attendance. The School has continued in regular, rapid growth until now 
it i s the 
LARGEST NORMAL SCHOOL IN THE UNITE D STATES. 
This r emarkable growth is of itself unquestionable evidence that the work 
is perfectly satisfactory. 
The School was organized with the following departments: Preparatory, 
Theoretical Business, and Collegiate. Now, the following are fully establishe(l: 
Preparatory, Teachers, Business, Collegiate, Medical, Fine Art, Phonographic, 
Music, Review, Practical Business, Penmanship, Engineering, and Elocution 
and Reading. 
E ach department is in charge of a teacher who has made a specialty of the 
branches in that department. The fact that the instructors receive salaries 
ranging from $1,000 to $1,800 per annum is evidence that the best of ability is 
e m p loyed. 
The number of instructors at the .organization was four, now thirty-five 
are employed for regular work. 
LIBRARY. 
The Library has increased from 300 volumes to more than 10,000. 
APPARATUS. 
An abundance of the best apparatus has been purchased. Everything 
supplied that will in any way advance the interests of the student. 
To show more plainly the difference in expense between this School and 
others, we present a few facts: 
COLLEGIATE DEPARTMENT.n 
F rom an examination of the rates n.t various colleges, the following i 
found to be below the average expense for a yea.r of 40 weeks. 
Board, tuition, and furnished room .................................................. $185 00 
Books ............ . ....... . . .. ..... . .... .... .. . . . . . . . ............ ... ..... ....... .... . 30 00 
Fuel, lights, and washing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40 00 
Incidental expenses.... ... ... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..... .. . .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .... 12 50 
Total for the year ..... . .... ... . ........... ........... . .. ... .. .. $267 50 
The expenses at the Normal for sa.me time are as follows: 
Board, tuition, and furnished room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. $ 95 00 
All books used for the year, rented for ... . . ......... ...... ... . .... ... . .. .. ... ... . . . . . . 1 50 
i:c1~~~~~f:' .~~~ -~~~~-i~~ : :::·.:: ::·.:::: :::::.:::::: :·.:·:: :::::::: ·. : :::::::: :: ·.: :: :::::: ~ ~ 
Total for the year .............................. ·- .............. $116 50 
The above is when student boards at the r egul.ar boa.rding ha.Us. Should 
he board in a club, as many do, the expense would be as follows: 
Board, tuition, and furnished room ................................................. . $ 77 30 
All bo<?ks used for the year, rented for . . . ... .. . . ....... ... . ........ . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .•. 1 50 
i:c~~~~1~f:'.~~~ - :~~~~~~-~:: : ·.::: ·.: ·.: :::: ·. ::::: ·.: :: ·.: : ~ ·. ::: :::: ::: :::·.: : ::::::::::::::: ~ 00 
Total for the year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 98 80 
The expense in the Preparatory, or Te~hers' department, may be made 
somewhat less. 
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT. 
E xpenses at other Commercial Colleges. For an example we have selec-
ted a school where the rates are below the average. 
Board and lodging for five months .................... . ......... .. ............. ...... . $ 70 00 
Tuition for course. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55 00 
i~~i~~\l~;.;;.~i;: :: ;; ; ;;; ::::::::::::::: ::; :::::::::::::::::::: ;: :::::::::: ~ ~ 
Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................... $233 00 
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The following are the rates at the Normal: 
Bo~~d and lodging for five months .......... . ............................ · ........ ·.· .. $3750 
Tu1t1on ............................................................................... . 
Extra tuition for Practical department.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
Books and stationery ........................................ . ........................ . 
Fuel and lights................. . .................................................... . 
Full course in English branches. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. . 
15 00 
500 
500 
500 
Free 
Total .. . ............. . .......................................... $ 67 50 
If the course here is not as thorough and complete as at any other place in 
the land it will be given free of charge. 
Should the student board in a club the expense would be about $56.00. 
P ENMANSHIP. 
A TEACHER'S COURSE IN PENMANSHIP FREE. A full Course, including Plain 
and Ornamental Penmanship, Pen Drawing, Pen Flouri hing, etc., etc., at 
very low rates. This is an advantage found at no othe-r schoo£. The cour e may be 
taken alone, or in connection with other branches. The tuition in this depart-
ment at other schools is from $30 to '60. 
This will make our Commercial department, which i now considered the 
most thoroug·h in the We t, more complete than ever before. 
ENGINEERING. 
The Course is full and complete. The very best instruments are used. 
The expenses at other Schools are about as follows: 
In Eastern Schools, tuition per year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... . .. $150 00 to $200 00 
In Western chools, tuition per year .................................................. $125 00 
This is the wwest. 
i~~t~:~:Eii\~~~~~~~~,: :~~~::::::::::::: ·:::: ·:::: ·:: :::: :::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: $1~ ~ 
Total ........................................................... $355 00 
'!"he expense at the Normal is as follows: 
Tuition for full course ........................................ . ....... . ............... $ 27 00 
Books, Drawing Materials, etc........................................................ 8 00 
Board and lodging per year.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68 00 
English course. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free 
Total .......................................................... $103 00 
E LOCUTION. 
In Eastern Schools, tuition per year .................................................. $200 00 
In Western Schools, tuition per year... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 125 00 
~~~r~~~~1~~~~~r~~~~-~~::: :_: :_ ·: ·: :_ :_:: ·: ·::::::::::: :_ :_ ·: ·:: :. ·: ·: :_ :_:::::::: :: ·: ·::::::: ·:::::::: 1~ ~ 
Expenses at the Normal are as follows: 
~g~~J:~~~;~~~:~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: : ::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: $l ~ 
English course. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Free 
Total ........................................... . ............... $100 00 
These branches are not extra but we have given the rates where the 
student gives his whole time to any one branch. The courses may be taken 
with other studies, wHhout any additional expense. 
The comparison might be continued with the other departments, but it is 
unnecessary. 
Our purpose is to show that while the student enjoys all the advantages 
found at any School, yet the expenses are much lower than at any other similar 
institution in the land. 
PARTIES DESIRING TO PURCHASE REAL ESTATE, 
or to rent houses in Valparaiso will receive prompt and reliable information by 
addressing M. C. Kelly, Real Estate Agent, Valparaiso, Ind. Mr. Kelly is 
connected with the School and has this work in charge. 
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THE POPULAR REVIEW TERM 
-OF THE-
NORTHERN INDIANA NORMAL SCHOOL, 
VALPA&AISO, INDIANA. 
WILL OPEN JUNE 6TH, l 893, AND WILL CONTINUE TEN WEEKS. 
The first session of this kind was held during the Summer of '77, with an 
enrollme11t of about 300 students. So popular has this term become that during 
the last Summer tlie attendance exceeded 1,800 students. 
The prospects for the coming season are exceedingly :flattering, and indi-
cate a much larger growth. This popularity results from the fact that those 
who come here have the advantage of just such work as they desire. 
The Institution Offers, for One . Tuition, a Larger List of Subjects 
From Which to Select Than Any Other School. 
It is a well-known fact among teachers that we do forget. Although we may 
be constantly engaged in School work, yet we become so familiar with our own 
plans and methods that 
WE FORGET MANY OF THE UNDERLYING FACTS AND PRINCIPLES 
of the subjects we teach. As a result much interest and enthusiasm are lost, 
and with those branches which we do not teach we become almost wholly 
unfamiliar. To meet these wants this Review Term is organized. 
HOW THIS IS ACCOMPLISHED. 
While this is announced as a Revie·w Term, yet it must not be understood 
that there are no other classes excepting Review. The fact is that all the regu-
lar classes which occur during any other term are in session. 
THE STUDENT WILL HAVE THE ADVANTAGE 01!' ALL TH~ WORK IN 
THE FOLLOWING 
DEPARTMENTS :-Prt-paratory, Teachers' (including Special 
Training Class, Pedagogy, and Kindergarten Work), Collegiate (including 
Scientific, Classical, and Select Courses), Special Science, Pharmacy, Engineer-
ing, Elocution, Commercia], Music, Fine Art, Law, Penmanship, Telegraphic, 
Phonographic, TYl>Ommiting, and Review. 
The Review classes are additional. Thus the student who enters the 
School at any previous time may, during this term, continue his regular woTk, 
if deSired; while those who enter for the Review Term may take reg·ular studies, 
or review, or part regular and part review as they may select. In fact many 
by spending their vacations here, complete a course of study. The large attend-
ance is the only reason why the School can afford these varied advantages. Some 
may think that on account of the attendance being so large, each student 
does not have the same opportunities of reciting or asking questions, that he 
would have, if the attendance were small. This is not the case. We have 
an abundance of teachers, the classes are all so sectioned that each member has 
the same advantages as though the attendance did not exceed 100 students. Th~ 
universal statement of those who attend is that the large attendance is one of 
the valuable features of the School. 
In addition to the student having the advantage of just such class work as 
be desires, he has, without any extra charge, access to the most complete Library 
found at any Normal School. 
Valparaiso is noted for its healthful climate. Many teachers make this 
their Summer resort, and while resting take advantage of the Library, of visit-
ing classes in which they are interested, and of witnessing methods practically 
applied. 
An ilnportant feature of this term is 
THE TEACHERS' TRAINING CLASS. 
In this, the Normal methods of presenting all the subjects in the different 
branches are given. Much attention is given to School Government. 
The methods are becoming so popular that many come here for this cla s 
only. And while advanced work is given yet no school offers better 
FACILITIES FOR THE PRUfARY TEACH:'iR. 
Beginning with the Kindergarten, methods are given for all the grades. 
68 NORTHERN INDIANA NORMAL SCHOOL. 
ADDITIONAL POINTS OF SUI?ERIORITY.-
r. This being the 
LARGES T N ORMAL SCHOOL IN THE LAND, 
an opportunity for meeting a greater number of Teachers than at any other 
place is afforded. This gives all a means of becoming familiar with the 
workings of the n~merous schools throughout the land. 
II. The Instructors are practical teachers, and have for many years 
given their attention to the part·icular branches in which they give instruc-
t•ion. This, together with the fact that they are all actual workers in a 
training school, particularly qualifies them for their work. 
III. The advantages of superior apparatus for illustrating each subject. 
IV. EXPE N SES are Less here than nt a;ny other SchooL in the ~amd. 
Tuition for term, $10. Good board and well-furnished room, $1.50 to $1.90 
per week. Board in private families, $2.50. Ample opportunities for 
self-boarding. 
V. BOOKS.-All books may be rented at ten per cent. of cost. 
Neither expense nor effort is spared in making this the most profitable 
Institute in the West. 
THE WORLD'S FAIR. 
Many teachers and students who desire to visit the World s Fair, yet feel-
ing· that they can not lose the entire Summer for this purpose, can come here, 
1·eview their studies or pursue one of the regular courses and have all of the 
advantaqes of the Fair besides. 
The R ailroafl Fa r e From Va lparaiso to Chicago 
will be but a trifle to students and by giving Saturdays to the Fair, the student 
will g·ive i t as much time as he could afford even though he was not in School, 
and the expense of attending Schoo~ ana visiting t11e Fair will be but little greater 
than as though accommodations were secured in Chicago and the party 
remained there a time equal to the aaus spent out of School. Thus the entire Sum-
mer may be spent in study at practically no expense. 
Thousan d s of Our F orn1er Students Will Visit the Fah·, 
and as Valparaiso is so close to the city, and· the railroad fare so slight, we 
shall expect an of them to visit us. We want every student and his friends to 
feel that they will be welcome at any time, we shall have ampLe accommodatiOns 
prepared. 
While visitors will be made welcome at any ti:me yet arrangements have 
been' made for 
.A. GR.A.N'D R.E'U'N'ION' 
From August 7th to August 11th. 
This is a matter that has grown out of the suggestions of the students 
themselves. Many of the graduating classes have already completed arrange-
ments fo'r being here at this time, and others are now arranging for it. Not 
only these but students who wer-e member·s of specia~ classes such as A.Tithmetic, Gram-
mat·, Rheto1'ic, etc., are arranging to come as a body to this Reunion. We shall 
be glad of the 
Co-oper ation of any Students W h eth er Graduates of the Schoo l o r Ill embers ot 
Other Classes, 
in making this announcement general. 
A m ple Acc01n m odation s Will b e P r epared for the Occa sion 
N o M a tter How 1\'.Ia n y May Come. 
The cittizens will throw open their doors and unite with us. in giving all a 
cordial welcome and making the time one never to be foraotten. 
For full particulars send for Catalogue. It will be .mailed :free. We 
take pleasure in answering questions. Address, 
H. B. BROWN, Principal, or 
0. P. KINSEY, Associate Prin., 
Valparaiso, Ind. 
NEW CHARTER. GRANTED JULY 25, 1878. 
OFFICERS: 
A. Y. BATITHOLO:\IEW, President. 
A. Jj'REE.MAN', TTicc-Pn.:sir7ent. 
G. BLOCH, Sc~rctaru. 
II. B. BROWN. 1'rcaRurc't. 
TO THE TEACHER S AN D STUDENTS 
-OF 'fiJE-
nortl\ern-Indiana n ormal S cl\ool & ijusiness Institute 
We, the undersigned. in behalf of the citizens of the dty of Valparaiso, 
feeling tlmt we owe a testimonial of rt"spect and l<ind regard to the 
Teachers and students of the NonTllERN-IXDIA~A Non1\rAL Rcuoor. ANn 
J. u, IXERH LTRTrTUTE, desire, as a partial expressiOn of our good will, to 
s y that '"e feel highly honored m haVIng in our m~<lst so large a nnm.-
her of young people who have in every way cleported themselves as be-
comes true ladies and gentlemen. 
While at many Institutions of learning there seems to be a spirit of 
di.-cord and envy between the citizens and stucl<"nts, ·we can truthfully 
! say that from the beginning of this School, we, as c:tizens, have had no 
cause for any but the kindest of feeling. We chccrfu11,v and gladly wel-
cume ,YOU to our city, our homes, and our churches; our doors will ever 
,_ !)pen, and we shall endeavor to do all in our power to make your stay 
h U!o; a pleasant as pos!-.ih1e. We trust that as you shall complete 
r studies and go to new fields of usefulness, you may ever sustain the 
h standard of moral deportment--that has characterii'-cd you here. and 
.'on shall leave, we hope that others equally worthy of our regarclnnd j eem may come to take your places. l'I~F.I·!'C\X. F. P. B C'oFFTX. 'l'rE'nsnrrr Porter f'onllt\". 0>~. Il. F!FlF.T.n. H. P. "'EI,L>I. nerk J>ortt•r ('irl"nit ('mut: llr.~-:n, Pnstor Pre. h>terinn Chnrc>h. l~~:A:-o~ Bf:J.J .. ,\nditor Porter ('ountv 
, 'h:nElliTII, Pnl'tor ~i.E. Churf'h. ~IYnox l'.Dn'nt:T.L. ('omit\' ~nrYC\'nr: k PAmo;n, l'1tstor t~t l'nitnri1lll C'hnrch. )lt:nmn•·:T.ll & ,Jouxt<Tox.' .Attorneys. 
, \ •· 1. Lo1n:, l'nstor <'hrh;tiHn ('hnreh. E .• T. Tll•I'IA>~. :\len·l!nnt. ~ JL ~lna:1.;;:. Presiding- Ehler. S. :-', SKt. ·x~:n. Pre::;. First .'ntlonnl flank. 
\\' 
1
• Fmn-:. l'n~tor f:l'rllltlll )1. E. ('hnrc>h. ,Jos. n.uw~n:n. DRilker. . 
n .J. B. 1 .. \XC:E. Pnstor (;ennnu L . ( hnrl'h. (;. fii.O('II. )lerrhnnt. 
\\ A. Un.u:T'r. irPnit ,Jnclge IIAWKI::-o,.:, llA"~'l'B & ('o. :\JerPhnnt!'l. 
} zl c. TAT.! OT~', J~ditor \'idette. :.'. H Bwu.:w & So~. llm~gi~ts . 
• •· " 'tit lA •. E<l1lor ::\fe~seug-er. Pt-:mn Bno ..... .;\fcn•llllllls. 
{ 1n K~.K''iE. ( o. Snpt. ol' St'hooh. Do:...-..\. "'u.n:n. I>ry (:oodf: )ferl"h!lllt. 
1 J B.\\TA. SUJ•t. ( 'ity l'nblie ::-iC'lwols. ,Jo~. :--'l'~:r:.n:J,Il, :\1eJ·I'!umt. 
' 'hl'i:-if:H, ·" nyor of Ynlpnl'lli!'o. .._'KINXt:lt & H.\HROI.II. (:mf;cr8. 
-
-
CALENDAR I;OR 1893-4. 
FALL TERM 
Will open SePtember 5th, 1893, and will continue Ten Weeks. 
FIRST WINTER TERM 
Will open November 14th, 1893, and will continue Ten Weeks. 
SECOND WINTER TERM 
Will open January 23d, 1894, and will continue Ten Weeks. 
SPRING TERM 
Will open April 3d, 1894, and will continue Ten Weeks. 
SUMMER OR REVIEW TERM 
Will open June 12th, 1894, and will continue Ten Weeks. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ 
~ E.:::S:.PEN"SES A.:R..E L E SS ~E::R.E ~ 
~ -THAN AT- ~ 
~ ~ ~ l(ny oth.er simHar Institution in th.e Land. ~ 
~ ~ 
~~s~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
L0@A-ri0N: 
Valparaiso, containing about 7,000 inhabitants, is easily reached from all points, 
being located on the Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne and Chicago, Chicago and Grand 
Trunk, and New York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroads, 44 miles east of Chicago. 
Going Westward, the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne and Chicago Railroad makes con-
nection at Chicago with all lines leading into the city; going Eastward, nt Plym· 
outh with the Indianapolis, Peru and Chicago Railroad, also the Vandalia Line. 
These make connection, with all roads leading into Indianapolis; further East· 
ward the Pittsburgh, Fort Wayne and Chicago Railroad makes connection with 
all North and South lines. The Chicago and Grand Trunk Railroad, going 
Westward, makes connection at Chicago with all lines leading into the city; going 
Eastward, with the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad at WeUsborough, with the Lake 
Shore and Michigan Southern at South Bend, and with all North and South lines 
in Michigan. Going westward the New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad, 
makes connection at Chicago with all lines leading into the city; going eastward 
with the Louisville, New Albany & Chicago Railroad at South Wanatah, and 
farther Eastward with all North and South lines. The Louisville and New Albany 
Railroad, running the entire length of the State from North to South, also from 
Indianapolis makes connection at South Wftnatah with the New Yoi"k, Chicago & 
St. Louis R. R. The Louisville and New Albany road has recently been refitteJ 
and refurnished, and runs throttgh trains, thus enabling students from the Southern 
part of the State, and from the Southern States to come through with but une 
change. The city is situated in -as beautiful and fertile tract of country as can 
be found in the West, and for healthfulness is unsurpassed. These facts, together 
with the intelligence and Christian character of its inhabitants, make it one of the 
most desirable places for a Literary Institution anywhere to be found. 
The School Buildings are large and commodious, situated on an eminence 
overlooking the city and surrounding country. The Campus, containing five acres; 
is beautifully ornamented with a natural grove, affording a grateful shade in summer, 
and shelter from the storms of winter. 
For Catalogues, or further infoxmation, address, 
H. B. B:&OW::N', Principal, 
OR. 
0. P . KINSEY, Associate Prinoi 1. 
ll-======================================:::::::= 
